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DRESSED IN style for graduation were Gene Dennis, who had 
his hair done especially for the occasion, a.nd Boyd Louie. 
New jail site 
search leaving: 
city boundary 
TERRACE - -  The search for  
land for a new correctional cen- 
tre is moving outside city limits 
because government egotiators 
can't find a suitable property in 
town. 
District corrections director 
Rob Watts last week ¢onfh'med 
9fficials are now looking at land 
outside city limits but near 
town, 
Troub le  negotiating with 
Russ Fraser - -  appears to be be- 
'ing sold to someone lse. - 
That site was pursued after 
homeowners on the bench per- 
suaded negotiators it would be 
politieadly impossible to locate 
the new correctional centre 
there. 
Fraser first hinted last week 
the correctional centre could be 
located outside citylimits. 
He called one proposed site 
private land~owners and public 'zdon-controveralal" and that 
°~ear~:t~&n:t~ll°eaeas~n ~¢..J~=al!... ev~--lf'a~i~,outside town.was 
me city pick.ed~ the: staff would live 
rh~q plagued negotiatorK'~.sln~e h~;" .~vb?k  here,pay iax~here  
'the search began more than a '[~nd be part of the community 
.year ago. so from that point of view it 
" I 'd  say we've pretty much 
run out of options in town," 
Watts said. " I f  there's nothing 
to be had one has to start modi- 
fying priorities." 
The project's original  list of 
priorities required the new jail 
be within a certain distance of 
RCMP, the hospital and other 
city facilities. Watts said some 
of those would have to be com- 
promised if an out:of-town site 
is selected, 
"What we're doing is we're 
broadening the net a bit," he 
hasn't moved out Of Terrace." 
A move of the correctional 
centre outside town could cost 
the city as much as $10,000 a 
year in grants, c i ty  treasurer 
Keith Norman said. That's how 
much the city gets from the pro- 
vince in lieu of taxes for the ex. 
isting jail property on Hwyl6. 
Watts said. he also recently 
toured a potential site at Miller 
Bay near Prince Rupert, which 
has been touted by a Prince 
Rupert business organization, 
"We made it clear our Furst 
said. "We're almost back at the preference is Terrace," he said, 
very beginning," "but  ulti~nately we're looking at 
The move came after mgotia- all alternatives." 
tions for n site on geith Avenue Choosing a site outside town 
west of the B.C. Hydro building could mean a smaller site, Watts 
apparently fell apart. Watts said added, because with no nearby 
the 53-acre parcel - -  described homes the centre wouldn't need 
as "ideal" by solicitor-general a treed buffer strip around it. 
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Deadl ines  
TERRACE ~ The July 1 long 
weekend coming up means early 
deadlines are in effect at The 
Ter race  Standard .  
The deadline for display and 
dassifiedadvettisiag is 5 p.m., 
Thursday, June 28. 
The deadline for written sub- 
missions is'also $ p,m,, Thurs. 
day, June 28, Our office is dos- 
ed this comdng Monday and 
opens aggln Tuesday at 8 a.m, 
Ju ly  1: has..;two names - -  
D o m i n i 0 n  DaY and Canada Day 
as it became known in the last 
decade. :iAndi ;i regardless o f  
Meech Lake,!it; ls a statutory 
holiday,, ii:i~.::ii i 
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THAT'S well-known Prince Rupert carver Dempsey Bob with 
Fred McKenzie. Bob's assisting two nephews in a totem pole 
carving project while Fred is just learning the craft. 
fron front 
In the family 
In Tsimshian custom, 
poles are erected outside of 
-living quarters to inform 
visitors of the identity of 
those living there. 
Eleven and Neff say the car- 
ving has been more difficult 
then usual because the dry 
spring causes cracks in the 
cedar. 
"The cedar dries out fast 
(when peeled) and the heat 
takes out the oils in the 
wood," says Neil. 
They've been countering 
through a sprinkler system 
installed on top of the  
longh0use  which 'adds 
humidity to the inside air. 
And, the pair say it's 
becoming more difficult to 
f'md dear cedar from which 
to create their art. 
"There aren't many large 
trees left," says Nell. "Even 
the sawmills tell us it's hard 
to find good clear wood." 
The longhouse is located 
next to the Kitselas band of. 
rice off Queensway. 
Rupert eyeing 
provincial job 
. now based here 
TERRACE - -  The dty's recent 
and failed attempt o have the 
RCMP subdivision head- 
quarters moved here from 
Prince Rupert seems to have 
provoked a response. 
Prince Rupert mayor Peter 
Lester said last week he wants 
the Provincial Emergency Pro- 
gram zone manager moved to 
his city from Terrace. 
"We'll be in contact with the 
people in charge o f  the 
emergency program," said 
Lester. 
He added that Prince Rupert 
has always wanted the program 
officer position moved back 
after it was transferred out in 
the early 1980s. 
Prince Rupert's most recent 
efforts began about four mon- 
ths ago, Lester said. 
That's about the same time 
Terrace council first made its 
pitch to have the RCMP head- 
quarters moved here. 
The attempt failed and the 
RCMP now say they'll be 
building a new headquarters 
building in Prince Rupert. 
Lester said having the 
emergency program manager in .. 
the same town as is the RCMP 
headquarters makes sense in 
case there is an emergency. 
"Thanks to Nut#System I have a 
different outlook on life, I feel l can 
handle anl~hing." 
. The NutdlSy~.em Weight Loss Program includes a variety of 
delicious meals and snacks, nutdtJonafand behavioral counseling, 
light activity, and weight maintenance. 
~n~ " 
Our client, 
Renate Davis, 
lost 15 Ibs. ' 
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Fresh 
FRYIN 
C..H'I 
[] 
Grade A or L 
2.16 kg. 
CROSS RIB CROSS RIB 
ROAST TEAKS 
Boneless.  
5 .03  kg. 
Meat De~)t. " ;' 
FAMILY PACK' 
LEAN 
GROUND 
BEEF 
8-10  lb. bag. 4 .37  kg. 
White or Brown 
i 
LB. 
Family pak. 
7 .25  kg .  
LB. 
KAISER 
BUNS 
12 pack, 
DINNER ~ I N B J E  WHITE 
BU 
i 2 pack. 
EA. 
POT- t  
ATOES 
m ~  
iULi E BATH- 
i:, R00M 
TEA TISSUE 
100g 8 roll pkg. 
SOFTN' GENTLE " 
LB. 
PKG. 
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OUAI~ 
gU AT 2.118 
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..,N'urse:considers ethics ,char ge appeal 
i 
Paper savers 
PILES OF paper gathered by local businesses and orsanizations for recycling are now in Van- 
couver thanks to a Skeena secondary class taught by Dan Houpt. Students Lesley Robinson, 
Stella Haigh, Suzannah Vande Velde and Clare Jennings were amon8 those collecting the 
estimated two tons of paper that went down. 
TERRACE - -  A nurse found 
guilty on several counts of 
unethical conduct for Counsell- 
ing patients on abortion says 
she's thinking about an appeal. 
The decision by a Registered 
Nurses Association of B.C. 
(RNABC) discipline committee 
to issue a reprimand without 
conditions doesn't fully address 
what Isobel Brophy calls the key 
questions surrounding ; abor- 
tion. 
"They did not want to ex- 
amine the truth about the hurt 
that abortions can cause," said 
Brophy last week just after the 
decision was released. 
"They didn't want to address 
the question of rights of a pa- 
tient to be fully informed, in- 
cluding information on the side 
effects, about abortion," she 
said. 
Brophy did say the reprimand 
is a fairly mild disciplinary 
measure and was pleased no 
conditions were set on her nurs- 
ing activities. 
At the same time, Brophy 
said the reprimand on her nurs- 
ing record could hamper any 
plans she has to advance in the 
profession by becoming an in- 
structor or head nurse. 
"This is a stain forever on my 
record... I have a reputation of 
being a competent and caring 
nurse," she continued. 
The charges filed stem from 
five allegations Brophy acted 
unethically in the period from 
Oct. 1986 to June of last year. 
They were heard over a five-day 
period last month by the 
RNABC discipline committee. 
One of the charges was drop- 
ped during the hearing and 
several were dismissed by the 
committee in its decision. 
On the charges upheld by the 
committee, it ruled Brophy's ac- 
tions "reflects alack of respect, 
for ... needs, values and rights 
of choice" of the patimt. 
She objected to the phrasing, 
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I~ l~ l  Brophy 
tions should not~ have been 
scheduled during the strike 
when other medical care was 
suspended. 
Brophy added she would not 
hesitate to counsel patients 
again if they requested informa- 
tion or wanted to talk. 
" I  wasn't guilty," Brophy 
said in adding she knew of the 
professional risk she was taking 
by having such conversations. 
• saying it went contrary to her 
beliefs about the right of a pa- 
tient to have complete informa- 
tion about abortion. 
; ' I f  I didn't, care about a 
woman's needs, I would have 
wdlked away without alking to 
her," Brophy said. 
The committee also decided 
that Brophy endangered the 
health of a woman scheduled to 
have'an abortion during the 
1989 nursing strike by saying 
she and other nurses would 
picket the hospital should the 
procedure take place. 
RNABC documents filed 
with the charges indicate there 
was a risk to the patient's health 
and that actions Brophy said 
she and other nurses would' 
undertake could have lead to 
the identity of the woman being 
known. 
Brophy rejected the conmait- 
tee's finding in this situation, 
saying it implied that she would 
compromise her nursing train- 
ing and respect for the patient. 
"The (nurses')union, the 
doctors and the hospital ad- 
ministration put the needs of 
this patient secondary to their 
concern about a public backlash 
should it become known abor- 
tions were being done during 
the strike," she said. 
Brophy said her and the posi- 
tions of other nurses that abor- 
Arson investigated 
TERRACE- -  RCMP are conti- 
nuing to investigate as arson the 
destruction of a building last 
week on Copper River road. 
Thornhill firefighters arrived 
on the scene at about 4:20 a.m. 
June 19. But they weren't able 
to save Kentron Construction 
Ltd.'s computer control centre 
and offices. Police said the 
amount of damage to the 
building is unknown. 
Police said they suspect he 
fire could be the result children 
playing. 
Police said the fire - -  of 
unknown origin - -  destroyed a 
building at the North Coast 
Road Maintenance paving site 
in Thornhill on Copper River 
Road. 
Don't hold your breath 
It'- a teachers contract 
~TERRACE - -  The local 
~teachers' contract expires this 
week :and both sides concede 
talks for a new one will likely 
continue into the fall. 
At least 60 articles remain to 
be negotiated, Terrace District 
Teachers' Association (TDTA) 
president Greig Houlden said 
last week, and the two sides are 
at an impasse on 12 more. Only 
one article has been agreed 
upon. 
Neither side has yet issued 
any offers on salaries and 
benefits. 
" I t ' s  get t ing  a l i t t le 
ridiculous," Houlden said. " l  
was hoping something would be 
learned from last year, but that 
doesn,t seem to have 
happened." 
The current contract was 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  m . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  • p ~ , ~ k ,  *~*  ~¢*( ,  z~ , t )  ¸ 4 , ~ ' r .  
reached through mediation last 
year following a 19-day teacher 
strike in January 1989. 
Houlden noted labour strife 
in the teaching profession is 
really nothing new to Terrace: 
"In 15 years of bargaining 
Mstory, we've never had a 
negotiated settlement. It 's 
always gone to arbitration or 
mediation." 
"BCTF (B.C. Teachers 
Federation) people tend to look 
at things up here and shake their 
heads," he said. "They think 
it's something in the water." 
But Houlden said the union 
executive has no plans to break 
off  talks and recommend 
teachers take job action. 
"Basically we're taking a 
long-term view," he said. 
"We're going to carry on 
negotiations for as long as our 
membership puts up with it." 
Houlden said the board is re- 
jecting nearly all the teachers' 
proposals. "Basically what 
we're getting from them now is 
'We reject your proposal, and 
let's get it out of the way so we 
can reject the next one.'" 
School board spokesman Kris 
Chapman said many of the 
union's proposals are complete- 
ly unrealistic, and many are just 
recycled versions of already re- 
jected clauses. "They're coming 
back with nearly identical 
language," she said. 
Trustees last week stopped at- 
tending the bargaining sessions. 
Chapman said the board can 
direct its negotiators just as 
easily from the board office. 
Bargaining is to continue this 
weekend. 
• ~, ,=a~ 4 
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• Begirming July 3, 1990, the Terrace Regional Transit 
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NOTICE 
School Distruct No,- 88{TerracoF. - 
SUMMER HOURS 
School District No. 88 administration Board Office will be instituting sum- 
mer hours, effective July 2 to August 31, 1990 inclusive. 
Hours will be 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
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Evidence at the inquest into last Given a situation whereby an aircraft 
flies past the point where it should have 
broken off its landing approach, will a 
co-pilot question the pilot who has more 
experience? Would a captain of an air- 
' craft defer to another pilot who is more 
junior? What kind of attitudes about 
command and responsibility have to 
change to get away from a normal chain 
of command whereby people defer to the 
one that is in charge? How does a train- 
ing program make a person comfortable 
about questioning the  actions of a 
superior - -  particularly in the confines 
• of an aircraft cockpit when seconds 
count? 
Of particular importance is the kind of 
system that will be needed to discipline a
captain of an aircraft should he or she 
exceed measures of safety. How would a 
program give a co-pilot he confidence to 
September's Skylink crash indicates the 
aircraft flew past the point at which it 
should have pulled up and away because 
the pilots could not see the runway. It's a 
safety measure that is part of the stan- 
dard approach procedure for the airport. 
In this case, all decisions after the air- 
craft proceeded past that point com- 
pounded to the final horror of the crash. 
That leads to the most intriguing ques- 
tion and the one that deserves an answer: 
How many times has this happened 
before7 It's important for it means that 
the jury's recommendation of a system 
whereby pilots question each other Could 
be trickier to introduce than first 
thought. 
Just as there can only be one general 
leading an army or one captain in charge 
of a ship, an aircraft can have only one 
captain. He or she is the pilot with the NDP is getting 
most experience, seniority and capabili- report any infraction in return for the -~ :~:: 
ty'Alldecisi°ns ultimately rest withthat security °f kn°wing his °r her °wn j ° b p e r o n .  !'I 0 would not in turn be jeopardized?  IIT!S_ a t in, p lace  'i::!:~i::; 
We may 
• ,going to the polls until next 
penses. Afterward, he hinted arkly that  
certain people wanted him out of office. 
He was also the candidate who, in the 
1979 provincial election, said backers of 
spring, but you can bet your 
ballot that we'll be in a pre- 
election campaign mode from 
now on. A number of new 
• measures proposed last week 
by,he NDP is just one indica- 
One thing is for sure. The next provin- 
cial election won't be boring in nor- 
thwestern B.C. now that Jack Kempf is 
in the hunt for a fifth term as an MLA. 
First elected in 1975 as the Social Credit the Equity silver mine near Houstonltbld 
ML~ for Omineca, Kempf will represent him.they would pack up and leave,!f the: 
NDP were elected. Kempf said they same 
thing in the 1983 campaign about the 
Telkwa coal field near Smithers. No pro- 
of of either statement was found but that 
didn't matter. In politics, it's the 
thought that counts. 
Kempf's victory proves there is still an 
independent spirit in northern B.C. - -  a 
spirit that doesn't easily take to what the 
boys say down south. 
the party in the new riding of Bulkley 
Valley-Stikine. 
He's the MLA who once said he didn't 
care what newspapers aid about him --  
as long as they spelled his name right and 
it went on the front page. He was the 
forests minister in 1987 but left cabinet 
and the Social Credit caucus after allega- 
tions about the way he handled travel ex- 
Oldy, but goody 
Bifocals • 4r 
of upholsterers, but not enough 
to improve overall riding com- 
fort. 
Before 2000, Detroit ought o 
brainstorm updating the 
ashtray..For despite radical 
changes in the basic vehicle, the 
ashtray issubstantially the same 
as it was in the 1940 models. It 
still occupies a central/ocation 
in the car, with no flanges to 
prevent every breeze from sif- 
ting live ashes indiscriminately, 
melting pantyhose, aerating 
trousers, and smouldering black 
holes in headliners and seat 
uphostery. 
The result is instant deprecia- 
tiofi: . . . . . . . . . . .  
.While the government seems 
to have difficulty staying Out 
of trouble, the NDP's fortmies 
are improving by the week. 
One reason the sun is setting 
on the Socreds is the govern- 
meat's decreasing shelf life. 
The closer a government gets 
to the end of its five-year 
term, the fewer options it has 
to matfipulate public opinion. 
Scandals can be fatal in the 
last year of a government's 
life; twelve months may not be 
enough time for the public to 
forget. 
Premier Vander Zalm has 
put a few scandals safely 
behind him. The David Poole 
controversy will probably play 
little or no part in the next 
election campaign. Details of 
highways maintenance 
privatization will probably be 
forgotten. 
But the Socreds are left with 
enough baggage to slow them 
down and perhaps top them 
dead in their race for another 
mandate. The Bill Reid scandal 
isn't going away; the NDP 
made sure of that by taking 
Reid to court when the at- 
torney general refused to pro- 
secute. 
Carol Gran's ill-advised use 
of government aircraft doesn't 
help the Socreds either. And 
Peter Dueck's resignatio~ from 
cabinet for having accepted 
freebies is also still fresh in the 
public's memory. 
What's also hurting the 
Socreds is the fact that the 
public no longer has complete 
From the : 
Capital • 
Colum6ians also know that the ~ ~ /'/.'.'@.,.:i~.~ 
• B.S. Fund is just that. outlining their legal an~et~ ~ 
Meanwhile, the NDP is no obligations. , ~ '. • 
The legislation would also 
tighten regulations for public 
financial disclosure by MLAs 
and provide for suspension if a 
member doesn't comply. And • 
finally, the legislation would 
give the public the right to in- 
itiate an investigation through 
the B.C. Supreme Court into 
the conduct of MLAs. 
As a member ~of the Fourth 
Estate, I'm particularly fond 
Of the proposed freedom of in- 
formation legislation. Right 
now, the government doesn't 
have to tell anyone anything, 
unless it feels compelled to do 
so by public pressure. 
Laws specifying the public's 
right to access government 
documents and records are 
clearly preferable to the politi- 
cians' inherent preoccupa.tion 
with secrecy. " 
The NDP's freedom of iw'  
formation legislation would 
cover not only all government 
ministries, but all boards, com,. 
missions, agencies and Crown 
corporations. Records to which ~ 
the public has access rights 
would include documents, 
: tapes and computer records. ~ 
Needless to say there would 
have to be exemptions., 
There was a time when the 
NDP was gtfilty of trying to / 
get into office by' default; '~ .i~",~ 
hat s no longer the case. The 
party's position on all zitaj0l: i 
'issues is clear. Tlieplaffot:nl ; j
from "which theNi)P Will ill,it, 
the next election\is;~s01id~:: : 
And I'm Sure:the'latest. 
.series of proposed :"g0od ';~:i:, ~ 
government !aws" Will go a'i i::'. 
~ong way towards makinglth~: .
NDP a cre-'dible alternative.in i 
longer just waiting for the 
government to destroy itself. 
Instead, the opposition is 
presenting the public with con- 
crete and detailed options. 
During the past few months, 
the NDP produced some ira. 
pressive position papers, the 
best of Which was probably the 
one dealing with environmental 
controls. 
Last w~ek, the opposition 
unveiled what it c~lls "good 
government laws," a series of 
measures the party says it will 
introduce as legislation if
elected. 
The package includes pro- 
posed legislature, lower the 
provincial voting age to 18, 
guarantee fair and open bid- 
ding on'all government pro- 
jects, ~stoP political abuse and 
mishan'dling of lottery funds 
and r~quire full disclosure of 
campaign contributions. Those 
are the minor proposals. 
Theimpnrtant measures pro- 
mised by the NDP include 
tough conflict of interest laws 
and freedom of information 
legislation that would 
guarantee access to govern- 
ment documents and records. 
Laws governing Conflict of 
interest are long overdue. 
Vander' Zalm's guidel!nes just 
don't cut-it. The biggest pro- 
blem is that the premier 
himself is the final arbiter of 
any disputes involving a con- 
filet o f  interest. 
The NDP proposes a ,'legal- 
ly enforceable code of ethical 
behavior to govern the conduct 
of all Members of the 
Legislature." The legislation 
. I P "~I ,  
• . qe;t/ 
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,r... 
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confidence in the government's 
tion of the vehicle's Value, con- ability to manage the 
tributing to a look of long, hard province's finances. The public 
use. now knows that the last budget 
Perhaps that's why pre-war was not balanced, as the 
had a bird's eye view of the ashtrays are still in vogue, government claims. British 
road, autos have been dropping . . . . . . . .  _ .......... , 
until some models are so low ~fO0 CA~'T" ~OIkDOMTI4AT'BUIClAL 
you must climb Up to get OUt. ~OUND OR Tt4AI" -qPA[ ~l l ld ( r  G~E(~ OR ~ I 
Besides the inexorable shift to T/t&T Ht6t~ATlOlJ R0tJ~l't~ OR TR&T ~tItJF.gAL ] ] 
softer, more sumptuous in- t.lCK ORT~AT'CALVlAIb'AR~I~aORTtlAT / ] 
teriors, any upholsterer will tell Flfl41~dG t~  ok ~T t~e~rm 6- / I 
you seats have been re-designed I~A6If'AT 0 R Yl4 A'r 17~Albllld6 SI.oP& ~ ~5~ 
almost as often as Shames , - - ~ ~  
Mountain Ski Corporation, has ~ / , ~ ~  "~ 
revamped its debt schedule. But 
just asShames' renegotiations 
have,redistributed but not ~ ~ ~  
reduced its debt, Detroit's in- ~ 
novations have effected minor 
changes in seat construction, 
enough to inflame t.he tempers 
Why do 1990 cars have pre- 
war ashtrays? All makes of cars 
undergo styling changes annual- 
ly -- except for their ashtrays. 
In Windsor. In Detroit. In 
Japan and Korea. Teams of 
automobile design engineers 
study component graphics on 
computer terminals. Decorators 
compare colour swatches for 
fabrics to be used for car in- 
teriors. Together they conspire 
to assemble automobiles that 
possess flair, economy, and an 
ashtray that overflows with 13 
butts. 
To improve passenger safety, 
manufacturers have come up 
with tires that resist blowing out 
when punctured, seat belts that 
protect steering wheels from 
• dental imprints during a crash, 
tinted windshields that give a 
false weather picture, and shat- 
terproof glass for uniform rub- 
ble. 
Aiming for extended gas 
mileage, enhanced acceleration, 
and reduced wind resistance, 
they've re-shaped the anto like a 
hyperactiveyoungster pummell- 
ing Play-Doh. They've tested 
longer, lower, flatter, rounder,-:' 
shorter and sleeker body 
shapes. They've even tried 
lengthenii~g fenders into shark 
fins, and raising doors upwards. 
Since vandalism became an 
organized sport, manufacturers 
have incorporated buzzers that 
remind you if you've left your 
keys. in the ignition, door locks 
that won't disengage when 
caught by a coat llanger, and 
steering wheels that freeze when' 
a vehicle is hot-wired. 
Much thought has gone into 
produc,ing an automobile•that 
looks good for its lifetime. 
Paints are tougher than ever. 
Rustproofing retards blemishes 
until the lower part of the car is 
ready to drop off in one chunk. 
Bolts, screws and other fasten- 
ings are camouflaged by plastic 
trim, glued-on carpet, or 
chrome plates. Nowadays 
dismantling an interior for 
repair is akin to lacating the 
wool end that will unravel a 
sweater. 
For drivers who favour 
automation, windows whisper 
up or down at a touch. Front 
seats adjust forward and 
backward on command. 
Fastidious? Activating another 
switch squirts liquid giass 
cleaner to sluice splattered in- 
sects off of the windshield. 
From the 1920s when ¢lrivers would require cabinet ministers 
the battle for votes. to take part in a seminar, 
r /~s  w~y w~i Ne,~et •V" 
LRev e D'r.ts 
J 
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ads celebrate night 
Caledonia 1990 graduating class Skeena Cellulose Schol., Educa- , , .  ~:'~:,N~ :;~ ' CA,,,,, .,^UO ~ ~ ' :  C~W~ SW. 
for official ceremonies, tion/UBC or UVic: 
winners.You'llalsofindlistsof D Medical Society Schol., 
additional prizes and awards RN/NWCC. 
given out to deserving grads. Jason Parvialnen ($500) -- T 
Ryan Stevenson ($800) -,- & D Medical Society Schol., 
Grad '79 Scholarship; ($250) -- RN/NWCC. 
Cedar River Timber (1971) Co. Jody Popp ($500) --- T & D 
Ltd. Schol.; ($500) - -  Medical Society Schoi., Phar- , ,~ <~, 
McDonald's Scholarship, macy/Cariboo/UBC. C~NAJ, AO~S 
MD/UVic Tract Story ($500) - -  NWCC 
Carolle Michaud ($880)  - -  Bursary, • Dieti- 
John and Ellen Bastin Scholar- tian/Cariboo/UBC. 
ship; ($100) -- Elan Travel Laura-Marie Taylor ($350)-- 
Scholarship, Optom/Uof- T & D Credit Union Schol.; 
Waterloo. ($100) -- Lomak Transport 
Nathan Wilkerson ($880) -- Scholarshil~; ($50)-- Caledonia 
Ted Wells Scholarship; ($100) Scholarship,' Social 
• - -  Caledonia Scholarship, Work/NWCC/UVic, I~: i;!i!~: 
BASe/Brigham Young Univer- Sheldon Bennett ($500) - -  JOANNE 0GAWA WCKY SNNIS JOE P. ZBCCHIATTI [IRS1]N MA~ENZE 
WENDY BIFFLE and Kristi LeBIond arrived in'style forgr:ad sity. Terrace insurance Brokers' ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ 
ceremonies on a horse drawn surrey provided for the occasion by Callle Swan ($600) - -  Walter Schol., Commerce/Law/UBC. 
driver, Nancy Nelson and husband Kris. Yeo Scholarship; ($250) --  Doll Leesha Sabine ($500) - -  
and CJ Norrington Sch0l., Kinsmen Club of Terrace !~;:~, 
DVM/UBC/UVic. Schol., RN/NNVCC. ~:  ~ 
Krista Soules ($500) -- Don Jessie Carroll ($500) 
DiegnRestaurantSchol.;.($300) Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
THAT'S GRAD Jeff Peden pouring a glass of punch for father Earl in 
the Caledonia gym prior to walking to the REM Lee Theatre for of- 
ficial ceremonies. 
SIGN OF the times at grad activities nowadays is the increase in the 
number of video cameras. Ray Tank was just one of many parents 
capturing memories on tape. 
- -  CUPE local 2012 Schol.; Schol.. Psych./UVic. 
($50) - -  Caledonia Scholarship, Ginger Minhas ($500) - -  T"E,~SA NEW"0US~ .,.A, 0. AN~S0, .0N~ S0USA LA,~ ~."AC"~V 
Psych./Langara/UVic. McAlpine & Co. Scholarship, 
 ln,,o ,r k Coo  
Morris Scholarship; ($200) -- David George ($500) -- 
Mohawk Oil Co. Scholarship, Alcan Smelters & Chemicals 
Education/NWCC/UVic. Schol., Chemistry or 
Linda Cuddeford ($750) -- Optom./NWCC. 
Hans Muehle Scholarship, Clint Baker ($400) -- Dudley 
MD/UBC Little Scholarship, Comp.Pro- 
Corinna Adams ($750) -- g/UofA. 
Hans Muehle Scholarship, Doug MacKenzie ($400) - -  0^ ~SU, W~UeEL ,E~D~ W~EeE C~,E~ ^~.eW 
CreatiVeArts/UBc.Centennialrace($115)ship,Vicky/Sainis J• nn•C•••perativePharma•y/UVic/UBC.-Advertising/UBC.Caledonia••awaLions'($635)Scholarship,Scholarship;($750)Scholar-- Ter--- .ClarenceA r°space Eng./NWCC/ Bc.DUdleYKinsmenOr RN/CollegeLiZTracieNWCc.B°telh°Litt MichielLeasOnClubof N w. Sc olarshP,of Schola ship,($300)($250)Caledoni Terrace--_ ~~!~~,, ,~!  •, :~'i ~ : ~ : !~ ~:~! !  i~ ~: :~&"~i ,~:  pd ,,~:?~,~ ; : ,i!' • i!~ 
Joe Zucchiatti ($650) -- T & Schol., Psych./NWCC. I~ i~~,  ~ 
DAC Fine Arts Schol., Dana~,~]verso.n.($~i0~0) ;-- . . . . . . .  JA,SONA'P.ARV.IA!NE,~ .J~¥L. P0PP TRACYL. ST08Y.. 
Arts/Drama/Langara/UofA, TDTA~ :::~,Schblarship, ~ ~ ~ 
Kirstin MacKenzie ($600) -- B~,~Law~CC. i . . . .  ~" !'~'~ : 
ank Morris Scholarship, Janell~':,Iverson ~($1000) -- ~ ~ 1  
rts/NWCC/SFU. TDTA Scholarship, Educa- ~ ~  
Theresa Newhouse ($600) -- tion/NWCC/SFU. ~~i~t~ 
rad 79 Scholarship, Pol .  Sandra Loptson ($1000) -- ~}~j~ 
:i./UVic. TDTA Scholarship, Engineer- ~ ~  
Brian Anderson ($500) -- ing/UBC. ~ ~ ~  
ichael Mitchell Memorial Suzanne Banville ($I000) -- ~BE"~ ! ~ ~ !  ~~Ess'Ec'~° GI~E, ~ ,IN,~ 
:hol.; BASc/UVic. Prov. of B.C. District Schol., ~ 
Monica Sousa ($500) -- Fashion Design/NWCC. 
insmen Club of Terrace Frank Genallle ($1000)- 
:hol., Educa- Prov. of B.C. District Schol., 
5n/NWCC/UVic. Art/Emily Carr College of Art ~ ~ ~  
Lara Bachynsky ($500) -- Design. ~~!~t l~ l l  ~ 
WCC Bursary, Educa- Elizabeth Mendes ($1000)-- ~ ~  ~ 
m/NWCC/SFU. Prey. of B.C. District Schol., ~ g ~  ~ 
Daysun Wrubel ($500) -- Accounting/NWCC. 
trry Swanson Mere. Schol., Sheldon Bennett ($900)i-- DAVIOM. GEORGE 
o/Langara College. Robert Sheridan (NW Real ml I1~[~.,..~ 
Heidi Wiebe ($500) -- Alice Estate Board) Schol., Corn- [ ]  
en-Wing Scholarship, merce/Law/UBC. I 
More honours- 
Fr
A
G  '
Sci./ i . 
M l 
Sc ol.; 
K  
Sc l., 
ti6 / / i . 
N  
tion . 
La l., 
Bi /
Ch rt- i  
TRACtE LEASON DANA M, IVERSON JANELLE IVERSON SANORA LO~TSON 
Thefo lown.  udents,  
received post secondary institu- 
tion entrance scholarship of- CallieSwan received a Nancy Green Scholarship Scholarship 
fers. 
Ryan Stevenson was offered a valued at $1,500. 
University of Victoria entrance Nathan Wilkerson received a
scholarship with a value of scholarship from Brigham 
$1,500. He was also offered a Young University in Utah with 
Norman MacKenzie Entrance a possible value Of $30,000 (US) 
Scholarship to UBC valued at a ye.ar. SUZANNE BANVItLE FItANK GENAILLE ELIZABE1H MENDES TRACE;/ELAINE TOO0 
The following students Special a w a r d s  A'i:e Soares for foods and 
received outstanding and special nutrition. In industrial education, 
student awards, awards were given to David 
TheRotary Shield for Social Responsibility and School ed a certificate of distinction, Sandra Loptson for consumer Shirey for construction, Lanny 
Citizenship went to Tracey school champion, iv.the Euclid education a d Suzanne Banville Paul and Rodney Wetmore for 
Todd. contest, for office procedures, mechanics and Bruce deHoog 
Sandra Lopston, Krista Corinna Adams, Dalice Kelln In English, awards were given for metalwork. 
Soules and Callie Swan received and Carolle Michaud received to Alice Soares for communica, In mathematics, Nathan 
Caledonia Outstanding Student the Reader's Digest Prix de tions, Corinna Adams, Sandra Wilkerson received an award 
Awards. Selection. Loptson and Ryan Stevenson for algebra, Matt Albert for 
Ryan Stevenson received the Corrina Adams was given a for English 12, while Callie computer science and Brian 
Governor-General's Academic presentation for the Realty Swan received the Andrew Anderson f or geometry. 
Medal. World-B.C.E.T.A. writing con- Toews Award for Literature 123 In physical education, Callie 
Program awards went to test while Nathan Wilkerson and Kirstin MacKenize for Swan and Daysun Wrubel 
Nathan Wilkerson for arts and received the Science Council of writing, received awards: In sciences, awards were 
science,: Suzanne Banville for B.C. Book Award. The Univer- In fine arts, awards went o given to David Shepherd and 
business education and Bruce sity of Toronto Book Prize went 
deHoog for industrial educa- to Vicky Salnis. , Richard Blower for art, Jason Ryan Stevenson for biology, 
tion. ~ Krista Soulea was named Dunham for acting and Clint Felicia Olson for geology and 
On the Grade 12 honour roll outstanding female athlete Baker for concertband. Healso Nathan Wilkerson for 
are Lara Bachynsky, Suzanne while Daystni Wrub¢l was nam- received the Jim: Ryan Award chemistry and physics. 
Banvllle, Richard Blower, ed outstanding female athlete, for StageBand 12. In social studies, Nathan 
David Falardeau, Theresa Kristi LeBlond and CaUie S~van In French, the Vera Frank Wilkerso": received an award 
Newhome, Jason Parvialnen, were among those considered Award for French 12 went o for geography, Ryan.Stevenson 
GRAD JOE, Mogg poses wit h date VieCknYsKeinZ~lrfianmtl~e Ca~:o;~a El~i~cf~ar;Sr::dntH~iiodisW~e m~stl~ul~si~t~s~i~t~t~, ~ Michelle Michaiid: Inhome for history, VickySainisforlaw ds economics, awards: were given and Monlca Sousa for western 
gym. Thats where grads, dates, ' . Y g . ~ . :made to the school s Werel~venfoBlizabethMendes to Suzanne Ban~lle for clothing cwillzatio~. ~ ~ i 
cture takng and the omc a c ass pnotograpn ~ , ~  ~ ~,,~, • - - ICBC for a~oml~al  Fellcia Olson and texti!es, Ther~a Middleton i ~ Sheila ~emann received the refreshments,.P . . . . . .  , ...... ..... ~: ~ " ;  ~ ~"  ' ' ¢ : ] ~ ~ ~pr 'T~!UO~|erAtueK'c~ub •Dy ' " ..... ~ '  ..... ' " " 
beforethe •official ceremqn.les oeg!n.~ : ;. ,.~i~ ii:{.'::'~:~'i~;:~:.~,i~i~!N~hah~Wilkerson recelv- for busbl~:i-¢ommumcattons, for famdy im~eme"t  and award for;|if¢iski!!s, i~ i ;  
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should have been for the French 
ud the Indians. They are a 
distinct society. Is not English a 
distinct society? 
Passing tbe Meech Lake Ac- 
cord for the French is fight for 
the French but not for the In- 
dians. 
What God has divided by the 
language in history cannot be 
united by force or voluntarily. 
Canada, by saying that Canada 
is founded on the supremacy of 
God, should nevei" make the 
constitution the supreme law of 
Canada above tbe laws of God. 
The second greatest 
separatists are the Englbh. The 
49 nations of  the~ Com- 
monwealth are united even 
though they are Separate 
because they know two, nations 
are not equal because one can 
dominate the other. 
That's just like one family 
cannot dominate another family 
in a town. A nation just like a 
town, is made up of many 
families and one cannot 
dondnate another. 
If the French want liberation 
mate you, 
I've sent copies of IMs letter : 
to leaders of our country and to 
the RCMP in Terrace. 
I am 59 years old and I love 
Canada, Quebec and the In- 
dians. 
My father was born  in 
England. On my mother's aide, 
my grandmother is pure French 
and my grandfather is pure In- 
dian. So it is w i thout  
discriminatton I write this letter. 
James Draper, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Commonsense is needed 
Dear Sir: 
I don't know about the 
library's situation, but it cer- 
tainly seems that council is get- 
ting pretty defensive about its 
"baby",. the proposed conven- 
tion centre. From reading last 
week's Terrace Standard, coun- 
cil sounds fairly confused. ' 
On the front page, Alderman 
Hull is quoted as saying "Both 
will be done, but obviously ou 
can't concentrate on both pro- 
posals at the same time." Both 
will be done? Gee, Alderman 
Hull, I thought hat was to be 
decided by the voters. 
He also stated that the library 
expansion vote was agreed to be 
decided in 1991, but inside on 
page 5, it seems that documents 
show this was not the case. 
Be safe 
Dear Sir: 
A note of praise to the 
musical community here in Ter- 
race. 
I was delightfully entertained 
by those performing at the Nor- 
thwest Academy of Performing 
Arts at the REM Lee Theatre 
and again by the Christian 
scbool band members. 
It was really wonderful - -  the 
dedication and enthusiasm and 
talent of both studer~ts and 
teachers. It was wen done and 
we hope to see and hear more in 
the future. 
Unfortunately there is an area 
of student behaviour that is 
bothersome. That seems to be 
between the crosswalks to 
Skeeua school. 
My understanding is that 
pedestrtans are safe in 
crosswalks and respect to 
drivers and themselves are 
shown by not  cross ing 
anywhere, anytime. 
! would hope there could be 
an Improvement in that area so 
no Injury or animosity happens 
between walkers and drivers 
and that good roadway habits 
are betng taught, learned and 
developed. 
Take care in Terrace. 
Lynn Buckle, 
Terrace, B.C. 
It appears that council decid- Will council magically fix the 
ed at the last minute that a con- roads, the schools and all the 
vention centre would be a more other amenities we cannot af- 
glamourous project to take to ford at present? 
referendum in an election year. Taxpayers dollars are not 
Perhaps business dollars buy coming from a bottomless 
• more votes than readers' wallet. It's high time council 
dollars, eh? I 'd trust readers realizes this and shows a little 
before I 'd trust politicians any- common sense. 
day. Sincerely, 
With taxes on the rise and F.J. MacDonald 
cutbacks in our schools, is+ it Terrace, B.C. 
wise to consider a superfluous 
$4.5 million building in a town STREET SMART 
that is not on the top I0 fist of TEST #2 
most popular resorts. Are there You are a male driver between 19 and 24. It is 
really conventioneers lining up night. You have had 3 drinks in the past hour. 
to stream into Terrace? If you have an accident, where is it most likely 
Wil l  Ter race  sudden ly  to occur? 
become an attractive centre for a. At an intersection with traffic signals. 
b. At an intersection without raffic signals. 
business to visit merely because c. On the straight of way. 
of a building? Will accommoda- d. On a curve. • 
dons be expanding to allow for o~] :~ l~T] : l  :  
this huge stream of conversa- 
tions? Will flights be landing 
ly? " regu lar  • +. : .~ ~._ ,. .::~ . , , .  ; , . ,  ,+ ;~/ . . . : , ,  ,+ . . :  ,~ .  
=-  r,+. . . . . .  
 afiariatt  tttt  eslmtrau! 
The friendliest " Inn"  townl ~ I ~ / ~  r. 
'LIEqrJ Make our place "Your Place" to enloy an evening of intimate dining and reasonable prtcesl 
++,+++ , ; ,  Look  
. . . . . . . . .  What's 
Cook in '  . . .  ~ Due to popular demand, we extend the whole fresh 
lobster special for the 
month of June. 
Whole fresh east coast LOBSTER 
flown In weekly for your pleasure. 
SPECIALS 
WHOLE FflESfl LOBSTER ....... $19.95 
BOASTED WILD BOAR ........... $19.g5 
STUFFED LEG OF 
LAMB FLORENTINE ............... $14.50 
LOBSTER CREPES NEWBUBG.$14.95 
For more Information and reservations ©all: 
M0n, - Sun. LUNClt: Men,. Fd. 4332 Lakelso Ave, 
5p,m. t011 p,m. 11:30a,m. to2p.m. Terrace B.C. 635-9161 
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I I  I YOUCOU0. , ' t  
"HOT SUMMER BEACH P C ' 
from Shoppers Drug Mart 
Don't  Miss Itl 
+ +,  , :  
l~+Si r :  * . 
" l ' l i  get dight to the point. 
In regards to a letter written 
by you and printedl3.06.90 
depicting students leaving 
school as, "N6thing but 
hoodlums, who are hooked 
on drugs, sex, vandalism and 
welfare money.~' 
Where did you obtain your 
in format ion f rom,  Mr. 
Homburg? You, are very 
sadly misinformed and it's 
qt~ite obvious that you 
haven't had the pleasure of 
meeting some of these young 
people who are in the majori- 
ty. They are very conscien- 
tious and well put together 
young individuals. In their 
own unique way they help to 
servi~ our community to their 
fullest and not what you so 
erroneously depict hem as. 
A positive attitude plays a 
very important role in all of 
our lives, Mr. Homburg and 
I 'm afraid yours leaves alot 
to be desired, especially, 
when ~you delight in venting 
your cynical remarks toward 
these young peop le  while 
choosing to involve them 
with your financial woes, etc. 
Like it or not, we all have 
our crosses to bear and taxes 
to pay. You are not alone 
and perhaps in the future you 
will write about something 
you know more of  and less of 
what you don't. 
C. Barg. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Cabaret Show " " No one under 19 yrs. admitted 
DOORS OPEN 8:00 P.M. SHOW STARTS 9:30 P.M. 
1 
TICKETS $20.00 PER PERSON 
Available at Sight & Sound (Terrace) ~d Sight & Sound Kltlmat 
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• There was a man who lived by 
...... .~ the Side of the road and ,sold hot 
" . +i~,, .He sold very good hot dogs. 
-" Heput up sighs along the 
:~ :~ highway and advertised in the 
ne~vspaper telling how good 
they were. 
~ . . . . . . / '  He stood on the side of the road 
. . . . . . .  : and cded: 
: ~. ~+/:"Buya hot dog, ,Mister i ' 
• i' : +!/?i' '~:: A nd people boughL, ~ 
~ He in(:reased his meat and bun 
orders. 
i : '~ He bought a bigger stove t~ 
' ::, : "~ : /takecare of his Ixade. " / '  
• :::'~+ "~/i :~'~ / He finally got his son home 
, ' :~  ,+/komcol legetohelphlmouL 
;+ +:~+~~  +::,-'~ But then something happens . 
'-+%~:~( ~'+/ His son said, "Falher~ haven't 
=~,i :;i ~+ ,:.,: you been listening I[othe iadio 
. . . . . . . .  ~ '  and watching'IV?. 
:i;:~/,~: :+~ ii ~loMetter Whol You Sell . .~We'l lHI 
] ,~  
t .  ' ,~  . + 
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* RACING THIS WEEKEND• . . . .  ~ i '~::,  , 
o make flying safer > i . . . .  ' ' ' :  " ~ ' ' TERRACE 
' ;  Ju,y z, ,< 990 
,'.; ~, :~., 
TERRACE --  Extra training 
for ;:commercial airline pilots 
=and improvements to electronic 
guidance systems are among the 
~emmmendations Of last week's 
~roner's inquest into the fatal 
SkyHnk Airlines crash near Ter- 
race last~year. 
;~AIi':~ sev~ people aboard - -  
five paS~ers  and two pilots 
=- died wh~=e~., the 19-seat Fair- 
(~hild"Me~fiilh~e'i i I I  aircraft 
went down in heavy fog near the 
~Terraee,Kitimat irport on 
; The five-member jury urged a 
litler0~vave landing system, 
l~r , , i  or/~ian extra non- 
dlt'ectioiial b'ea¢on" all assist 
pildts.in guiding their aircraft to 
th~l' hirl~,rt "2 be r installed. 
Pilots.;c6'n;ildel,/it one of the 
most difficult, airports to land at 
'inldie~ il~dvincei " 
~"jurOld ~dso called" for a man- 
'datory~t2aining program for all 
commer~i.~ pilots and co-pilots 
I to 'en~oar;tge them :to talk tO 
:each other,more about flying 
conditions and procedures while 
in the cockpit. , 
~ The recommendation f llow- 
:~d* earlier testimony by  a 
~Transport Canada official who 
~d a cockpit management 
;communication between crew 
:/members. 
SKYLINK FLIGHT 070 broke apart and caught fire upon impact, 
Wreckage was strewn around the crash area with some becoming 
buried in trees. 
dangerous ~rocedures before at- 
training program could improve tempting fo carry them out. 
I thifik there has to be more 
thbugh~l' given to each pilot 
Donald Royal - -  who con- questi~hin, g the other pilot," 
dueted proficiency tests on pilot said l~0/'yai. 
. .C ra ig  .Ashe and co-pilot Paul • 
Aikenhead ~ told the inquest Th~ plane crashed after the 
the-extra ~raining could make it crew/'ignored missed approach 
easier for-crews to question procedures and went below the 
ii;>i Doubts e /  pressed over 
i:iiiilne_w I.an ing system here 
landing system (MLS) at tl~e 
Terrace airport wouldn't ha~e 
prevented the fatal crash ~hst 
,~eat~f, SkylinkflightO70~..p!ots 
told last week's inquest intdlthe 
accident. - ,, . / /  
~!~instailation: f the system to 
improve approach gulda~ke was 
ihe prime recommenda~mn of 
the coroner's inquest's five 
jurors -- two of whom were 
also pilots. They urged an MLS 
or localizer be installed to serve 
the main runway, or an extra 
nowdireetional beacon be add- 
ed. 
%Pilots now apploach the air- 
port by flyinga/series Of steps. 
F.ach isat  a set altitude safely 
avoid terrain. A microwave lan- 
:cling system enables a pilot to/ 
hone, inon abeam, thus enabl- 
l~•an~raf t  to make a steeper 
des~nt~ ¢.-  . ..:- 
!~i;~H;don'i see where it would 
liave~ helped," Donald Royal 
iaid.~.iRoyal, a Transport 
' Canada official who tests pilots, 
testified •that although an' MLS 
system wou ld  redu~ the 
~um altitude pilo~ could 
approach the airport ,/tt, they 
would still need to see., the run- 
way .before attempting a lan- 
I 
ding. 
Bill Ashe -- a former Skylink 
pilot and the dead pilot's 
brother --  agreed airport im- 
provements probably couldn't 
have prevented the crash. "I  
don't think it would have made 
a difference," he told reporters 
after the inquest. "I don't hink 
you're ver going to see an MLS 
system here anyway." 
The airplane crashed when 
the pilot became disoriented in 
the fog and mistakenly put the 
craft into a dive, the inquest was 
told. The crew wound up in that 
situation after they ignored 
missed approach procedures 
/that state they should have pull- 
ed out and circled for another 
/approach when they were 
unable to sight the runway. 
Instead, they went below the 
minimum descent altitude to 
continue searching through the 
fog for runways on which to 
land. 
Stewart Buchanan, pilot of a 
Lear jet that landed minutes 
before the Skylink crash, testi- 
fying an MLS system would 
make it easier for pilots to land, 
was the only witness urging the 
jury to recommend the guidance 
system be installed. 
minimum descent altitude to 
search for the airport's runway 
which was obscured by fog, the 
inquest found. 
The pilots continued sear- 
citing through the fog for run- 
ways to land on beyond the 
point where they should have 
pulled out and circled for 
another approach. 
Existing instrument landing 
systems (ILS) won't work at the 
Terrace airport because of the 
surrounding mountainous ter- 
rain, said one obserwr atthe in: • 
quest. 
Mike Todd, Canadian Air 
Lines Pilots' Association 
spokesman, said MLS 
technology, whichthe govern- 
ment says will be installed at air- 
ports across the country over 
the next decade, isfacing a type 
of chicken-or-the-egg problem. 
Recent improvements o ex- 
isting ILS technology -- which 
make it possible to make an in- 
. , ) . -  ; , ; , .  , • , 
: ;}:  :i: • - '  ,2 , ;  
'agof ca. • i
;O/ Flow 
' ge '  / 
, l l l e l l l l  m i l l i eme l ie  
i;:!'~i: :'~" ASE CALL DONNA OR RUTH IN THE 
:;~i~,,Crd(lrR~/~RAC|VI~W L096E, 630,0==3 
, . , ,  i i i  i 
strument landing in zero visibili- 
ty without being able to see the 
runway-  likely means airlines 
will hesitate to install MLS in- 
struments on their aircraft. 
"Who's going to pay the shot 
for Air B.C. and Canadian to 
have two boxes on board -- one 
for here and one for other 
strips?" he asked. 
"That's a cause for failure on 
the flight test,, Royal testified. 
"It's a riskything i f  you're go- 
ing to go below minimum des: 
cent altitude in ~hose condi- 
tions. At no timein a flight e~t 
would I expect ;a pilot to go 
below without being certain of 
being able to land the 
airplane." 
Transport Canada in- 
vestigator Roger Ayotte had 
earlier testified the violation 
was one in a series of "incorrect 
and inappropriate procedures?, • 
When the pilots gave up loOking 
for runways, he said, the to-  
celerated tO pull away an ~-' 
tie. But the pilot applied/th~ 
controls to push the nose down 
because he apparently thought 
the acceleration would pitch the 
plane's nose upward too much. 
Ayotte said the pi lotwas 
"disoriented" in the clouds and 
apparently put the aircraft into 
a dive that he wasunable to pull 
out. of. 
Royal said that both pilots 
passed pilot proficiency tests in 
1989. Skylink pilots would have 
been subject o more rigorous 
testing, he added, if the airline 
had not been granted a waiver 
to be tested under a small air- 
craft category, rather than as a 
large air carder. 
Royal disputed earlier sugges- 
tions that the crew wouldn't 
have made the mistakes if the 
company had set out a system 
of standard operating pro- 
cedures. "I don't see any reason 
to believe standard operating 
procedures would have made 
any difference in this case," he 
said. "I don't see how adding 
more regulatory requirements 
could help when what is re- 
quired to be done was not 
done." 
Transport Canada 
spokesman Bill* Almolky, 
speaking after the inquest, said 
air regulations pecifically pro- 
hibit violations of missed ap- 
proach procedures. But he said 
pilots usually can't be caught 
umiess Sonie0ne comes forward. 
"It's exceedingly difficult o 
prove," he said of attempts to 
prosecute pilots for violations. 
"It's almost impossible to en- 
force." 
// ? 
TERRACI; 
TOURISM IS GOOD BUSINESSi.,.GENERATING DOLLARS THAT 
MULTIPLY AS THEY CIRCULATE THROUGHOUT THE COMMU- 
NiTYI BUT NO MATI'ER HOW BEAUTIFUL THE SCENERY, VISITORS 
WILL BEST REMEMBER THE WAY THEY WERE TREATED BY THE 
FOLKS WHO LIVE HEgEl NORM HOLMES HAS LIVED IN TER- 
RACE SINCE 1958, AND OPERATED TOTEM PETIK)-CAN FOR 
THE PAST ELEVEN YEARS.., NORM LOVES THE LIFESTLYE,.,THE 
EASY ACCESS .TO F SH NG,,.AND HE S ALWAyS;READY TO 
~ELCOME VISITORS WITH A WARM SMILEI IT'S SO EASY.._ 
Y ~ 4 f  
r (" . " 
Regular.Races 6:00 p.m. 
SEE YOU AT THE RACES 
NeEeWeS 
BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
• GENERAL MANAGER 
SUNDAY BUFFET BRUNCH 
Join us Sundays for Terrace's only Sunday Buffet Brunch, 
between 10~00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. It's a fabulous feast. 
Adults are $10.95, Seniors $7.95, Children $5.95 and kids 
three and under are free. 
AUGIE'S LOUNGE 
If you are looking for a pleasant place to relax with friends, 
try our beautiful lounge. It's cozy, comfortable and the 
perfect spot to unwind after a busy day. 
Between 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. we offer complimentary 
hot her d'oeurves with piano stylings by Glen Fossum. 
' Augle's Lounge Is open from noon till 1:00 a.m. Monday to 
c turday. 
I BED AND BREAKFAST 
Tell your out-of-town friends about our Bed and Breakfast 
• plan. Evew guest staying at the Terrace Inn will receive a full 
complimentary breakfast plus a pass to the Terrace Aquatic 
Centre and a Bonus Coupon Book with valuable discount 
vouchers for Terrace stores, shops and attractions. 
Invite everyone to Terrace, but let us look after them when 
they arrive. Rates are from $49.00 per room, per night. 
Reserve a room in advance. 
EARLY MORNING BREAKFAST 
Our restaurant opens at 5:30 a.m, and breakfast is served 
until 11:30 a.m. 
• Enjoy a hearty breakfast with us. 
4551 Greig Avenue, 
' . Terrace, B.C. VSG 1M7 
For Reservations, 
Call (604) 635-6630 or 
• IToII Free 1"800"663"B15,6!:i.~ 
Fax (604) 635-2788 . 
...... ) ,1"  
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Pur©han of the BUSHWH 
IOAKLE¥ Razor Blade 
|Eye Shields. ....... .......VJ 
f : " ~ ": '" : :r" q1' ~: + J '  ~;' ~''~ :Prince Rupert.':: . :  ~ i. ,. : : . ,  : :i ; 
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uon Of Boston, oevelopera of the Platinum or each gallon ourns Inside the engine so '. premium fuel 1 " i 
The Gasever, whk:h takes only 10 ddvethesamedlstance, rnented" Weve already suM over i 
mlnatas to Instal. I,. releases mlcrosaoplc The process works ~ both leaded and 100,000 easavere, fron~, we n~d. I 
.queries Of. pla.unum.lntojl~.'elr..fuel u rdeaded~.$i~,.'esdmsatstheem~, rnorepeo~ebwtheGasaverforlts.~ I 
mu(z,m.enzenng ~ en~ne, m~num has =on stanaaros m a, states, m concledlr)g benefit of ck~ng oct caw to e .x=~__ I 
me Unalue ability of mal~ng unbumt the govemmenrs five-year ndmlnlstrellve engine life than boy !t for Its feel savings I 
fselbom.Wlthplatinumlnthetiamez~le, procedure stndylng,,t~ Gasever, the orocatanabonsting. . _ I 
.you Inc.rsase the percentage offuel burn- Federal .Court.~tate: National Fuofesvor For you diesel operators we nave a unit I 
ing in me engine from 68% to 90*/,. Corp, ano v~dous Independent parties available that'has proven savings of up Io I 
Normally, that 22% of the fuel would . have used a ~rlety of rnethedoli)gles to 11% - , ' I 
ordy burn If it came in contact with the test the value of Gasavet. These Indepen- -' " :. : .. . i 
platinum coating surfaces era catalytic dentpartles often make stronger claims For further ,mtormation ca,: I 
converter Unfortunately, th s converter for the Gasever]han does ts developer, 1.800-H1.11171 or 1(804)892.6t|0. I 
I " " ~ ~ ' '~' " 18"  
farm after being rescued by two 
local residents.. 
On the evening of June 13, 
chip truck drivers Rick Miller 
and Russ Pauquette were on the 
Terrace-Prince Rupert run 
when they heard over their 
radios that a black bear body 
had been spotted at the side of 
the road on the Shames fiats. 
The first they knew of a cub 
being involved was when Pan- 
qette rounded a:'comer and the 
young bruin ran across the road 
in front of his vehicle. 
Later, with night falling, 
Miller pulled up alongside the 
mother's body and spotted the 
cub lying there still trying to 
suckle. He had tried to catch er 
then but the cub escaped into 
the darkness of the trees. 
On subsequent runs, the pair 
kept an eye out for the 
youngster and Miller eventually 
spotted her again at 11 p.m. on 
the Friday night. Once more the 
cub eluded him, this time taking 
refuge in a tree. 
Miller said he contacted the 
RCMP asking them to relay the 
information to the local conser- 
vatiod office. The response, 
however, was "There's nothing 
we can do about it in the dark," 
he said. 
Miller and Pauquefle then 
decided to try again themselves 
and at 4 a.m. Saturday morning 
returned to the area. After a 
five-hour search the cub was 
found, still treed. A pan of 
warmed Similac having coaxed 
the hungry oungster to descend 
a little, the pair began a rescue 
effort they agree had its comic 
IT WAS a traumatic few days for this young black bear cub. First her" 
mother was killed by a vehicle on Hwy 16, then she had to go 
through a somewhat nervewracking rescue by two local residents. 
However, after a meal of milk and apples she seemed none the 
worse for it all. 
moments. 
Having climbed the tree and 
backed the cub out on a limb, 
Miller shook the branch until 
she lost her grip and fell into a 
waiting blanket held by Pau- 
quette and two Bell Pole 
employees who had stopped to 
see what was happening. 
Unfortunately, the cub did 
,not appear to .appreciate they 
were trying to help. "She was a 
real hand full," Miller said. 
"'She looked a lot smaller when 
she was up the tree," Pauquette 
added as they recalled the ensu- 
ing struggle, one that became 
even more frantic once they 
were in the vehicle and the cub 
realised it was being taken from 
her mother. 
Back at Miller's home, a now 
somewhat ired cub was fed 
more milk and apples as they 
waited for Kithnat SPCA per- 
sonnel to come out and take 
charge of  the animal. 
Admitting the plight of the 
cub had preoccupied them since 
they had first spotted it, Miller 
and Pauquette said they were 
delighted with the success of 
their rescue bid and that the cub 
would at least now have a good 
chance of surviving. 
Licence suspension ends 
for a local contractor 
TERRACE - -  Although it has ignores buildi~ inspection re- tins Ltd. appealed the May, 14 I 
ngreed tolift the suspension of a qairements, suspension of his licence. '~• i 
local contractor's business' That was the'outcome of a 
licence, council has warned i t  hearing held last week when Joe The suspension occurred when Phillips didn't have foun- 
will be revoked the next time he Phillips of J. Phillips Contrac- datioo work at the new Copper- 1 
side store on Kalum St. in- ! Bus tours on the rise spected by the city' 
Licencing director Bob 
TERRACE --  There are n~ore theme tours for the northwest. Lafleur said it was the third in- 
Sat., June 30 
Non.. July 2 
bus tours coming through the 
northwest than ever before, says 
the manager of a regional 
tourism marketing roup. .  
Greg Meredith of the North 
by Northwest Tourism Associa- 
tion, says interest from the  
United Kingdom, Germany, 
Australia and New Zealand in 
group tours continues to grow. 
Helping that along, he con- 
tinued, are suggested group 
travel plans and itineraries 
prepared by the association. 
"We've developed four 
Each one takes four days, and 
that's two days longer than 
most tourists now spend in the 
region," Meredith said. 
The travel plans have been 
distributed at tourism convan- 
tiom, the latest of which were 
Rendezvous 90 in Ottawa nd to 
an American bns [our  gathering 
in Florida. 
Each tour plan gives informa- 
tion on accommodation and 
sites of interest that can handle 
large numbers of people at a 
time. 
OF 
JOY 
. f - - . - . . , ,  
&dq~a Ham: David Donald ~k  Be'tin 
Otte & Tilm M lklllc ?, 1990 
WIIIM: 9 I1~. OVa oz. Hax: Male 
PamMl: Mr. & Mrs. ~ltiam BeAten. 
liars Ham: Daniel James Vandenbr0ek 
• . Oelm & 11m of Dlflll: J im 19, 1990 at 4:02 pm 
WEllM: 7 Ibs, 2 oz, hx: Male 
Parade: Kelth & WIIma 
Delp/I Name: Shawna Nnelle Freeman 
& liana If ~ June 6, 1990 at 8:43 
Wofltt: 6 Ibs. 15 oz. Sex: Fenale 
Pamta: Leyt~ & Maff..Ann Freeman 
CANADA 
DAY SALE! .  
f ° "  
ZT- J~ 3 SAVE 
fraction committed by Phillips 
in less than two months. 
Administrator Bob Hallsor 
said council had decided to 
make the suspension effective 
for' 30 days - -  that meant it 
• came off last Thursday. It also 
warned if Phillips failed in 
future to follow the rules, it 
would ¢omider revoking his 
licance for a lengthy period. 
ii:/ 
4 Days oi mad, mad 
COTTON 
Prints and plains. 
0 
OFF Reg. Pdce 
k • , 
SELECTED 100% RAYON I 1 
Pdnts or plain. 115 cm, Reg. to 9.98. / SALE ] 6.99 
*Memberl 6.99 
I - . *m ----~ 
LINEN BLEND FABRICS V.I.P. PRINTS, PANES 
SALE I *Members Only I 
6.99 I 20% OFF I 
*l~mbIra 4.09 b9. f l~l;  
31-1A PLAN' 
PERSq IDANSI 
AT PRIME RATE: • 
n~ 
Twohours is J. " 
From now until July 20th, 1990, you ran apply for a Scotia Plan.Loan at our Prime l~t~ for r 
an eighteen month term. A ariety of longer amortization perioas are available. 
It's a chance to catch up, to ay off high-interest debts, to do ,some of the things you've been 
postponing. And you don't we to be an established Seotiabank customer_ . to'apply .• . , ~i~ 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, J~Jrle r2 7,,1990 -T,Pa~o ~9, : ~i ~ 
" Moonl ight  Madness 
!'~ Friday, June 29, 1990 :: ~, 
E OPE// . 
i! , In t i l  11 O0.p .m. ,  F r iday ,  June  29.!.  
i:~l:; • ERWINS JEWELLERS • SWEET SIXTEEN • SHOPPERSDRUGMART 
.... '~'-_ . YOU'RE SPECIAL • ELIZABETH FASHIONS 
i ; ,  l lkL  . . ,. , . . 
~" " ' : B ~q'L B~'" 1 : . . . .  J Extra Hours .... For Extra Savings! 
.:~ , f 
~ i~i ~I 
• / ~  ! ~ =:,, 
M on/ ight  M n 
Fr iday ,  June  29 ,  1990,  Unt i l  11 pm 
TOP Sirloin 
STEAK 
Boneless. cut from 
Canada grade A beef. 
Limit In effect. 6.59 kg. 
2.99,o 
Fresh 
PEACHES 
Callfomla grown. Fresh. 
NO. 1 grade. Medium or 
small size. 1.23 kg. 
" 5 6 b  
Hamburger 
BUNS 
or HOt Dog buns. Skylark. 
Limit 2 with family 
purchase. Over limit 
rice 1.39. Pkg of 12 
, 9 9 , a  
-% 
u 
. . . .  : De l l F re ,h  : ~ i - "  . . . . .  F reshBaked ~. ; . : _  ; :  ,: ......... . . . . .  
,LEMONADE'Se~)~c"euv ",  '~"':~'e58e HAMBANQUE~I ,.!"_i 19 FRENCH 99oa Regular or Pink. ~IF /'moo BREAD t Frozen concentrate, a Fletcher's. 
341 mL. tin. Sliced or 400 g. 
shaved. ~ • 
Free  "Mounta in :  B ike"  Draw 
. • , . 
Enter to win a "Raleigh Summitt Mountain Bike. 
-._ - . . . .  .. Draw Saturday, June 30, 1990 
-~  ~ . . . .  ~ . . . .  t aeposlt Pepsi, 7-Up, Schweppes, ~~ "~ !i 
: ; :~  summer Flavour Canned 
..~_ ,~__  ,o , , .  ' . 5 £  , ,w , ,o ,~ £! ( ,  so , ,  , . , . , , .  c . c  
DRINKS I SELTZER t i,,s DRINKS 1 ~I : ,  0~)~ 
i ~ ~ l  WelCheS Grape, A&W ROOt 1 L. Assorted. 
i • i • J i i / :  Beer, Tahiti Treat. C-PluS & plus deposit Crush, Hires. Diet or Reg. plUS deposit  
i J I~ J . i  m i F r~__C~.  2 L .  3 5 5  m L .  t in .  
s,,oeo " 1 3 o,oo= °, , ,:,¢[L [L~.  CORN ; t POTAT O ' , . ,  
i '  on the i elm) COB R CHIPS ~d BACON 
HapPY Time. 200 g. bag. Campfire. 450 g. pkg. 
,,,_.,,,:~._4...~ F ree  Peps i  the D =,1 ~ve ~~ ¢ "~ - -  , - -  raw - , :_., o,..-._. :,,~ .- En*or,ow,n' o*~***=~-~ ~'.t,n~,o ~o~r~wn on ,ouro,e~,,our, = 
~__. o Must be present to win. , , 
= e 
cro..O 69[  1. . I  2.  .... oo,,,o 99  ""° Boneless. 
Grade A. 5,93 kg. • , .  • 
i 
170'mL. I NO. 1 Grade.
I B.C. Grown. 
3. .99 
Dell Fresh 
ROAST 
BEEF 
SliCed or shaved. 
NO garlic only. 
i 
Fr iday " 
I Saturday 
I 
STORE HOURS: 
Sunday - -  C loud  
Aon. - Wed. , 9am - 6 pm 
Thursday 9-am.,,.9 pm 
• 9 am-  11 pm 
i 9 am. -6  pm 
I 
Have :a 
e 99 /1~0 
B.C. 
SUGAR 
4 kg. Limit 2. 2.991 :'" 6' 99  Or3,~9'rs ".. 
CARl '  I 
• " . .  
,i ~'= ~=yo~=., =. ~~, 
that's u fat as I'fl go. ,~, 
~n you've I~lMd your ~'i 
] 
We b~'ng it all together 4' 
ShOAO~, someonl 
e~ ~s ~t  ttar~. 
So. ~m, don'! 
can me away. 
Safeway will be closed Sunday, July 1st. ~ Holiday Weekendl  
:i 
! ii 
i i! / i i  i • 
!i 
~' ill 
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COKE, 
SPRITE. 
. . . .  CANADA 
DRY 
DRINKS 
99 
! Friday Night 6-11 pm 79 ~ 
1L,  
9 IW"  plus deposit 
Friday Night 9.11 pm 79 ~ plus deposH 
, : ' ; ,  : ' 7 . .  
ABC LAUNDRY 
DETERGENT ', ~' 
5L ,  
*+ 
~! .... ' "~ ,i,i;:Tti~.i 
PUREX 
BATH 
TISSUE 
8 roll 
1'2.9 
" ; , .  . . 
: : ; ,  .,'-: / ;]!:7,] , ,  . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  • 
> 
. . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ,~.~j 
HERE;HEY ~ SOURCE ~~~ . ~+"~ 
CHOC, CALCIUM ~oo...,,.,, 
500 rag. 200 tablets. 1 per customer. 
SUNLIGHT 
DISH 
DETERGENT 
Bonus Pack. m;:~., ;', ~_*~l~p.~. '~%: 
4 " I Friday Night $1.99 ' ;  ;~!!~ 1 :~;;~ Fdday Night 990 t 
KLEENEX 
FACIAL TISSUE 
150's 
89 
Prices In effect until 
Sat., June 30, 1990 
unless olher wise 
indicated. 
• 
Terrace 
Shopping Centre 
~, , , , ,4~ White or brown ~ead"='~MC,  AViNS ~ : ( '~ ' "~ igg l  Cssl~rtedflai :~k / 
200g.  bag, assorted , ! ,  rid , June29 
Ooen,.,, , ,  :oo o.=. 
l 
FABRIC PROPANE Save i PiNT MASON , RESIN , I]S VIE: sPE CIA ALL SUMMER! n'st°ck" I ,oo. ,7.9~. BBQ TANKS l~ru-.; c-o~ $1 n . . . .  ~.or,.o~o c,,,~ ~ ~"~ ~,. *~, WIDE MOUTHjARS STACKIN CHAIRS~;I I 9 pm ~o_o.~.pm~- m 
HALF  , , - . ,11  v v  ~rr freezing. HOg. 899. -.,u. 18.99., . ~ 
18.95  in stocl~ value $500'or 12 .9  ~o, PRICEI . . . .  I ,o,. : ' " " !  "more'wi, coupon 6 i99  9 c ,ov . , .  , , .  I In stock. • 104 g .  I 
SUMMER ULTRA VIDEO Imfl'ENDO ' " ALL BIKES ' ~,... I A -~  C 
1/2  PRICE .w,., c , ss .o . . , c , . .  ,.,_s.0~ - , , . .  I uu  =< I 
O COUPON ades Idsbo kl~iles JAMS,., Assor~.t. OR G.E. VIDE _ . ,  . o' ~, , ASSORTMENT I . . . . .  FARKAYSTEAM i, i I 
GOLEN VALLEY  
I I ~ L B  RN. 39900 ' l l l oF  F _ = 4"a nn  I : : : so=. . , :  , I 315mL't in"  UA| . I~  wPLAYEn $ .==~ 200/1~ ~.,,,oo.s=o i , FR IEDM0OI )LES:  I 
' oo j . '~ I / .uu  ,~: ¢,: ,~ ~,-, • 2 /3 .00  PRICE 299 ,.=<w,o..., OFF I , , I  
coLt,,, . , on  --____~.~.-- =DEWALK " , 4no :  .... ...m" 11  pm I - r , . -  i RAMX.13. Reg. 599.98 SavI : " ' ' MEN S JEAN Safo 449,98. Save _ FABRIC SALE I JACKETS oo ' $ : SPECIAL ...... , " 150 OFF 5 OFF Reg. 2,30, s=o ~LADIE 'S  Huge assortment of dry were 59.97. Sale goods. Peg. up to 40.00 ~ . " 
KRAFT 'D INNER,  ! ~ ' - 0 7  . . . .  each. Yourcholce 
-" colors, Items, and mmev • V ~ ' " • ,~'~n.~n I pa "' I I iWqiD / " ~ ' ; i  ;~ :~  u,,u.==~ I..__~_~__j ,,~ : j  i ,  49,,¢. r ~. i  ~ "Nleummer©lothlngwll lbe: i 
i :  , ' I ~ l~L '~~L '~ i '~ i '~L '~r i l~L  ' indlcatedwlthsalealgnlng' I I',..V s PO.K= BEANS • ~ KOALA SPR ING. '  ~, , I 
i ~, ~' r 398rnL ;  ~ j .  I : MINERAL WATER ,'1 
W.- ' ,  > " " ; '  ,~L  .L  L ' • 
On display 
BLACK AND WHITE. City Hall's Kermode bear will now have 
to share the spotlight with this mounted black bear. Although 
his fearsome expression suggests he's not exactly ecstatic 
about his new quarters, council at least are happy the arrival 
lacked the controversy which surrounded the Kermode's. 
Trail 
system 
wanted 
TERRACE -- The city wants a 
series of walking trails to en- 
compass the community but 
firsLneeds ome advice, says an 
official ooking into the project. 
Doug Smith, hired by the city 
under a provincial program to ~ 
i lev e!opment ~. projects;,~ said. 
• ere;s a search on for an eXpert 
to come up with ideas. 
• He said the existing system -- 
{t runs from the top of 
Skeenaview Hill past Christy 
Park and on to the foot of 
Lanfear Hill -- was little more 
than a pathway in many places 
at the moment. A further pro- 
blem was the steepness of the 
descent at  the Skeenaview end 
where a system of steps would 
likely have to be constructed. 
Explaining the objective was 
to provide both residents and 
tourists who were "not really 
hikers" the opportunity o take 
a strol l  in a "wilderness 
~tting," Smith said "We need 
someone to help design it pro- 
perly." 
Once an environmentally 
sound plan had been completed, 
the next step would be to find a 
government program to provide 
the money needed to carry out 
the work. 
A l though init ial i efforts `
would be Concentrated on the 
Howe Creek area, 10ng term 
plans could include a trail 
system on the south side ofthe 
city. Ultimately you can 
almost have a trail that takes 
you right around the communi- 
ty," Smith said. 
Logging security 
will become 
a major issue 
TERRACE ' Forest com. 
patties must. know. they'll 'be 
able to log areas,in, wMch they 
have carded  out- expensive 
silviculture programs to make 
that effort worthwhile, says a 
local forester. - ,-~ 
Damian Keating of Skeena 
Sawmigs said otherwise there'd 
little incentive to do that kind of  
work.. 
One example :. w~ juvenile 
spadn8 - -~6ut r~enf ly  
planted areas.to encourage pro- 
per $rowth --- which:is not a re; 
quirement of provincially. 
granted forest llcencesi he said. 
Suchspacing is an: expensive 
proposition usually it an'led oat 
through a government cost 
sharing program: such '~  the 
federal-pr0vincial  Forest 
Resource Development Agree- 
ment (FRDA) which expired 
this year, he said. 
Last year Skeena Sawmills 
spaced approximately l$0ha 
and would Hkely do more this 
year if FRDA was renewed. 
Even with government finan- 
cial assistance, gearing pointed 
out, the work was marginal 
because government money 
covered less than half the 10-12 
per cent overhead incurred. 
And although companies 
were prepared to do the work 
on that basis, Keating said the 
certainty of logging those areas 
EL 
again was more important than 
the money. 
"Two years ago we lost five 
per cent off our TFLs (tree farm 
iicences) because of cha~qges In 
the OForesO Act. If they C~ do 
that once, what's to stop them 
doing it (again)?." he Said. 
" I f  you don't have any 
gtiarantee that you're going to 
reap any benefit from it, why 
bother doing it?" he added. 
Without long term tenure of 
supply, Keating continued, 
"You're going from day to day 
and you can't run a business 
like that. You've got to have 
some kind o f  commitment 
down the road." 
FREE BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE ~, 
A nondenominational, 8 lesson course designed to give a general.~ 
knowledge of the Bible. Subjects include: Old Testament, New Testament 
and Chdetlenlty. 
• Thl= course Is absolutely FREE of ©llaroe. 
• Band entirely on the Bible. (no present day revelatf0~e) 
• Conducted entirely by mall . . . . . . . .  
(all Ponl~ge Paid by the Terrace Church of Chdet) 
To re~::dlve this FREE Bible Correspondence CourN senq~your name 
address to: ~. 
Terrace Church of Christ, 4803 Park Ave., Terra©e, B.C. 
VOG 1G5 (Please Print) or call 835-9605 
You'll Have To See It To Believe It! /- 
Sofa & Chair 
*999 oo 
AIR B.C. CANADIAN-- TERRACE - VANCOUVER 
" - :  ,~: $10.00 ONE WAY 
SEPTEMBER 8, 1990 --  HOSPITALITY 
PACKAGE 
$99.00 per week per person 
based on double occupancy. *Case Anita* 
5 sin. from beach. 
, ~ /~ 
YUR--TORONTO $340,00 RT plus tax (and up) 
YUR--MONTREAL $399,00 RT plus tax (and up) 
*Join Canadian Plus. Earn points for a free trip on 
Canadian Airlines. 
*Join Global Horizons. 5% discount of most 
Canadian Airlines faresl 
VANCOUVER--YeW, JUNE 29 - -  $140.00 
: ONE WAY 
"k ~ 'k  'k ..... 
CATCH THE SPiRITAT 
~~#'Z  635-6181 
~ .  Skeeno Moil 
' Lucky Dad! 
iSkeena Mall Merchant Association president, Debble Slnkewlc~ WaS on 
,i~hand tO present lucky Father's Day Contest Winner, AI!an auehlmm with 
: hle pr!~of $1200wo~h of Powe r and hand !ools. Oebble, ~!manager Gall 
: CU~le~d ~all: the: ~fchant~:: of Skeena mall Cong~tulate A le :on  his good 
;. f~tUte~i:~, ::::~,. :~, :~:,; ::/,i !i~, j,.~i' :,i' ~ ,,,,-: ,~,, ~','~.'.~:~, ;','~,~: , :i :.~ .i::; !' ':' i:: 
Love Seat ~-  ..... ~ ~ ' ~  
,44900 s'v" s400  
on the set! 
Great Sale! Great Prices! 
Yesl You do have a credit accountl o.A.c. 
Terrace Furniture Mart 
' .4-4o.3~4,i:LakelseAve" Terrace 638"0555 Z ~ i  
Member 
Christian Camping 
Intemational 
Canada Oiwson 
Fund @ 
Raising ChdstianCamping International 
Canada Divmon 
UCT'/O 
ALE 
Saturday, July 7, 1990 
11:00 am 
Civic Centre 
proceeds go to 
ROUGH ACRES BIBLE CAMP 
Complete listing of sale items to follow. 
Hold this date open for a chance to buy 
many, many NEW & used items at your price. 
Terms are CASH - -  day of sale 
All items MUST be removed day of 
sale. No later than 1 hr. after sale. 
I I  I I  " "  
i 
& Ava Ulri h i~ 
Auctioneers 
638 7274 
I: 
1'!: 
L 
,L 
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: BUS INESS REVIEW 
Hotelier feted 
TEIPJllAC'~g - -  Jokes, laughter 
and memories came out June 23 
as Inn of the West owner Rod 
Verst/ate was chosen business 
executive of the year by the 
chamber of commerce. 
The annual event that 
doubles as a roast was combin- 
ed  with the official installation 
of the 1990 chamber executive. 
Friend Bert Ljungh told 
several stores of fishing expedi- 
tions with Verstrate, adding 
those were in the days before he 
was married to Ruth and so was 
• "ruthless". 
He and another friend, Ed 
Hepner, remembered an occa- 
sion when Ljungh's wife said he 
couldn't go fishing until he cut 
the grass. 
That caused Verstrate and 
others to tether a billy goat in 
Ljungh's backyard. "The goat 
atethe bark from fhe fruit trees, 
flowers and plants - -  everything 
else except for the grass," said 
Hepner. 
Inn of the West manager 
Dabble Spearn unveiled a large 
photographic reproduction of 
Verstrate sitting in a washroom 
s ta l l ,  
Over her four years at the 
hotel  and calculating that 
Verstrate spent half an hour sit- 
ting there each day, Spearn 
estimated it came to two and 
half months through that period 
for him to take care of his 
business. 
Friend AI McAlpine re- 
counted an occasion when he 
and V erstrate bought a golf cart 
A grant 
TERRACE' - -  The city has 
received $4,655 from the pro- 
vincial government for expenses 
from its display at a mining con- 
vention last February in Van- 
couver. 
The disPlay.at the Cordilleran 
Roundup gave out information 
on the city's abiliW to act as a 
regional service centre. 
SITTING DOWN on the job drew laughs June 23 as chamber of 
commerce business executive of the year Rod Verstrate was 
presented with a poster from a picture taken long ago. It was later 
auctioned off with proceeds going to the chamber. 
settlement each of us ever would 
have had," said McAlpine. 
Official greetings were given 
by Skeena MLA Dave Parker 
and Terrace alderman Ruth 
Hallock. 
"He can stand the heat," said 
Hailock of the roast. "People 
think he's half-baked already." 
Faxes and telegrams were also 
attended, saying that Terrace 
was one of the finest coln- 
munities in which he has lived. 
The swearing in of the ex- 
ecutive was done by provincial 
court judge E.L. Iverson. 
Thanks were given to past 
members of the chamber's ex- 
/ 
' . . . .  IIII I I I i i  '111 I I I I  ' 111  
EWLOG HOME FOR SALE , 
; ~, i:  ~i ~.!4,: 'by.Lueeler Log Hernia Ltd,,~':~ .... .,'~: ' i :  
. , ', ' ,  ; • " , . ,  i ; ", ~ : : ' ' ".,'~:' ~ ' L', 
,, . ~ , ~  ,~,.,~,~ ~ , ,  ; '.. • . . .  
~ ~ L ~  J~. : -- Covered porch & 
~ T ~ ~ ; ~  .~ acres, p ro~;wi t l i  
• - ~ . m ~ ~  .,~.~.-, trees. ; : ,  ~'! / : :  • . . : .; : , ; : . , .  
Located at Spring Creek Heights subdivision by thecoflege. 
Come.and see our high standard of.w=kmonlhlp! BUY!: 
directly from the contractor and save thouunds ofdolhml. 
• For more Information ph ,,635-7400 
I 
Karlene Clark proudly welcomes Connie Araujo and Lisa Gillespie Smith as her team of professional hair 
stylists and Stella Pavao as apprentice. Connie Lisa and Stella, formerly of Rhondas Hair Designs, are hap; 
, py to be a part of "Images by Karlene' and wish to invite all their clientele te step in anytime. \ 
PROFESSIONAL AESTHET IC  AND NAIRSTYL INO SERVICES 
• Manicures * Make-up * Facials * Pedicures 
• • Sculptured Nails * Tanning * Toning 
• , * Eyelash & Eyebrow Tinting 
: , = .  • Body & Faciai Hair Removal " . , , ,  ' , ,  
; ~:.  FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT CALL  US TOOAY.~ i :.,: 
4652 Lazelle Ave. 635 ,4997 
II I 
to share, read from those unable to at- ecutive for their role in improv- 
"And if it didn't work out, it tend. ing the organization's eff~- . i,. ~ , " 
Verstrate thanked those who tiveness. . I S : H i  . i I / I I , / I 
We're not. bad drivers i MOUNT LAYTON :' '::!:' ' HOT SPP =M Q' ,:i ::::I 
here tn Northern B.C. ,: RESORT 
1 would have been the cheapest 
TERRACE-  Accident claims make predictions, he added, 
Tom Holmes 
cost of claims so far this year 
was below the equivalent 1989 
figure. 
Saying it was still too early to 
.across the province to date are 
up 12 per cent over last year but 
ithe president of the Insurance 
Corporation of B.C. (ICBC) 
says northwesterners a e not the 
culprits. Tom Holmes made the 
comment following last week's 
corporation board meeting held 
in Terrace. 
"The area up here has been 
very good," Holmes confirmed, 
noting Lower Mainland drivers 
were mainly reponsible for the 
increase. While it was not possi- 
ble to pinpoint he cause of the 
jump in accidents in that area, 
he suggested a 265,000 increase 
in the number of vehicles on the 
roads since 1985 was likely a 
factor. 
As for the effect he increase 
might have on insurance rates, 
Holmes pointed out while the 
number of accidents was up, the 
635-2063. The chamber's tourist 
  )UT AND ABOU  
TERRACE - -  Laverne 
infomation Office remains in 
the log building on Hwyl6. It 
has a new phone number, 
635.4689. 
The city has received $4,655 
from the provincial government 
for expenses from its display at 
a mining convention last 
February in Vancouver. 
The display at the Cordilleran 
Roundup gave out information I 
on the city's ability to act as a 
regional service centre. 
A federal government pro- 
gram it says is intended to help 
western businesses holds a 
seminar here tomorrow. 
Western Economic Diver- 
sification Canada supplements 
Angielski, hardware manager at 
Terrace Co-op, has been named 
regional hardware manager of 
1989 for Federated Co- 
operatives Ltd. 
He's been working at the co- 
op for 22 years, becoming hard- 
ware manager there in 1975. 
Canadian Airlines lnterna. 
tionai says it will spend $42 
million to refurbish some of its 
aircraft, including the 747s 
which fly into northern B.C. 
Planned are new interior 
sidewalls, carpeting, seat covers 
and galley equipment. 
The business information 
centre of the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce 
has changed its location. 
It is now in the training and rather than replaces other 
enterprise centre, the new set of sources of financing. 
offices it shares with other ser- The session takes place at the 
vices, beside the B.C. Access Inn of the West. There is no fee. 
Centre on the corner of Eby and To resister, call the Terrace and 
Lazelle. District Chamber of Commerce 
The ~hone number remains at at635.2063. 
- "  ' Jdma, .  " . . . .  
"We'll know about September- :1 
October.what's in store for next , ,  i , ~1 
year." He  said ICBC would::':--: ~I']M "_ r l i~ J l  C l lU - ,d I~,  
also have to take into account m --~.i - - ru~ - . r 'u i1 .~ 
other factors such as inflation I Slides & pools 
and the effect of the proposed :m ~v~rv Mnnaa,  i \ L  
Goods and Services Tax - -  it _ ----~,--'. '-. '....I. '~  
was estimated the latter might i : i? for "1, 
push costs up one-two per cent. ~ bring a friend, 
In the meantime, he said the . . " - " 
corporation would continue to I .e '_ l  
streamline its operations in an i 
effort to keep rates down while i ~ . ,d~ ~] [~w- -  , 
ensuring "people get a real i ~s~[~ s 
good product for the price." I t " "t 
Pointing to "mass chaos" in i 
Ontario and "a virtual revolt i 4 
against insurance companies" ' 798-221 
in California, Ho lmes  said CALL 
British Columbians were for- Affel" 4 :30  p.m. all pools  . ~ -2 
tunate because vehicle insurance and slides are 2 for 1 ~!~ I here was both available and af- 
fordable. "That's not happen- 
ing in other jurisdictions." i i n R g R n B R R R R 
r - - -  - - - - - -  ~ ' ~ " - ~ _  ' ' ~ ~ ~ - -  . - -  , • 
. . . . . .  FREE BLANKET 
Bundle up your water heater 
in a cosy blanket.., and save money. 
[~1~][~[~ Making your new gas water heater within the next year. 
electric water But if you don't have gas service in 
~-- - - -~[~l~c~ heater more your home. we'd still like your electric 
energy-efficient water heater to be as energy-efficient as 
can save you up to 10% on your househol d possible. So, when we install the insulating 
water heating costs. That's why B.C.Hydro is making you blanket, we'll give you a coupon that's good  for a $20rebate'on h ew Power 
a cosy offer: a free insulating blanket for Smart electric:waier heater. 
your electric* water heater, installed " • i I f  for any teChniCal reason your 
of charge . .  '~ ~ :": ":' / eleciric water heater Cdlal~ot be fitted with ' 
• It's m offer worth $40. I a h  imt~latiiig bl~ket,v¢e II offer you the 
Natural gas is a convenient and econ0- . Sanle'$2ffr6bate~ .,i ' '  ' ,: : 
mical way to heat water. So If you have a: . " So bundle up. Yout;iwater heater will 
gas line into Y0ur house, your best option save heat, you'll save 0nyour electrical • 
is to convert to gas the next ime you buy a bills, and we'll all save nergy. • .... 
water heate r. To help you out B.C,Hydro, To arrange for a contractor toinstall . 
along with your gas coniPany, will give you the water heater blanket, call 
a $150 cash discount i(ymzpurchase a OUi ~ Contractor Lawrence Watson 
: . . ! ,  ~ . . '  . , . • 
. ' .: '~" ,~:-::i', ~ ,1630,0140,  !O! .m,"  6 p,m, Mon.,~, ! 
' " ' : " Od l ih . . . .= ' l l  = . t ' ~ : ~ ' :  . . . .  " : : I~ l : i~  1-800,667.6327 :" 
.' *For xa/,ty masons. •nat 'ra/ ~ : , propa"e and oil':r~dwater, keate" d° nOt quall[Y f°r  thls °~er' . . . . . . . .  
. :~  ~ :' : ~ r : ~:4 'goalies to B .CHydro customers only. ~ . . . . .  • 
OLD: BEER an d: WINE S TO 
How thai tl/e wanm ,Whet hi h i ' .  dock up wHh some ef e,r cold ~ke~dng be~'  I -  | " ,  saig'tlen ef ,.ally 
'~ Open All H011da~ 
(ox©mt Chdam 
: Monday t0F~y ,'~/ : iSaturday i~ S"~Y: I :  
10 a.m to 11,p:ni :,~.~/ ~:~ : i  9 a,m. to 11 p.m. 11 m,' 
..... i P i . . . . . .  Hi i tliil II I i i iftti 
r 
f 
• " , : , • . 
._ anies p rovi 
data for pulp licence 
TERRACE-  The forests 
ministry, has asked "companies 
whichwant guaranteed supplies 
Of pulp to;provide them with a 
bet~: idea,of how mu~h they 
.need and how it will be cut. 
1~ Mln/Kry offldai Dennis Mac- 
hall said last week the more 
detailed requirements will better 
enable the ministry to judge ap- 
plications. 
Four com'pantes want parts or 
all of 62~,000 cubic metres a 
year of PU!~ the forests ministry 
said :~ .becut  in the nor- 
thwest ()~'the next 2~ years. 
The fore ' -  Skeena Cellulose, 
Orenda •Forest Products, 
Emoc~ and Northwood -- had 
made. application earlier this 
year in expectation of public 
headnp last month. They were 
cancelled after the forests 
ministry said it wanted the addi- 
tional infomattion. 
The four have applied for 
what is called a pulpwood 
:agreement. I  provides a com- 
l~my with a guaranteed amount 
of  pulp by giving it cutting 
rights to maintain existing 
!operations or to supply new 
Olles. 
To exercise the agreement, a 
company must first use what it 
has under licence and buy pulp 
from other companies. Only 
then can it cut wood for pulp 
and only up to the amount it 
needs. 
Skeena Cellulose wants to ex- 
pand its Port Edward pulp mill 
• while Orenda Forest Products 
wants to build a pulp mill near 
Stewart using the pulpwood 
agreement asa securityof supp- 
ly and to obtain bank financing. 
The forest ministry's Mac- 
Phail said the mole detailed in- 
formation Will also give it a.bet- 
ter idea of where companies 
predict they will get pulp sup- 
plies before they might need to 
cut wood. 
Once that.is done, MacPhail 
continued, the kind of logging 
that might be' required, how it 
wiU be doneand possible ffects 
will be exandned. The com- 
panies are behigasked'to break 
down their requirements into 
five-year segments within the 
proposed 25-ycar sgreement. 
"It 's our :experience +with 
pulpwood agreements that here 
are a lot of issues that will be 
brought forward. This will give 
us a better idea of how to 
resolve any possible conflicts," 
he said. 
That means concentrating on
any environmental spects and 
looking at ways to minimize im- 
pacts, said MacPhail. 
"Hopefully, there will be 
trade offs. (Cutting) blocks 
could be smaller and or changed 
in shape," he added. 
Although companies had to 
supply this kind of information 
in their original applications, 
the additional amount re- 
quested comes from MacPhail 
called a learning experience. 
"Each pulpwood agreement 
is different. There are different 
types of species, different types 
o f  mills and different ypes of 
situations," he said in explain-, 
ing why the hearings were put 
WE ARE EXPANDING AT 
TERRACE BUILDERS CENTRE 
IF YOU:  
- -  Have Building Supply Sales Experience 
- -  Enjoy Meeting The Public 
- -  Are Energetic and Enthusiastic + ~+: ) ~ . . . . . . .  :+ ' d ~ " , ]  * . ~ 1 
- -  Have a Winning Attitude ........: "~ ..... + ~'~'+~ .... 
THEN TERRACE BUILDERS CENTRE 
- -  Offers an Immediate full-time position 
- -  Provides ateam spldted and a rewarding 
en~dronment 
- -  A competitive compensation and benefit 
package, 
Application for the above position by appointment 
• ~. 0r  forward resume to: 
George McCullough or Ernle Froese 
Terrace Builders Centre Ltd. 
3207 Munro• Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3B3 
Phone: 635-6273 
OFF until the add/tionul informa- 
tion was gathered. Companies 
have been askedto get the infor- 
mation in by At~g. ~15. 
MacPhail ~said the~i more 
detailed plans will be important 
during the public hearings as he 
expects a lot of questionsto be 
asked of each ~ application; 
Skeena Cellul0se's Pat 
Ogawa said the Company has 
hired a consultantto gathei" the 
additional information.. 
"This way everybody will be 
on th~ Sahib pla);ing+field, A lot 
of questioas;, caa be :answered 
before the public hearing pro- 
cess,,' he said. ...... . 
At the same time;Osawa said 
Skeena Cellulose is, ~t~i ,waiting 
tohear if'it 5as been ~u~essful 
in its application for  another 
pulpwood agreement-in the 
Cariboo. The company says it 
needs 1.98 niilliqn' cubic metres 
of pulp a year for its planned 
Port Edward 
"We want 
stand as it affects what~ve wai~ 
] 
e st 4 ,` r~ 
to do up here," he ~dd.~;/,./i, :,: ' 
There's no word yet on wha~ 
that decision will be inade; ' 
I )  d I I / t  O ' l 'n  | , 
n U E IB i  M .1  I I1~ 4MI  
i J  =,. "~.= ~.+"~ ... SINCE 1955 
TRANSPORTA TIOH 
.~SYSTEMS LTD._  
• HI BOY 
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK , 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT 
• SERVICE FROM •PRINCE GEORGE 
" LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE 
CHARTERS 
• SCHEDULED SERVICE ON 
HIGHWA¥+37"--N,:"', .']+:::• ', '..- 
• DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL 
FREIGHT SERVICE FROM 
VANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT SEFIVlCE TO 
STEWART 
Hlmb~ d 
Uedtld Via 
.. I fUNn~D 
1UNITED 
KIT IMAT -/UNITED TERRACE 
632-254a,-635-2728 
272 - 3rd Street or 635 ,7102 
Kitimat 3111 Blackbum 
Terrace 
I 
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++?/+inot necessary  ++ 
+.:TERRACE - -  There isn't 
any immediate need for Sun- 
di/y sltoppin8 at Terrace Co- 
+ 0p because there's an upward" 
!trendin food sales, says its 
board chairman. 
"The sisas are encourng. 
/!in8 and will be keePm8 a 
!:close eye on it," said Pat 
Sheichuk. 
. She made the comments 
following the, June 6 Coop 
annual general meeting in 
which a motion from .the 
floor was made to have the 
entire membership involved 
in any decision about Sunday 
shopping. 
Did, you 
that 
" - i  That motion was defeated,, 
she said, in that board~!l 
members make decisions on 
behalf of Coop memben as ? 
required under legislation; 
soverain8 all coops, 
"Nothing's  changed,/~ 
There was some very 8oo 
discussion on both rides," 
Shdchuk added. 
The board several months 
ngo said it wanted to bring in 
Sunday shopping to recover 
market share it felt was 
lost to other Food outlets 
open on Sundays. 
Opposition from Coop 
members reversed that dec/. 
• sion. 
.-?i !~ 
.... Autoplan insurance 
papers must be signed by 
the registered owner of 
the vehicle? If you lease, 
the leasing company is 
probably the registered 
owner and you require a 
signature from them to 
renew, change, cancel or 
transfer Autoplan 
coverage. Call us for 
assistance. 
O . 
~-  . . . 
Wightman & Smith 
Insurance Agencies 
Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street 
635-6361 
Canada's saving plc,,-~ Pr ices  E f fect ive  Wednesday ,  
r ' ~  June  27, to  Tuesday,  Ju ly  10, 1990 
We reserve the  right to IimR quantities. 
Guard/t ies may be limited on some Hems. Co l in•  D lon /Un ison  
F o r  Y o u r  Listening Pleasure TapeCaseteeslnGadl Do NotO'C°nn°r/want WhatU'71 
Haven't Got 
• Billy Idol/Charmed 
/.fie 
• Heart/Brigade 
• Corey Hart/Bang/ 
• Maestro Fresh-Wes/ 
Symphony InEffect 
• Janet Jackson/ 
Rhythm 
Nation 1814 
eLla Stensflold/ 
Affection 
eMIcheal Bolton/Soul 
Provider 
• Igael Hot In The 
Shade 
• Jane Chi ld / Jane 
Child 
• Crash Vegas/Red 
Ear~ 
Cassettes 
Your Choice 
,i ri' ' ::il ' 
' . . . .  I 
, ' ' 2  I 
.::i!~i l , •%, .  
•2.:'2- 
/i'.?:; ~ ! 
1:2!!!*,i 
: ~ 
2 • 
{ 
• ) "  !- 
k .... 9 , .7  
ach  ~i/ i~i~, i:~i~ 
~ .;;~,~ - , ,P  ,d~n,~P~' t  m~" -i :?:i/i ~, i:/J.. 
a i~: ~ - _ I~  Canadas sav/n~ pl~-~ w.? n ..... ~.~' I kST i .  k=m-Oml I 
I " _ _ _ _ _ * . , . .  q=.,m~m, I w~,- r~. em! .kml , ,  I I 
~i ;~' / IB IB  ~ s=um~ ,,,.o,,. 
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Businessmar 
to stop vand  
TERRACE - -  Four cases of 
vandalism in three weeks has 
caused a local businessman to 
issue a reward. 
Petrocan petroleum bulk 
dealer John Tymoschuk said the 
$100 offer for information 
leading to the charging and con- 
viction of the vandals is the one 
step he can think of to stop the 
attacks. 
"You put a lot of effort into 
making your place look 
beautiful and this is what hap- 
pens," said Tymoschuk last 
week after somebody in a small 
vehicle tore gouges in a newly- 
planted lawn. 
Previously, a vehicle was used 
to create other gouges, foot- 
prints were found in new grass 
and several cedar planters with 
flowers were stolen. 
"What the heck is a guy sup- 
posed to do? It 's just 
sickening," said Tymoschuk. 
The dealership s new to Keith 
Ave. and Tymoschuk said land- 
scaping the outside is a way of 
making it look more attractive. 
"Petrocan built the plant, 
and it's up to the local dealer to 
do what he wants outside the 
fence," he said. 
BULK PETROLEUM dealer John Tymoschuk is offering a $100 
reward for information on recent vandalism at his business• Gouges 
caused by tire tracks is the fourth vandalism attack in the past three 
weeks, 
Expert back spraying 
with Vision herbicide 
TERRACE'-- There's a lot of 
misinformation being used in 
the debate over herbicide use to 
rid unwanted weed growth, says 
an American expert. 
Frank Dost, a toxicology 
specialist at the University of 
Oregon, made the comment 
during a recent presentation to
local forests ministry personnel. 
He said this is particularly 
true with Vision, the product 
name for a chemical used by the 
ministry: and forest companies 
to kill brush competition on 
reforested sites. (Vision was for- 
mally known as Round-up.) 
Although sometimes describ- 
ed by opponents as highly toxic, 
Dost said there was no scientific 
evidence to support hat claim. 
" i t  (Vision) comes off with 
the same irritant potential as 
baby shampoo," said Dost of 
tests with human volunteers. 
Maintaining the chemicals us- 
ed had no long term effects, he 
pointed out they did not 
magnify in the food chain or ac- 
cumulate in biological systems 
or the environment. 
Dost noted Vision was made 
up of three components: 
giyphosate, a surfactant and a 
very small amount of a con- 
taminant. He said micro- 
organisms in the soil quickly 
broke down the glyphosate so 
that, depending on conditions 
at the spray site, it was at half 
strength within 10-30 days. 
Concerns about the surfac- 
tant - -  an inert material that en- 
sures the liquid spreads across 
the surface of the leaf -- were 
also unfounded. Not only did it 
break down faster than 
glyphosate, but it was also 
"essentially identical to the sur- 
facta~t used in common sham- 
poos and dishwashing 
detergent.". 
Dost conceded the final com- 
ponent, known as 1,4 dioxane 
and a very common industrial 
slovent, was a weak carcinogen 
which could cause liver and 
nasal tract tumours. However, 
he said that occurred "only 
when it's given by mouth. When 
it's (inhaled) it doesn't do 
that." 
Like water, when the dioxane 
dried it was no longer on the 
vegetation but in the air and 
therefore the risk, even for in- 
dividuals doing the spraying, 
"falls way, way below levels 
regulatory bodies consider to be 
essentially zero," he added. 
While he agreed the original 
decision to approve Vision had 
been based on test results from 
a labratory which had later been 
shown to have been falsifying 
its figures, Dost said all the tests 
relating to Round-up/Vision 
had subsequently been redone 
and the results validated. 
: + + 
~? 11% +. . . , .~  
"~ Financing or 
' ,750c""  ~'9~ • Back~" 
'~,~Speclal Lease Rat~ 
"~., Rnancino ~ 
~--~,~, :' Special Lease-Rate ~ 
 ,10.9% 
~,  Financing or 
$71gil l  Cash 
~7 ~ u  Back' 
v'~'~Speclal Lease Rate', 
7#,/ 11% ~o.., + ~ ~- 
Rnanclng 4 
Special Lease Rate, 
:, :+ 
Olfer Expires July 8, 1990 
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~H I TERRACE 
' M FORD/  '°"" 
" 1.800.772-1128 
/ !  OTE +++. : 635-4984 
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Two things your 
ldds can- o with 
How ! 
to be a Local 
Hero 
Si ' [ l i le .  Save your charitable 
tax receipts when you give 
money and take advantage 
of the deduction on your taxes. 
You'll be doing ood and saving 
money, and that's reason to smile. 
Be a Local Hero. 
i ~ ' i  ~' 
A new . . . .  sprat of gwing :' 
I can give your C 
] .,:, , a real flying ex~riet 
[ :: . , : .~:.i.';.: Buy~anAirBCticketfor~ 
: .:~' 7, ":;:;; yo elfat the best fare: 
For 820 you ¢~ ~d2Booka:child 15and 
Augus[29 
i•+ 
15, 
;+ ; ' , 
=~i~tlnhla. it tt~R l0 Au~st' i'~wtthlm adult Jieke't 6t~ ilte~ :: : '  ,,i,:!'I,~,:~ ~ 
~ : " 7 , '  " i  , • ' i ,' . "  " '  / 
.. ! / . i ? , !  .;:.'. 
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i'w.. ,si Caring and sharing is the message : ! Up: 
I JUNE 23 - -  JULY 14, 1990 
Terrace Public Art gallery will 
be presenting workes by the oil 
painter,' Tom MortarS. The 
show.Is called theAwakening 
of Colour. June 23 - -  July 8, 
1990; rel~lar gallery hours. Ju- 
ly 8 --  14, 1990, !1 a.m. - -  5 
p.m: :;, . '# ,~. .  
JUNE 27--- AUGUST S, 1990 
The Kitimat Centennial 
Museum presents historic quilts 
from the Vancouver Museum 
datin[from the early 19th cen- 
tury to mid 20th century. Quilts 
by local craftsmen will enhance 
this exhibi t ion.  Museum 
Hours :  Tuesday.Saturday 10 
a.m.-J p.m. Sunday 12 p.m.-5 
p.m. Closed Monday. 
JUNE 27, 1990 --  The White 
Cane club will meet at noon at 
the Inn of the WestLfor the in- 
stallation of the club as the 
94th member of the Canadian 
Council of the Blind. Everyone 
welcome. For further informa- 
tion phone Phyllis Cornfield 
638-0412 or Felix Goyette 
638-1285. 
• **  "k'A" 
JUNE'30, JULY 7, - -  21,1990 
- -  Stitch by stitch: Quilting in 
the museum, demonstrations 
with Pat Simpson and Mary 
Lee on Saturday, June 30; 
Elaln Krickan and Lois on 
Saturday, July 7; Vicky Stevens 
• on Sa!urday July 21. 
• A ' * 'k*  
JULY 75, 1990 - -  Hearts and 
Hands: The american ex- 
perieness. A.video on the art of 
quilting in America from i830 
to  1930. At 7:30 p.m. Museum 
Hours: Tuesday - -  Saturday 10 
a.m. ~ 5 p.m. Sunday 12 p.m. 
- -  5 p.m. Closed on Monday. 
* 'k* 'k*  
AUG. 3, 4, $, 1990 - -  1980 
Grads of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary 10 year reunion for 
all persons who graduated or 
should have graduated in 1980. 
Reunion to be held at the Ter- 
race Inn. If you have not 
received your invitation and 
would like to attend, please 
contact us by July I, 1990. For 
or  sepd' letter to  c/o'2088 
¢~yprets Stree(;" TerraCe;'B,C. 
V8O 5~33 • ' . '" 
• A ' * ,k*  
Aut~m 24 -- 26; 1990 -- 
Carib6o College celebrates 20
years~ of ' service with a 
Homecoming Weekend. If, 
you're aformer student or staff 
member, plan to Visit the 
Kamloops Campus and join the 
fun. Activities will include a 
Bar-B-Q, dance, department 
sponsored e~,ents, music and 
entertainment. It'su family af- 
fairl For more info or to let us 
know you're coming, Call 
Arlee at 1-800-662.2955. 
HERITAGE PARK is now 
open to the public -- 5 days a 
week. Tuesday to Saturday 10 
a.m. - 6 p.m. For information 
regarding school tours, wed- 
dings, family portraits or large 
• 8roup tours. Phone Heritage 
Park 635-4546 or 635-2508 
"k 'k* .k*  
TEAM PLAY HORSESHOE 
There will be a horseshoe truln. 
ins program for anyone who 
would like to play. Come out 
Wed. evening or Sunday after- 
noon. It is fun and good par- 
tinipation. For more informa- 
tion call 635.2856 
' k * 'k**  
THE OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS support group 
meets every Wednesday at 7:30 
p.n~. at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Pb. 635-6510 or 6384)664 
for more Informat ion.  
Newcomers welcome, ~. 
"k****  
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone h~terested 
In more information about he 
Klnettes or meetings please call 
Gall at 635-9253. 
cont'd B12 
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The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to its' 
readers and those com- 
munity organizations in
the area. 
" I tem for this section 
are .  for  non-pro f i t  
organizations and for 
:those events In which 
there is no cost to gain 
admission. 
To meet our produe. 
'.. tion' deadlines, we. ask 
.ithai 811 Items be kubmlt, 
i ' t~l :  by noon on' the 
' :~AY preceding i~e 
-.foUowing week's ~ue.  
, We 81so a~ that Item.be, 
~t)~ewrittmor be printed 
n~a~i  r[' ;: *'I i"  "i "II' 
'::.PUPPY'LOVE~ Tess Tessler's'Dogooders have threenew rnernbe~, at least for the time b.eing: Glgi, 
one of 12 dogs that travel the province with Tessier, has just had three pups one of which Was br.ought 
' oui for her pe.rf0rmance at ClarenceMicliielscfl0ol ~ last Fi;i~lay: Although the kids ioved tice sho~, iile 
pup preferred tO Snooze' in thearras of Tessier's g~'anddaOghter;Darcy;"... . .. - '  .:." ~.:  :. 
Bids boost CT bid 
The R.E.M. Lee 
Foundation's second annual 
gala evening and auction was a 
great success, raising more than 
$36,000 towards the cost of pur- 
chasing a CT Scan for Mills 
Memorial hospital. 
Having our own CT Scan 
it gives a more in-depth view 
than x - rays -  will greatly 
, benefit the north since people 
i will no longer have to travel to 
! Vancouver for treatment. 
~i Those attending enjoyed a 
lovely four course gourmet din- 
ner - -  crab salad, prime rib with. 
yorkshire pudding and all the 
trimmings. I must say it was 
done to perfection. 
Doug Smith was master of 
ceremonies for the evening and 
did his usual fine job of bring- 
ing everything together. And, of 
course, the evening would not 
have been complete without he 
presence of Dr. Lee and his wife 
Thelma. 
"You have made my fondest 
wish come true," Dr. Lee told 
the audience in his brief ad- 
dress. Three years ago the cou- 
ple moved to Victoria after 30 
years here and he assured 
everyone he was proud to tell 
people they met he was from 
Terrace. 
One of the even ing 's  
.~ highlights was the unveiling of 
Roy Vickers's original painting, 
Kitselas: He was commissioned 
by the foundation to produce 
the work which will be sold. 
through closed bids in the near 
future. 
Y~vY°nneMoen ; 'Y ' 1 
READY AND WILLING. Linda Pelletier (right) is seen above with 
three of her clients outside the Creative Careers Options office, A 
total of 10 adults have found work through the program and have 
already proved their worth. 
paddle carved by Virgil Stanley 
and donated by John Cliff in 
memory of Fred Smith. 
It was a good evening and one 
I am'sure was enjoyed by all 
who attended. Congratulations 
tO Marlaine Tubber, Bill Mc- 
Crae and evryone lse who did 
such a great job of organizing. 
Also, special thanks to Wayne 
Tubber for providing transpor- 
maintenance, assembly or hor- 
t iculture, the program's  
employees have a l ready 
established a reputation as 
reliable and skilled workers. 
Just phone Linda at 635-7884. 
*****  
I hear Ken and Rhea Perry 
are grandparents once again.  
daughter Karen just had a 9lb. 
8oz. boy. Congratulations to 
auctioned off at the event and one step closer. 
netted $4,400, Vickers will keep , ~. ~..t. 
one for himself and the re -  ~ What is Crea'~!v"~"nr~r On- 
/"  ~Sr l~;f/~ Imcup 
• ped~adults. Program director 
Among the other, often uni-~ L inda  Peliet|er e~nlnl,ed it 
• qua items on the block were a/i~a~istslindivi'd~;~t~ t'n "~t'~-ftn~ 
hand-utrved cedar clock by Ar  i, and!  maintain ~t,a,o .rh, two 
chic Earley,! air,authentic Cree~::;staff ~n~mbers "have cu;rently 
birch: bark  biting * p ic ture :  fota~d en~nimn~,,t r~, tn,d. lts 
ld°::yedHbY)fk~tnhlce;a~il~l:~t, y' :i.:.:[tef~r~ ~ irg";.i~' by:',he Social 
,i c~'S.dei~ent, ~ • 
petrified wood ormmmt; one / i l l  you ~ hAv~*~, t ,t,~ i. ~.eh 
of Me Takhat's tdrbans and a areas ~'s i . : food-services.  
A limited edition run of 50 tation for Re "-'- . . . .  ~ "^ all . y Vau~ ~uau t~ all. 
prints of the paintmg has also the se whose financial contribu- * * **  * 
been made. Two of them were tions helped bring the CT Scan My friend Pat and myself 
went up to Mills Memorial 
hospital  to :do Marie 
Chapman's hair !and nails. 
Marie is not doing so well and 
we wish her well. : 
While there we also looked in 
on Marion Temple from Tar. 
raceview Lodge, Special prayers 
to Henry FortJ p aswell.  
* ,  ** ,  
I was talking to Maurecn 
Masonthe other day. She and 
husband Dick came up to attend 
Co~'d B le 
After 15 years touring the 
province in her distinctive 
fuschia-coloured motor home, 
it's no surprise to find Tess 
Tessier considers On the Road 
Again to be her theme song. 
" I 'm a bit of a nomad or gyp- 
sy at iieatt," the one-time 
Rosswood and Terrace resident 
conceded last week during a 
return visit to the northwest. 
Her travels have taken her to 
communities large and small a l l  
over B.C., the Yukon and Nor- 
thwest Territories. Each stop 
has included visits to local 
schools where she tries to 
counteract the persistent theme Tess Tessier 
of violence she says dominates all forms of entertainment these 
days. 
Helping her deliver the message is a distinctive ntourage of 12 
dogs and one cat, known as The Dogooders. "The dogs are all dif- 
ferent shapes and sizes but they all get along with each other," 
Tessier said. That harmony often puzzled her young audience but 
questions such as "Why don't they fight?" gave her the opportuni- 
ty to point out conflict need not occur simply because the animals 
were different. 
"We must learn to live with each other," she said, adding 
tolerance was especially important given the multicultural make-up 
of society today. "Our theme is caring and sharing." 
Known then as Tess Brousseau (Tessier is her maiden ame), she 
arrived in the northwest in 1958. She and her husband homesteaded 
in Rosswood until 1965 when the family moved into town because 
it was time for the older boys to attend high school. Over the next 
10 years she raised her family of six boys and one girl as well as 
working for the Terrace Herald and News Advertiser newspapers. 
When in 1975 the last of her children "left the nest" - -  her hus- 
band had earlier died of cancer - -  she decided itwas time to "fulfill 
my dreams, so I sold the house, bought amotorhome and I've been 
on the road ever since," Tessier ecalled. 
Those wandering ways are, however, about o come to an end. 
Tessier said she will now settle in Penticton - -  her daughter lives 
there --  and pursue her new career as writer/publisher of children's 
books. 
She has already published her first story, Iceberg Tea, a story of 
visiting the Arctic as "told" by Gigi, the little canine who holds 
pride of place as the first Dogooder. While the book outlines 
something of Inuit culture and the flora/fauna of the region, it also 
encourages the reader "to see and think about he value of compas- 
sion, understanding ,mid respect for all life, human and no.n.- 
human.'..~ ......... L . . . . . . .  .: 
It is als.o the first in a series in which Tessier intends to have each 
of  her Dngooders tell their own story. . . . . . .  
. . . .  _ .  , . . . . .  . .  _ : :  ~: I . . . . .  
Bikers, ride high 
Although final figures have yet to be compliled, it appears 
the total raised by northwestern motorcyclists on their recent 
Ride for Sight will account for close to one third of the pro- 
vincial total. 
Co-ordinator James Gilham said approximately 30of the 
80 participants collected pledges totalling $6,276 and an addi- 
tional $1,000 was raised at an auction held during the 
weekend gathering. 
He said the Terrace Roadrunners club - -  they hosted the 
Ride this year - -  had decided to make a further contribution 
out of their funds to round the figure up to $7,500. 
That compared to the provincial interim total of $21,800. 
However, Gilh~um pointed out the results of two Rides have 
yet to come in. 
Top money-raiser locally was Gary McAvoy of Terrace 
who collected $1,118 in pledges. Next most successful was 
P.J. McPhall of Houston with $811 with five other iders top- 
ping $500. 
With more than $825,000 already confirmed, Gilham said 
the final national total was expected to be close to $1 million. 
All money raised goes towards research on the eye disease 
retinal pigmentosis. 
Top gardeners sought 
For those who put in the work necessary to have a well. 
kept and attractive garden, the finished product is usually 
sattsfacflon enough, However, the Beautification society 
thini~ local green thumbs deserve public recognition for their 
efforts. 
Spokesman George Clark Judging in the annual Beautifica- 
tion Contest would take place the second week of August with 
winnem beAng selected in four catqlodes. Those are residen- 
tial, commercial, industdal and - -  u new category - -  most 
improved. 
Pointing out n nomination was required to enter, Clark ex- 
pltlnrd it was simply not possible for judges to cover every 
street in the community. "We might miss out on g very 
beautiful property and that would be unfair," he added. 
However, homeholders and businesses could nominate 
themselves forcensideration. He said the society would an- 
nounce where nemlnation forms could be picked up in the 
near future. 
Last call for entries 
Anyone still working on that winning poster design for the 
Northwest Alcohol and Drug Services contest is reminded the 
deadline for entries is this Saturday. 
NWADS program director June Campbellsaid the contest 
- -  it offers prize money totalling $1,500 - -has  proved very 
popular with local artists. • 
"The poster should depict a positive message for responsi- 
ble substance use and have a strong visual impact," she Said, 
adding the winning entry would be used by NWADS to pro- 
mote its work. 
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Contflbuted by Smith family 
~was born iff New Glasgow, 
Quebec on October 21, 1915, 
the eighth of 10 sons. He lived 
in New Glasgow until he moved 
i to Terrace in 1936 to work for 
~ihis brother, Jim Smith, in his 
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'~  !Remembered by,many . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ~ ~I ~ ~  " : v r Donat o 
r " I ~ C E  --:Elks Lodge] [ i:' 
~' Fredrick Alexander Smith 425 has.expanded its efforts 
. . . .  to help people with eyesight 
Eventually Fred bought his 
.brother out  and the store 
became known as Fred A .  
Smith Ltd. Fred was instrumen- 
ted in bringing the first super- 
market o Terrace (Super Valu) 
which opened in July, 1958. He 
ran the business until his first 
the Canadian Armed Forces at 
the outbreak of World War 1I. 
He was stationed in Prince 
RuPert when he married Helen 
Marsh Glass in 1941. His son 
Gary was born in 1943 while he 
was stationed in Richmond. 
While he was overseas his se- 
i cond son, Brent, was born. Fred 
came home to Terrace in 1945. 
i He continued to work for his 
brother in the store, located on 
:Kalum Street and during these 
~years he was blessed with 
:another son, Terry, and a 
' daughter, Sheila. 
t general Store. Heworked with " retirement in 1967. 
his brother'tmtil he eniisted in After a few years of retire- 
Frederick Smith 
Many will remember Fred's 
service to the Rotary Club and 
other service organizations. As 
ment he was appointed a lay 
judge and held court in Kitimat, 
Prince Rupert, and Terrace. He 
again retired in 1979 and 
devoted his time to  his home 
and garden. His wife Helen died 
in 1982 and he married Edna in 
1985. 
Throughout his years in Ter- 
race Fred took an active role in 
the affairs and activities of the 
community. He was involved 
with the hospital board, the 
arena association, Terrace and 
District Christian Council, 
Family court, the Oddfellows 
and an active Rotarian at the 
time of his death. 
These facts really don't tell mentioned earlier, he was ac- 
the whole story of this man's tively involved in the Terrace & 
life and from our memories we District Christian Council 
would like to highlight some of which provided the first housing 
Fred's life. for seniors on Tuck Avenue. 
Some will no doubt  Fred's involvement in this pro- 
remember groceries being ject went far beyond just sitting 
We would like to 
acknowledge a citizen of our 
community who does endless 
hours of volunteer work, 
both at the hospital and in 
homes, at all times of the day 
and night. She has helped 
countless mothers provide 
the best start for babies with 
her knowledge of  
breastfeeding and her will- 
ingness to help anyone who 
asks. 
In other communities, a
qualified lactation consultant 
charges for her services but 
in Terrace we are fortunate 
to have Pamela Straker, who 
is a qualified lactation con- 
sultant and charges nothing. 
The work alone she does at 
the hospital is invaluable and 
I know there are many doc- 
tors and nurses who would 
agree. The Terrace 
Breastfeeding Support  
Group, which has been in ex- 
istence for over ten years and 
provides a wonderful at- 
mosphere of acceptance and 
caring for breastfeeding 
Morns, would have died out 
if Pamela had not been in- 
volved. 
Breastfeeding may not 
seem like an earthshaking 
issue to a lot of people, but 
on behalf of all the Morns 
and babies she has helped, 
we want to thank Pamela for 
her unwavering support and 
seemingly unl imited 
knowledge about breast 
feeding. 
Yours, 
Terry Walker and 
Anita Sullivan 
delivered by Fred in the winter on the board. He knew all the 
on a sleigh he pulled along when 
he was a young man and work- 
ing for his brother, Jim. * 
Many have memories of 
working for Fred in his store as 
cashiers, butchers,  
warehousemen, etc. and subse- 
quently in Super Valu. For 
many this was their first job as 
young people and for some their 
first job as new immigrants to 
Terrace. To all, Fred was very 
fair and provided a good foun- 
dation in their working lives. 
It was no secret in this town 
that Fred helped many people 
out financially during tough 
times and gave credit to people 
to enable them to put food on 
the table for their families. We 
are sure that his help will never 
be forgotten. 
When Fred was appointed to 
the bench as a lay judge, many 
went to Fred for things • like 
passport photographs ~to be  
s igned and notar iz ing 
documents and to our 
knowledge he never charged for 
these services. People were, 
however, expected to sit and 
talk and reminisce, which he 
loved. 
residents, helped them with 
their problems, settled some of 
their estates when they died, 
acted as banker for some, col- 
lected the rents and, as recently 
as the Friday before his death, 
deposited the rents in the bank. 
In these past months Fred 
was still able to plant and main- 
tain his garden even while being 
in and out of the Intensive Care 
Unit at the hospital. 
There is another sector of our 
community that have good 
memories of Fred, the native 
people of  Kitselas, Kit- 
Sumkalum, and the Nisga'a 
Valley. 
Fred passed away unex- 
pectedly on Monday June 11, 
1990 after several months of 
declining health. He will be sad- 
ly missed by his wife, Edna, 
, sons Gary and Brent, daughter 
Sheila, 7 grandchildren, brother 
Start, and many other family 
members and friends. 
He was layed to rest in the old 
Kitsumkalum Cemetary in the 
Smith Family plot on June 15, 
1990. His passing will leave a 
great void on this earth but we 
thank God for memories. 
SJLUMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 l.akelse Avenue 
Phone 6356302 
Licensed Premises 
HOURS: 
Weekdays 
6:30 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. 
. Saturday 
7:00 a.m; -8 :30  p.m. 
Sunday 
8:00 a.m. - 8:00.p.m. 
I gOOD FAMILY DINING AT I 
problems in  co,operation 
with a local optometry firm. 
Brothers Michael  and 
Geoffrey Ambrldge were 
given assistance by the lodge 
and Benson Opt ical  
Laboratories in buying 
eyeglasses, said lodge official 
Jim LeCleir. 
The lodge regularly helps 
people who need to travel for 
specialized eye or hearing 
treatment, but this is the first 
time it has worked with a 
local firm, he said. i 
T O improve provincial health care programs and policies, the Royal Commission onHealth Care and Costs was established in March of this 
year by the provincial government. 
Our mandate is to examine British Columbia's existing health care system 
and to recommend improvements in both health care and health polic~ 
Among the areas we will review are: the system scurrent structure, 
management, funding and access. 
To begin our work, we invited the Minister of Health and his senior officials 
to outline, in public information hearings in Victoria, how our health care 
system operates. These briefings provided valuable information for the ' 
Corn mission, the public and those who will be presenting submissions to 
the Commission. 
We will be Ratherin~ our information and ideas through research and 
th 
t '  
. , _  , . _  
:, LINK WINDOW ~ LINK WINDOW LINK WINDOW LINK'. 
:aehlonf l~tementWith; : ,  : ! 
.25%. 
ABBEY 
HORIZONTAL 
& VERTICAL 
BLINDS 
Ask for details abou 
our other specials 
Includes Installation 
For a FREE consultation call " 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 635-4444 
The 'Student 
Summer 
Ag 
get 
SUll 
0 .......... ! :¸: .... :• $20. for students up to grade 12, i 
Ava i lab le  a t  C i ty  Ha l l  and  the  Pr inc ipars  o f f ice  a t  
each school, good for unhmitedr;des 3 dt6! 
September  2nd ,  1990 . .... .... : .... .... . 
I I  
"- . :7  
Interested individuals and groups are invited toshare"with UStheir ideas and 
suggestions for impm " ghealth and the health ' care system.. • -~ ~ 
Public hearings will b, .~ld thrdughoutthe province beg!nnng inth* fall 
We welcome y,,u presentation.You can submit yo~rideas,"eitherin'wdting 
or by attending th, fa I public hearing to be Scheduled:fdr your area.: .. ~ ...... 
If you haven't notit ed us that ydu wish to make apresentation write: .... : :  
Royal Commission on Heal~ Care and Costs %. : .: ,:';i.)i:!:i(:. 
th Floor,1285 West Pender St=.:,: :. • ;,,,.!,.i-. 
Vancouver, B.C.~ . . , , :  . :  .i:: .-,a~,, :~.~,~,,,~;~;:~=,,':~ :.~:~~. :~-,: ~, ~,:.. 
It's your opportun 
:part in youri 
ON HEALTH CARE-i 
eter D. Seaton, Chairman: 
,;:~ A:one time resident of the 
inoi'~hwest, Jamie Morrison 
re t~ed to the region last week 
,for a speaking'tour on the sub- 
ject~ofAIVS. : 
,, He hm first hand experience 
o f  '/he :issues surrounding the 
- -  seven years ago he 
test~ HIV positive. 
:i : Mordson said, his lectures 
focu/~lOn the effect contrac- 
dng~AIDS had on him and how 
i he dealt with it, issues related to 
the spread of the disease and the 
need for people to realize "no 
one  is inunune to it." 
~ /Morr ison said he had 
originally been booked by the 
Smithers Young New 
'~~tq  appear in that 
co~m~tt~y bnly. However, 
wh~ ifr[h~:ame known he had 
at one time lived in Terrace and 
Prince Rupert, the tour had 
beer~extended to take in those 
cominanities as well as Kitimat. 
Although he had hoped to 
reach  high school students in 
: particular, he said the timing of 
the tour --  it clashed with Grad 
week - -  had made that impossi- 
ble. However, school district of- 
ficials had indicated they would 
ii ,   erybody s " d iseaSe= BACKToYou- GOODAS] 
been less than 19 years of qe.  GUARANTEED! 
Nor could the importance of Fender benders to major damage - -  we can fix it, 
prevention/precautions be over. ,, 
l: Pots  
Jamie Morrison 
welcome a return visit, likely 
next April. 
" I  want to •impress upon peo- 
ple that AIDS is not just a 
disease of  Gays, it 's 
everybody's disease," he ex- 
plained. He also wanted to 
dispel the notion it was only a 
"big city" disease. " I  know 
that in the Skeena area seven 
people have come in contact 
with the virus in the last two 
years," he pointed out, adding 
two of those individuals had 
By DIANA ENGLISH 
The A wakening of Colour, 
an exhibition of paintings by 
Tom McHarg, opened at the 
Terrace Art Gallery on 
Saturday. 
The collection shows the 
artist's movement from a 
restrained and subdued use 
of colour toward a more im- 
pressionistic and brighter 
palette. Although the majori- 
ty of the approximately 40 
works are oil paintings, the 
display also includes some 
drawings, watercolours and 
acrylics. 
McHarg's drawings and 
paintings have appeared in 
the Images and Objects 
and 
paints 
show 
emphasized. His message was 
"be responsible, carry a con- 
dom and, if you have time, find 
• out a little history on your part- 
'ner." If that individual has been 
sexually very active, precautions 
should be taken. 
Stressing those precautions 
can be effective, Morrison said 
he had been involved in a sexual 
relationship for the past 18 
months and tests had shown his 
partner had not contracted the 
virus. "We use condoms," he 
added. " 
For intravenous drug users, 
his advice was not to share 
needles with others and to en- 
sure they were rinsed out with 
bleach after each use. 
Conf i rming Morr ison 's  
presentations had been well 
received by h i s  audiences, 
Smithers Young New Democrat 
spokesman Sarah Goodacre 
said he offered proof "just 
because you have AIDS doesn't 
mean you're not a normal per- 
son any more. It's really opened 
my eyes," She added. 
juried shows held in Terrace [
in past years and several were I selected for the B.C. Festival of the Arts show. 
Some of the paintings ap- 
pearing in the current exhibi- 
tion feature views from 
Tends Lookout in the 
'Kispiox Valley. The artist 
spent many a fine summer's 
day there when employed by 
the Ministry of Forests. 
Others are portraits, still 
lifes, figures and landscapes 
done closer to sea level. 
McHarg and the Huelsare 
both residents of the Kispiox 
Valley. The show continues 
until Saturday, July 14. 
opens ./ 
Clinic offers diabetics 
valuable information 
• ' '  , ,  , Miffs Memoriai's dietitian anticipates a recent Even lunch is a study session giving Mart an 
~'tension of provincial government programs will opportunity o show patients it is~ssible to stick 
to a proper diet even when eating in restaurants or
travelling. 
Explaining the condition could be controlled by 
achieving a balance between food, exercise and in- 
sulin, Murr said a pathologist would also be pre- 
sent to explain "what can happen if you don't 
follow the rules." 
The clinic will be held in the hospital education 
room on Consecutive Tuesdays --  July 10 and 17 
- -and  run from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. each day. Marr 
emphasized those wishing to take part must first 
obtain a doctor's referral and then contact herself. 
Patients are usually accompanied by a family 
member, she added. 
• More information can be obtained by calling 
Marr at 638-4050 between 8.30 a,m. and 4,30 p.m. 
lead to increased attendance ata diabetic Clinic to 
be held at the hospital next month. 
Pointing out the cost of test sticks used in 
81u~se meters is now covered under Pharmacare, 
Joaq Mart said the sticks cost approximately $50 a 
bOtt~e:!!and that's one of the bigger expenses for a 
dial~id:, . . . . .  
Describing the meter as "strongly recommend. 
ed'"for insulin-dependent diabetics, she said it 
allowed them to measure their blood sugar level 
which in turn allowed them to control their pro- 
blare. 
Use of the meters will be just one of the topics 
covered uring the two day clinic. Other speakers 
will deal with diet, insulin injections, exercise and 
the interaction of medications. 
Local appointment  RlSI ,B¢ 
Terraco's Louis Oair is one of Currently he holds the posi- 
tion of vice-president with the 
local Old Age Pensioners 
organization and is one of its 
past presidents. 
The first meeting of the coun- 
cil, which is to advise the 
government on seniors issues 
and concerns, is scheduled for 
next month. 
. . . . .  
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• I$ members named to the pro- 
vince's recently formed Seniors' 
Advisory Council. 
Building committee chairman 
with  the local Senior Citizens' 
"Housing society --  that group is 
respondble for the new Twin 
River Estates project - -  Oair is 
.also involved with the Provin- 
cial Emergency Program. 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
KALUM MOTEL  
- -  c lam rooms - -  friendly staff 
- -  reasonable rates 
6522 Hwy 16 Terrace, B.C. 635-2362 
HOUSE OF SIm-O-Ghets 
- -  Indian arts'& crafts - -  convenience store 
- -  Rosewood Potter - -  Loacted in the Ten'aceAIrport 
Hwy 16 West, TsmI©I,B.C. (3 miles west of Terrace) 
638-1620 
KITSUMKALUM ROCK QUARRY 
- -  Ballast, Crush and Rip-Rap 
' BOX 544, Terrace, B.C. 
-685-6177 
KITSUMKALUM RIVER TOURS & GUIDES 
- -  two boats -- weekly tours 
- -  advanced booking up to 6 persons 
recommended per boat 
- -  experienced & knowledgeable guides. 
Hwlf. 16, Kalum River Bdd0e 638.3736 or 638-0190 
Put your Car in:our care and let our experts 
:~ ~ handle the jobl 
Now under new managementl ' ~ 
='Winashie'dS . : )~: "S 
Flbreglass w°rk t f;.,..l 
- -  ICBC claims __ 
Diamond Cote & = '~:  
Rust Proof : : : 
- -  Most Advanced New Wedge 
: Clamp Frame System for 
straightening un!-body frames 
In Terrace. 
-- Stkkens paint ! n various Colors 
for better Color matches. 
- -  FREE ESTIMATES 
- -  10% OFF for seniors 
until July 3i, 19_90 
TERRACE MOTORS 
Body Shop 
3002 Kaium 
• ¢ 
635-4837 
All 
Makes 
And 
Models 
HOURS: 
Monday to Friday 
8:00 am to 5:30 pm 
Earl Shaw 
£t N:h~u$ " ' 
c~.~x~ ~,itt ~ ~d¢ t° t~xt 
antlIinat~ial" : ; 
,f~$r fi~ ~.isit t0 usis tits: : : 
~:he~ ,~ '  ~ml O~l  ~!~' . . . . . . . . . .  
~ukmc~t ofT~r daim. 
- -~O~D s~ ~'~c~°~e~h.,~ ~o  '~t  
We are holding a Person Injury Claims Clinic in Terrace June 30 
and July 1, 1990. Call 384-6262 collect for a free appointment 
with our Lawyer, Bob Carfra. 
In a world that's short on 
investment guarantees, 
•  'Scotiabank glvesyou two. 
. . .  GUARANTEED GUARANTEED ,- 
12 , 
~,~:::i ON ONE-YEAR :,, ON ONE-YEAR ..... -, 
. . . .  NON-REDEEMABLE REDEEMABLE . ,:.. 
;:~ ~'iii~ i SCOTIA GICs* ,: . . . .  , SCOTIA  G les**  ~':: :~ :  :~ ~, 
I 
In these u'nc~in times, you want to keep your money somewhere sate. Both require a minimum investment of $1,000. i - ) '  
But ~u also want o give it room to grow. That's what Scotia GICs am ;i,= : Interest rates may change. But the rote quoted on the day you invest' 
all about . . . .  ) is guaranteed as long as you hold your investment forthe full term. . 
: Non-~deemable Scotia GlCs pay a higher interest rote because :~,:: • For information  current rates other available .terms and intem~ 
theycan'tbecashedbeforematurity, . . . .  : , : :,~-;,,~ :, ; ::, .,.. / payment options, call your nearest Scoliabank branchor - 
: ' Redeemable Scotia G1Cs can be withdrawnatany time alth0ugh: : ;;~;,i:. ,' : " • | ,Q[~Nol~er~/~' - "~ l~ 
:hange. 
| I I ' I i II I I I I i [ I I i l l  
, !: 
i :•i 
i 
•1  
/ ,  ! 
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 , S ecret pla.,..es,c worth  , ,pr:ote.ctin. ,g',: 
All boys have secret places in 
which to plan and execute the 
important  campaigns of 
childhood. 
Sometimes such a place will 
be found inside a fort con- 
structed of scrap lumber and 
carefully concealed from the 
eyes of marat/din8 wrecking 
~erews " " f rom alien 
neighbourhoods. Or the special 
spot might be a makeshift 
marina surrounded by 
bullrushes where a soggy raft is 
moored. 
Little creeks rattling through 
.corridors of salmonberry and 
alder, slowing only in pools fill- 
ed withthree-foot long trout 
~iiat continue to grow 10n8 after 
~]hey're killed and eaten, are 
some of the freest secret places. 
Boysd become men but they 
still seek out secret places: the 
,fort becomes a den, or perhaps 
a cabin in the woods; the raft a 
powerboat; the secret fishing 
place might now be a jewel-like 
lake surrounded by evergreens, Bellingham Washington, had 
accesstble only by air. It may be such a place On the : Skagit 
a beaver pond filled with T ~  River. A side channel fed by the 
weathered snags and trout gain. m~In flow and a creek at the 
edonlyafterathrashthrongh Agle  Ag  " .lower end, a hundred yards near-impenetrable brush, or a I I  r long, a hundred feet wide and 
lively creek flowing over bvRo l3Rr~n [~ ' :~|  L7 ' iwo fath6ms deep at the deepest 
musseled beach into an estuary ~ ~ ~ l l l l l l l l l l i l i  ~ .SPOt, :~'.Wahl's 
filled with eelgrass, ilvery bait- ~ ~ r': ~kich~ he stumbledsecretuponSp°tin the-- 
fish and the predatory cut- ~ IY J~S ~ provided hhfi and 
throats that hunt them, or it . . . . .  'a few,trustworthy friends with 
may be the far side of a canyon . . . . . .  :., spectacular fishing and splendid 
pool where, season after season, 
other fishermen have failed to 
notice the shadows of the sum- 
merrun s/eelhead in its tailout. 
Beautiful surroundings are a 
necessary requirement for a ~ 
special place, as are elbow room 
and, for the angler, good 
fishing. All anglers seek such 
places. Many find them but let 
them slip through their fingers. 
Having found a special place, 
the fisherman must contend 
with an almost irresistable urge 
to share its wonders with others. 
Sometimes these confidences 
are kept,-often they are 
betrayed. 
Many a secret place has been 
mined forever after its magic 
was revealed to a loose-lipped 
fishing partner. The lament of a 
man who introduced a former 
friend to his El Dorado and 
returned later to find his pal and 
a crowd of his pal's pals tossing 
spoons into its waters is heard 
too often in angling circles. 
Kept secret, the secret place 
becomes a classroom -- a place 
where the fisherman can 
observe the interaction of its in- 
habitants during the seasonal moments year in and year out, 
flux. In his private spot this in summer and winter, for more 
angling student will discover :than4.5 years. , : 
there is more to learn from his Taking a leaf from John 
small spot in the cosmos thanhe 
is capable of discovering and 
absorbing in the short time 
allotted to him. - 
He  will also discover, the 
lessons learned there will have 
extensions leading to a broader 
understanding of the.world out- 
side and the world within. 
Ralph Wahl, a pioneer 
steelheading flyrodder from 
Hilton's Lost Horizon, Wahl 
dubbed his special place the 
Shangri-La pool. And each year 
he returned 'expecting the 
massive log jam that protected 
the run from the vagaries of the 
main fiver to be blown out and 
his beloved pool with it. Even- 
tually.theSkagit d d invade his 
Shangri.La, but the process was 
evolutionary and not complete 
until Wahl, an artist with black- 
I l l  SPORTS 
-SPORTSCOPE 
Bowler 
bronzed 
TERRACE -- It seemed a 
long way from the call of du- 
ty, but Terrace firefighter 
Ray Tremblay represented 
the northwest in rme form at 
the World Firefighters 
Games. 
Tremblay won the bronze 
medal at the Games in 10-pin 
bowling. They were held in 
April near Auckland, New 
Zealand. 
League 
shrinks 
rERRACE - -  Terrace's 
men's soccer league has 
shrunk from six teams to just 
five, league spokesman Joe 
Duben says. 
One of the teams -- Sinjur 
Masonry Brickmen -- has 
dropped out of the league, he 
said last week. Its players 
have been redistributed 
throughout the other teams 
in the league, he added. 
The Brickmen had been in 
the basement in league stan- 
dings, with a one-win, four- 
loss, three-tie record. Their 
exit leaves five teams in the 
league: Skeena Hotel, 
Western Seaboard, Terrace 
Inn, North Coast Road 
Maintenance, and the 
N.T.C. Kickers. 
The league is tightly com- 
petitive this year, with few 
runaway games. In previous 
years, all-star teams 
dominated, leading to a 
decline in interest. 
Soccer 
school 
Young tykes are gearing 
up for this summer's annual 
soccer training workshops. 
Terrace's Credit Union 
Soccer School is set for July 
16-20. 
The training camps are 
designed for boys and girls 
aged five to 16. Players are 
grouped by their ability• and 
receive 15 hours instruction. 
Local organizers say its 
not yet known which instruc- 
tors will teach in Terrace, but 
the provincial organization 
has put to gether a teaching 
staff that includes several 
Canadian nationalplayers, 
including ,Gerry Heaney, 
John Sneddon, Din0 Albert|, 
Datryl Wallace, John Con- 
nor and Bill Cunnor. 
The local contact is Liz 
Ball, of the Terrace Youth 
Soccer Association, and she 
can be reached at 635-6511 or 
638-0466. 
Toe TO Toe 
GOING TOE-TO-TOE, men's league soccer players clash for 
control of the ball in the middle of the field following a throw in 
from the sidelines. In other soccer action, an oldtimer soccer 
tournament was held Sunday. Watch next week's paper for 
results of that tourney. 
and-white, had-recorded/ its 
moods and some of his si~'ial 
moments here with his camera. 
With his pool gonei Wahl 
decided to share some Of-its 
glory with a wider::cirele of 
friends, To this end~ he made a 
booklet of  diary entries~and 
photos that, later caught the eye 
of a publisher and beCame'One 
Man's Steelhead ShangH-La. 
Special places are ~ special 
because they are perennially en. 
dangered: an estuary is lost to 
log-booming, alake tothe crush 
of urban sprawl, a stream:to a 
dam, or, like the Shangri-La 
pool, to natural causes. 
The last plate in the book 
shows a grey-hail"ed'Wdhl,~ now
in his eighties, waders' and: 
fishing hat on, looki~ over the ~ 
slough that was once his special 
place, possibly recollecting one 
of the 300 pilgrimages he made'. 
there, or dwelling perhaps,on 
the special importance of ~cret 
places. ~:' 
Ice 
rink 
sought 
Karate kids awarded belts 
TERRACE -- Children in the 
local Chito-Ryu Karate Club 
have completed their examina- 
tions and the results are out. 
Many of the youngsters have 
qualified to move up a belt level 
in the sport. 
The new belt-holders are: 
• White Belt (lst stripe): 
Carlo Desierto, Carl Brown, 
Christie Brown, Leanne Crit- 
chley, Nichole Sheppard. 
• White Belt (2nd stripe): 
Warren Connacher, Margo 
MeKcown, Jamie Janson, Mat- 
thew Janson, Zoe North, Kevin 
Andolfatto, Becky Heenan, 
Angle Houlden, Kevin Bretfeld, 
Davy Dosanjh, Bahai Sanghera, 
Karen Audet, Grace Mitchell, 
Costa Salnis, Katie Deal|luke, 
Jenny Henderson, Charanne 
Sheppard, Amar Parmar, 
Steven Melton, Joshua Smith. 
• Yellow Belt: Brian Corriea, 
Harvaven Gill. 
sons .  
• Yellow Belt (2nd stdiH 
Peter Murie, Andre Baro] 
David Norman, Andrea Coil| 
David Norman. 
• Orange Belt: Paul Fleminl 
Krista Coil|s, Jim Casey, P~ 
Brophy. 
• Orlmge Belt (lst stripe 
Lucas North. 
• Green  Belt: Darce 
McKeown, Robin McNeil 
Rosie Sanghera. 
• Yellow Belt (lst stripe): * Blue Belt: Lung Liu, De 
Michael Davies, Lanny. Par ,  Casey.~ 
Catalogue sse, d , 
TERRACE -- Interested in hik- 
ing or just exploring the 
wilderness in our own 
backyards? 
The Terrace Hiking Club has 
set the dates for their July hikes, 
and invites anyone interested to
join them. Most of the out'rags 
get underway Sunday mornings, 
• July 15 --  Clngue Moun- : call Vicki, at 635-2935. 
taln. Moderate to steep hike :: * July 29 -- Maroon Morn 
near Kit|mat. About three hours tain. Twenty miles north of T¢ 
up and less down. Jim Thorne race on pavement, great for piq 
leads, meet at Kit|mat info sign tures, about a two-mile trai 
at 9 a.m., or the Terrace library fairly steep, then open rollin 
a t8  a.m. Bring lunch. Phone ' hike. Cute  old cabin at en¢ 
Jim at 632-6055 for more info.: small lakes, flowers. Meet 
t July 22 --  Como trall near library at 9 a.m. Call Vick 
TERRACE --  Heavy demand 
for ice time at the arena has 
sparked calls for the city to 
build a second indoor ice 
skating rink. 
"There's way too much de- 
mand right now," says Jake De 
Jong, one o f  the plan'si~pro- 
ponents. "The arena's being us- 
ed to capacity and there are 
large waiting lists Of people try- 
- :ing toi'g~t ~on'.: There's ,:ju~ti no 
.... room f6~.'them all;" :" ~,~ ~7/ :~;~i 
He said the ice users' co°~t J  
tee is lobbying city coun~ t~ 
develop a plan to build a s~ond 
indoor ice surface in town. ! : 
De Jong noted the arena's 
current ice-making plalR is 
capable of running two slheets 
of ice, but added that would 
mean an expansion to the ~ena. 
He suggested council could 
also look building a new 'rink 
alongside the proposed com- 
munity/conference centre. 
"Every user group you can 
imagine wants ice t ime/ '  De 
Jong said. "We're basically 
running the rink 18 hours a day 
--  from 5:30 or 6 a.m. to one 
o'clock at night --  and that's 
capacity." ,: 
with participants meeting at the Seely Lake, 75 miles east of Ter- 635~2935,: 
library, race. Fairly easy trip if 4WD The club has also published e u~l  |~;¢~ | i |~ |  |u  ~i] iPql~4=~ ip~ ~l  ! /  
For July: available --  three miles up more than 40 page catalogue c 
• July 7-8 -- Old telegraph mountain road and hike over hikes for the Terrace area. A~ • :: 
trail walk in the Kispiox area, ridge to old mine area, railroad are within an hour's drive, an~ and softball meet the result is usually a~i:[ 
about 80 miles east of Terrace, on side of hill, camp buildlngs.i come ~with detailed description heoftheYoUngbali,base-runnerSLast Thursday°nthenightm°Vewas withiii |no/~!i[ 
Some old cabins remain, over- Also a good trail up one peak,, and maps, The booklets at 
i nlghter, Moderate hiking, Call reach $,6G0 foot level, great for available through clul Ik's Parkias everal teams ofYbungsters~i: [ 
Kelly Kline for more info at pictures. Meet at I ib r~ at 8' n lm~s;  ~ and are also at th ~ of minor softba!l action. ... • F P ~ ~ .... ~ ~ I 
, 79812535. , :: a,m.All day trip. For moreinf0 l l b~,  : ' : :.~:'::~.-":~,~ ~~:,:,:~~: '~i~:::~,,~:~:~,'~:~:,,- ., ~!~a 
• ' - . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  = IF I I I I  i I I I I r . . . .  t ,  
• : -  . . . . . . . . .  "* . . . . . . . . . .  : "  ' :": : :  . : ": 7.": * " ;  : : : * i : :7 .  :7" :  , / * : :  
The better side of. snacks 
Another in a series of articles on 
nutrition for athletes by Skeena 
H~,l_~ Unit nutrMonist Sonya 
.I 
Crack-of dawn, afternoon 
and eyening workouts can make 
i t  tough, but not impossible to 
eat well. Keeping a stash of 
healthY food handy and learn. 
ing tO make wise choices from 
convenience stores and fast 
food .restaurants will help you 
to score high in good nutrition 
for a healthy strong body. / 
Good nu/rition is important 
for ev/eryone, but especially for 
athletes training long and hard 
such as those that are preparing 
for the Skeena Valley Triathlon. 
Repeated training sessions that 
are one toXwo hours long use up 
muscle gl£cogen stores (the fuel 
your t body uses during en- 
durance activities). When 
glycogen stores are low, muscles 
get tired easily and it is difficult 
• : to .  train. A high-carbohydrate 
diet on heavy training days and 
the following two days will pre- 
vent this. 
Sounds good, but what does 
this q~ean? Eat a variety of 
food~l• from all four food 
groups,  especial ly the 
f ru i ts /vegetables  and 
bread~/cereals group. Cut the 
fat.  ~One tablespoon of 
vegutaoie oil a day is all your 
bo~y. / needs. And for your 
y'~ sake don't forget the 
water[ 
Plaiming ahead and having 
healthy food handy is one of the 
easiest ways to eat well. Wash 
enough• fresh fruits and 
- '  vegetables to last the week. 
:: Stock I up.on a •variety of fruit 
• and vegetable juices. Bake a 
large ~atch of muffins or fruit 
bread[ and freeze it in single- 
servin~ portions. Save your 
small ~plastic containers and fill 
i 
them with yogurt or cottage 
cheese. Keep some peanut but- 
ter, tuna and salmon in the cop- 
board .  
Fast food restaurants have 
become a way of life. Most of 
the items offered on the menus 
are high in fat, salt, sugar and 
calories while being low in 
Vitamin A and C, fibre and 
.calcium. Don't despair, with a 
bit of thought you can make a 
healthy balanced meal. 
Start your day the healthy 
way - -  never skip breakfast. 
Before those early morning 
practices try eating something 
light such as a muffin or toast 
(without butter or margarine) 
that will digest easily and quick- 
ly. Drink cool water before you 
start. You body becomes 
dehydrated overnight. 
If you don't eat before prac- 
tice, make sure to have a good 
breakfast soon after. If you are 
not hungry try a blender drink 
of milk, fruit and yogurt. Be 
creative and try adding nuts, 
wheat germ or peanut butter. 
Stopping at your favourite 
fast food outlet on your way 
home? Order pancakes, an 
english muffin with jam, orange 
juice and hot  chocolate for a 
wel l -balanced, high- 
carbohydrate meal. 
Brown bag lunches don't 
have to be boring. T~day's din. 
her can be tomorrow's lunch. 
Invest in a thermos or lobby for 
a microwave at work. Try bran 
muffim, date nut bread or rice 
cakes pread with peanut butter 
and topped with sliced bananas 
and apple wedges. Finish off 
with a yogurt sundae for 
dessert. 
Visit the salad bar. Load up 
on vegetables, ask for more 
beans and reach for a tog. Use 
cheese as a garnish and go easy 
on the dressing. 
Experiment with legumes 
(beans, peas, lentik) as a low 
fat, high carbohydrate alter. 
native to meat. These can be 
prePared ahead of time and 
frozen. Fill your plate with rice 
and pasta. Don't forget he veg- 
giesl Eat them naked - -  without 
buttery sauce - -  or sprinkle 
them with lemon juice and 
herbs. Pour .  a glass of low-fat 
milk and slice up some fresh 
fruit for dessert. 
Pizza can be a balanced meal 
in itself. Choose fruit and 
vegetable topping like pineap- 
ple, fresh tomato, mushroom, 
green pePper and onion. Order 
deep dish pizza ~ it provides 
more complex carbohydrates 
than regular. Pass on the extra 
cheese and the fatty meats like 
salami.and peppvroui. 
Snacks are an important part 
of the training program. 
. Schedule them between meals 
and especially after workouts. 
The body best replaces the used 
muscle glycogen stores soon 
after exercising. 
/ 
Relay 
Medalists 
f 
/'. 
} 
II 
J 
[ 
r,,. 
JUST LIKE A TEAM: Jocelyn 
Coxford, Lisa Gardiner and 
Aimee Peacock celebrate 
their record-breaking win in 
the 200-rnetre team relay 
event at the Prince Rupert 
Panhandle regional cham- 
pionships. Peacock also 
broke the 1500-metre in- 
dividual event record. 
\ 
i'fii~ 
Fruit juice is a great choice 
after exercising. It is easily 
digested and quickly absorbed. 
• Dilute it with water to increase. 
your water intake. Be aware of  
fruit drinks disguised as juice. 
Read the label carefully and 
look for I00 per cent real fruit. 
Ther are a lot of other choices 
when it comes to snacks, 
whether : from a convemence 
store or from home. Think and 
plan ahead to avoid the tempta- 
tion of the candy counter or pop 
machine. Reach for fresh or 
canned fruits, vegetable juices, 
yogurt, milk, plain cookies (eg. 
gingersnaps, dig~tives or ar- 
rowroots)," crackers ,or sand- 
wiches. Keep some emergency 
rations in your gym bag. Tetra- 
packs of juice, biscuits and crisp 
breads keep well. 
Memorize the phrase "No 
butteror margarine, asy on the 
mayol" and pack a snack. 
These tips will help you to get fit 
for the big event. 
Next week: the last svpper .
NAME: 
l errace Standard, Wednesday, Juqe 21, 19~0 -- F'age Ub 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY 
presents: 
Racin~l 
7 6 Tr, als 
July 8 - Regular races and 
BUmp and Pass 
If youare interested In enteringthe Bump and Pass, roles are 
available at SKB Auto Wreckers and Riverside Wrecking, 
or call: 
638-0609 
BACK-UP 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
Are you looking for ways to 
earn a little extra cash? 
We are now looking to fill 
routes throughout our 
distribution area. 
When you deliver the 
TERRACE SATNDARD there 
is no collecting just 
straight delivery! 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE: 
t_L___ ,  
rested in joining 
team please fill 
out the form below and return 
it to our office. 
I'D LIKE TO BE A TERRACE STANDARD CARRIER 
AGE:. 
PLEASE DROP OFF OR SEND TO: 
TERRACE STANDARD Attn: TERRY MILLER 
4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G lS8 
  ITERRACE STA NDARL  
SERVING THE TERRACE AREA J 
I 
' i  
i 
t 
t . -  
TI]EWORLD 
I$ YOURS...IF, 
,~ ~lll KNOW THEi 
,Gttr peopl e..: 
, !~ _~;!~: . 
Wl~!rr.~erYo( .move t~e. Welcome 
W';II~ ~|e i t  iS the right person to.. 
!i~re ,.=.. sS ' 
C 111 ldi>   
Qm~L~a~ . . . . .  8t~telt'd trademark of CanOn/lgfllnes intei 'real 
• . 7 
world 
the jets toVancouver. 
. • : !~)  :" b • 
i 
, ,  
you. 
' 21• 
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ARK iil i/ 
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i r id  a d  Satu ir ' d 
y Fash ions~- -  
I ASSORTED "-"'"'" !i Spor t ing  "A"At"0" ACt'0N 900 '.OECLO.ES 00 ' =oo ns LEVE..,..,FLE 
Values to 3 ,95 , , ,  ................................ i .~a~ O-  50% 0FFf ~ . 177  cat, 10  0ni , ;  ' ' '  - 'e:' . . . .  = SETS i Reg. 46:05. . .'.~.~!i~], 
HANDTOWELS 1 QQ ;~:~: ..... 
Values to 9.95....i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i m ~ ~ l i ~  ":'~:~ - ' ;  ; : J i  N i l  ::-:~ ;!~:~:~; . .  < 
~nr a ~ ~ ~ ~  . . . . .  EXERCISE ~ CYCL 
, . . . .  ~ , ~  ~ ~ . . . .  ~ ,~ ,~ ~;~ EQUIPMENT CLEARANCE 
RAIN OR SHINE MENS & LADLES RA IN  OR SHINE ' 1 " " '  • " ' '  ~ ' ..... ~" -~ . . . .  ]- [ ~ : " '  . . . . . . . . .  "~ q~  • - ~ ~ ~  . . . .  " - J • " m " 
Childrens Wear SUMMER OUTERWEAR L .=.  w e.  r ~ ~ r~ ~ ( ,  U " n ~ ~ ........ ~I • ,~ • ,, .... D u m b01 ,s , , One 0 n ,y's , ' 
...... 0r.asso.0t.sF,l:;ICL '" I  " ; Uu/0Summerclearance. 50010 OFF ~u°°°r°'"°c°'°~°'v'u° F ~ ,, - -  . - , - , -  , ~ - -  .- , - -  ,o~.o w0.0,,s 
• Excluding leather, gortex & raingear ' [ , ; ~ , : ~  ,,~ ~:.,'c~ ~,~-~,,:~ : - : 
This space not big enough to list all the bargains. If you want t BARGAIN, j ' =11 F WeSTBEND ~ 1~ INTERIOR/4 LIR A 
........ savings, come and check it out $$$ ,~ BINS ELECTRIC i i EXTERIOR U 
S G r o c e r y  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ' ~ ~ .  ~ d ~,  s S , ......... ....... . . . . . .  ~ ' ' " " F!F ICI" ' H HL i  , Assorted gadgets, i FRYPAN J ' ......... : ' . . . . . .  ...... .... ~ 50 gallons only. ,~. ~ OOC ~ :~ . . . . . .  Household, items,.. ~ ..... LATEX PAINT~ 
........ ~;7: ...... Caseof 27 ........ .... :'r: I Assorted odds ,.,~ :' Reg. 46.95. " ,: , .,., ~ No. 7900 White. 
HARMONIE  q dlla~ ~ CHUG-A-LUGI. j . 1 ~ .  , ~ i~ ,  'and!nds._....._ • . / i  In  . _ _ i  : : , , : :  .~ .  ,~;~.: ,, 
APPLE JUICE 8 i i  JK ASSORTED DRINKS h ~ ~ SLEEPING BAGS FOAMMATTRESS:IPADS 
1 L" " ~ 9 each" O"  ' J i i ~ ~ 2 ' "Tetr" P~k" ' " , " ' ~ i ~ 1 I NORITAKE , Ideal for camping, green in colour '  
• . . . .  UIHNEH~ ,~, i  i "~  J I Roamer I I  Pathfinder ll 2"x36"x72"~,23.95 .... ...................... ................ : ............ 16'99 
• .SE' 4 n"  0 , ( , . .  GREEN GIANT A A A MAXWELL HO i: W A R E  i ~ ' ' ' ,  3,b.,34x70" j 3polntDacronlihollowfifl. 3.';X36';X72:'reo. 26.95 .................................................... : ..  26 08::Assorted patterns, i ~ if I /i I 4 X36'x72'r~o. 42,gs ............................ ........ :...:.::...,::Z ........ 36,68 
ASST.  VEGETABLES ~ | |  I !  GROUND COFFEE 4P r i i ! No specialorders, OFFReg. RetalIPdcu - -a iR ,  each J ' 'each 3"X54"X72'Iro~4,.,S ... ....: .................................................... 39 08 
398-341 g..87 each. OR V n V V 1, ,  each. OR i /  m ~H V open stock prices onny. 4"x54"x72' r~ ~i:,~ ...................................... i : i  ................. 54.88 
Case of 1, ~se 97 , ,= , . , ,  , . , , , , , . .  = . ,0 , ,  BU 
800 CO-OP RED , COKE OR ' ~:i~:~ , ASSORTED HALLS TREES & SHRUBS. FRUIT TREES KIDNEY BEANS D IET  COKE " ' " ' , ..... i~iii'~i: i/limited,quantities. DAMAGED PANNELLING , o., : 398 O..77 each. OR BB 355 mL. ~ :" , i :il,;!:ii': ~i : ~ ;F rom . SALE PRICE ' SALE PRICE : pu u pu at roles dO'asZO 'li' : ' '~ ~: ~: ~ 4x8. While stock lasts. ' :  
2.c c 
" Hamburger I Beverage =1 °° : s"*E"'"' 'X4'ROO"'TE""ELS .... ' 1 - • 5 ;. • , , ,  . . . . .  l en, ~. ,. ::{i, Topp ing  mix  c,e)ment., 
.... i M0~t~ar mix Cement, While stock lastd','; ;' ~ ~ 1~ ' ~' ' P ~ " '' ..... n . . . . .  
11 am 2 pm ii l, , • • , 
i tu rday ,  June  f 
GARDEN RAKE BOOST MOSS KILLER 
15 tooth, 5 year WOXTnnty. Rog. price r23.991:1: ' ; 
SALE PRICE 
~'~ MANY OTHER SPECIALS! 
errac o-o De!Nr ment tor 
4617 Greig Avenue, Terrace B.C. V8G 1N2 ,!i ~ . . . . .  6 3 5 - 6 3 4  ~ 
I I111 I I [11 I 111 i i l l  ¢11 . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' '  _ . . . .  " '~  " ' . . . . . .  " :~;"  : '  . . . . .  ~""" ;  . . . . . . .  " " ' "  ' ' 
: . . . %?  . . . .  - ,  . ,  
20 kg. bag. Reg. price 9.95. 
SALE PRICE • 
_~_ Irll irll 
I pe la .  
. " J  
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Feature Home by 
~t 
o • . 
. • .. 
I 
i. 
Delightfully Different 
Skylights & cedar finishing produce br ight  
surroundings. 
Solarlam & hot tub, wet bar, ensulte located 
off master bedroom 
SMALLER HOME CHARM 
Enjoy the charm of this buega[ow. Gas heat, 
rn~n.fevel laundry, workshop, fencing, winteriz- 
ed. 3 6PJ1.4 pc. baths. PLUS "near schools. An 
excellent value, P~iced at $54,500. (900054) 
Brenda Erickson 638.1721 
COUNTRY PERFECTION 
Mellow yet unrivaled. Log 2 storey on 2.04 
Vauiled ceilings, decuat~" upgrades," 
: wraparound eck, 3 BR/t-4 pce baths. ALSO 
• new carpeting "galden "false trees. 
"$84,000" (900122) please call JOyed Findlay 
635.2697 
ii; !:~i: >:::~ii ~i!i:~/ 
j z / : ' : : :  . . . .  " . i;, i 
' 2 STOREY PRIVACY 
Mtn view hriohtens this knock.~t. 2 fireplaces, 
gas heat, carpeting, eat.in kitchen, 4 6FU1.4 
IX:O, 3 pce down baths, partially finished hase-' 
merit, rec rco~n. '$81.000" (900099) Veme 
Ferguscn 636-3389, 
FAMILY HOME 
Tlds wonderful home boasts f l~ la~ 
bedrncmo, an office, lau~ry room, sowtng 
rosin, and two living rooms. Groat family home 
situated on eae acre, zoned n~aL Mea6y land. 
seeped with ,serdced 28x26 shop. A 
value at $92,506. CSIl Jackie Co~l~' to view. I I 
PARK-AREA TREASURE CASUAL YET LUXURIOUs ViEW-~I'E SE~SATiOH 
Rewarding Keith Estates bungalow with plus Terrific Horseshse home. 2 fireplaces, fon~ I~uh-area executive custom, 2 storey m 2.24 
values. 0Ldet S~ 0as heat. carpeting, eat.in diriin 0 room, 3 9R/2 l~e. erisdte/4 pco. & 2 acres, o~y end owner, m~ntain views, Fnonal 
kitchen, 2 6~/1-3 pco. bath. fruit b'oea, City pco. baths. PLUS *Family rncgl 'Now c~xpeting IlPning rum11, foyer, don, wsik.ln closet.% co~nby 
u6ifiea. Unusual Value. Pflcod at $60,000. 'Near schools - shops "Great room *Foyer. dtchen, circular drive. "$124,500" 
(909123) Gen~xl Homlltne 035.9537, $134,900 (900125) Ca~l Joyed Rndioy EXCL. (g00065)Varne Fargu£~m 035.3369 
635.2697, 
HORSESHOE COMFORT ! 
Elegant affluence home. Mrs. Clean care, DEJOHG CRESCENT 
Cheery fireplace, 4 01t/4 pce and 3 pce baths. You will really enjoy living in this quality quiet 
PLUS "winterized "carpe6n9 "washer/dryer in. location with top quality homes, This lot backs 
eluded "kitchen appliances included ~to the Orosn belt. A super buy at only 
'workshop. "$82,660" (900051) Run Redden $29°500 MI.S, Call Vorne. 
636.19t5 
' ~U~'AmN APPEAL 
Enticing nzral au~n~ 2 storey boasts ruth 
view. Artfully sited on. 2,3 acres. C~0ng, 
game room, workshop..E~SI 15 minutes from 
town on paved highway, great view, 
'$57,000" (90019) Gordon Hamilton 
636.9537 
WORLO.CLASS HOME 
P, uk-arsa authentic 2 storey, 5 6P,/1.4 pea., 1.2 ticing 
poe,, 1.ensuRe bathS. PLUS "rec room "family 
room "quiet strnet 'gas heat "one year old. Ex. 
tremety well built family home on large lot,. ~.~.~':'!~i:~.:y::~:~::~" 
"$110,600" Gordon Hamilton 635.9537 
(900029)MLS 
HOME WARMTH PARK.AREA CHARM 
Thsmf'dflhomewlthcharmlngways.Gtostf~mi. Welcoming horseshoe Flats bungalow needs 
ly area,' 2.car garage, gas heat, kitchen ap- cosmetic work. Gas~hsat, corner lot, 2 6R/I.4 
pllancos Inclod~J, nla]n.l~vel laondP.,/, woodbur, pc, baths. G~ stmo with attached 
nino stove, par¢~ basement, 3 txltrn, $69.900 residence, zoned commercial, $70,000. 
f900103) Joyed Hndlay. (900093) Brenda Edcksne 639.1721 MLS 
Verne Ferouson Brenda Efickson Ron Redden 
635.3369 638-1721 , 636.1916 
Jackie Collier Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635.2677 635-9537 635-2697 
D.elightfully 
different on 
31h acres 
The right choice for 
the individual who ap- 
preciates a step away 
from the conventional 
look. 
This unique home pro- 
vides the modern design 
of multi-level interior as 
well as outside decking 
which is appropriately 
situated for the private 
enjoyment of 3 ~ acres. 
Other features to be 
enjoyed are master 
bedroom wi~h solarium, 
hot tub, wet bar, ensuite 
and access for private 
decks. 
Skylights throughout. 
Apporo]~imately 2000 sq. 
f t . ,  4 bedrooms. 3 
bathrooms,  fami ly  
room. Located only 
minutes to downtown. 
Ca l l  Laurie. 
gll l l lg MIT 
Please put yukklea 
' 
.? 
m m  
5027 McRas Crls, $101,500 4918 LdbeHe $102.500 
3500 long $ 57,900 3502 Brace $ 6§,003 
SOLD 
2121Cypms $ 97,500 
~,~,  ........ ~ 
6012 Lanfoar $ 42,300 
$ e7,6oo 
Matson IM. $174,900 3424 grace $113,0001 
4003 Munfoe $ 97,500 3720 Plnl $ 51,000 
~ ~~t~ ~ ~ ii~ 
4624 Weber . $ 84,900 ekeona Drive $ 49,900 Ddldey Dr. 3616 Kakun $ 44,900 5234 Hldl~ 
Th.ese are homes we have recently sold. If you want YOUR home "SOLD"  
Give your neighbourhood professionals call. 
$ 09,000 
i 
$122,000 
$ 79.000 
$134,000 
Jim Duffy 
635.6668 
Laurie Forbes 
635-5362 
FOR SALE 
I 
~j 69,900 $ 89,000 5112,000 
69,000 
r~ /.. 
$ 89.000 
/ /  
Hans Stach 
636-6730 
Shaunee Kruisselbdnk 
636-6362 
. Start Parker 
635-4031 
~i132,000 
~i 01DOOU 
Ted Garner 
636-6619 
~, ' ! l  
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L R 0 R Workbe/<h 
Di~-S IGN NO.  C -123  - -~,~-o  
, .  . _ _  ] 
, t For  I1 w j. t . 6 ,-o ,, 
oZ i:i!:/, -;;( ~: ~!  Dept~29'-O,, ~ ,,.o,,,+ ,, 
}iL ThiSto ". takefine advantaranchergo iSof des igned.a  r e a r  1.- ~P ~.,~.~' '.+. :',,:-M ".a~ Floor: 1376 sq. ft. ~ ~  ~ ~  
'; 1 1~ "~ " v iew. . . idea l  i~ you want  a pool ,  . ...... .+ 
+ ,~ii ~:/, , - in  ..your rear  yard .  Generous  . ..i~, ' 
:"~"-.'+~! - s i zed  bedrooms wRh lo ts  of  .,. MEMBER 
• ;; c loset  space  and an ensure  ~ 
': b~zth ~ complete  w i th  shower  
'~ are  to  the  le f t  .o f  th i s  des ign ,  L--'---- I TERRACE REALTY LTD.  
+; wh i le  bus ier  family a .d  living ROYAL LEPAGE = ' -  
= 4635 Lazelle Avenue areas  are to  . the r ight .  Even  ~ 
though th is  des ign  has a fu l l  ~ 638 0371 
i;. unfinished o. . , . .+  + Associate Broker Network " :~, , area  and a handy  lavatory  a re  : ~ 
jus t  a ,ew steps  f rom the k i t - c h e r t .  A very  pac ious  ~ ~ ~ ~ j  ~ ~  ~ i I I I I I ~ , ~ .  _ _  ~ O . ' M L S  
'i) ' ; ; garage  FAMILY HOME WITH KALUM LAKE OR. ACREAGI 
~- w i th  an area  fo r  a workbench  , ,~ :  CHARACTER Located just past Dutch valley 
;" ~ " is  a lso  near  to the k i tchen  "* " • ..... ,.. 1613 sq. ft, home in a very quiet 16.07 acres, fronting on Kalun 
az'ea...a good idea when br ing ing  ~ ~  area of South Terrace. 3 bedrooms Lake Drive. Timbered with roa~ ac- 
• • up with a 2 bedroom suite in base- cess into the property. Signs 
r . " : " ' grocer ies  in to  the home.  Not ice  ment. Natural Gas beat & hot water. ~ - 
F Ooub,e paved driveway, Attached ' t~ '~,z ;~,~:~ pTra:~i~, ° :~r~y :cO~na~edqua~ the  .conven ient  s to rage  area  DON'T OVERLOOK THIS ONE garage with pit & 2 pc. washroom. 4107 BENNER STREET LOW, very comfortable 782 sq. ft. home ~' ;: a t  one end o f  the  garage,  i t  A back yard with fruit trees, green Asking $84,900, EXCLUSIVE, Very well kept and'clean 3 bedroom very close to the downtown core. 2 " sOetW°j 
, "is la rge  enough to  ho ld  al l  o f  grass, barbecue and patio that's upstairs 1 bedroom downstairs bedrooms. Concrete dngwalL Etac. e - covered. 3 bedrooms on the u 
= .~ your  garden  too ls .  The  exter io r  mainfevel, a fourth in the basement DON'T BE DECBVED home. Full basement with rec. tric heat. 60xlOO lot. Call for more ty throughout, 2x6 construction, 
room. Very private backyard and at- details. Askino $35t000 MLS European kitchen with brealdasl o f ,  th is  home is a lso very  p leas ing:  along with a rumpus, family another This 3 bedroom, natural gas heated, tractive landscaping. Located in one PiNE PARK MOBILE area, covered rear sundeck, 3 plus 
+ : with_= . . . . . . .  a wel l -ba lanced  b lend withbathr°°m'doubleawidthlandscapedbdck driveway,tre t a da has1386a detachedsq" ft., non.basement16x32 wired garageh°me of Terraces best neighborhoods. "i bedrooms and 2 brick fireplaces. 
;~ .,+..,.., . i :~ :  garage, workshop and wood with alley, entrance. Horseshoe Asking $92,900 Lovely mobile with recent Askin $140,000. _ 
upgrading. N.gas furnace, 3 
;,~:+..*~,:~,; "~: , storage.;and on'tJorget the cool somel°Cati°nT, L.C. Asking- near$59,oooSChOOlSMLs & : bedrooms plus ox~ den largey 4700 BLOCK MCC~I  i!" " room storage;area, " downtown! Great potential ~kith ~ " ~ oyer'and:vlnyl:slding.:Fenced • + ~f ' aid 2-storey, quality home'o~ly 7 years, 
WAKEN TO BIRD SONG~ r' a 01d. 2x6" construction, 4 ;Ixlrs.' " md deck. $19,500 MLS . 
J upstairs and 1 downstairs, oak Idt- I = " + • TEXAS-SIZED LOT Very spacious home on over 6 STEP INTO LINE.,. I chen, 2V~ baths, fireplace, spacious 
Fenced 100'x122' lot with fruit SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX acres. Finlshed up and downstairs to view this cathedral entrance i rec ' room. 3044 sq, ft. on both 
trees and paUo, lnHorseshoeloca.j Ona95'xl72'lrregutarshapedlot, withatotalof5hedr, 2Vzbathe, 2 home. Centrally located in thejlevels. Double garage, paved, 
. . . . . . .  ~ ~ " ] . . . . . .  Lion, Living space galore in' the Two bedrooms in each unit, Electric flrepL and large rec. room. Only horseshoe area, 1172. sq, ft., 6 ]driveway and attractive Isndscap. J 
-- ~: ~;:~- " 1588sq.ft. home with 4 bedrooms, i heat with separate electrical minutes from town in Woodland bedrooms, full basement with suite. Iing. Aftogetheralovely homelnal 
. , 2 baths, rec, room and workshop, meters, Excellent revenue property. Park. Asking $123,000, MLS. Call 2 washrooms, garage all on a |first class neighborhood. Asking I 
$89,700. MLS Asking $42,000. MLS for more details. 76'x132 lot. Asking $82,500. MLS /$139,900. Exclusive, 
reliable Through ii i 9 ........... " . . . . . . . . . . .  = 
TERRACE I 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE . • Horat Godllnskl Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Gdffln Bert LJungh Joe Barbusa Ralph Gedflqskl Chdstel Godllnskl ' 
• 636.6397 635.6764 638.0484 636.5764 636.6604 63ti-4960 • , -  . , . . 
3207 Munroe,  Terrace,  B.C. 835-8397 
ess 2zs Coast o Coast Real Estate Services 
P 
P ,  
4~ 
4~ 
!. 
/ 
. I  
HORSESHOE LOCATIOH 
Well maintained home close to 
schools & downtown. 3 brms on the 
main floor: Free standing fireplace 
in, the llvlngrocm, Faro, rm, roe 
room and Ixlrm In the finished beret. 
Just listed. Asking $84,900. EXCL 
Call Dave, 
WELL PRICED STARTH 
This attractive A-frame features 
two In(go brrns on the upper floor & 
a sp~lOUS Ilvlngroom on the main, 
Situatedon Ioroe lot oo'a quiet non. 
• L l e t  and ,, thru st priced at $41,500, 
For more detaJts, call Dave, 
NEW HOME 
only mln, from town on 10.4 ac, 
1,4601 sq,-+ It.of living area plus 
, . + . . ,  , . ,  
CHECK THE VALUE , I l W l m ~ ~ ~  
' $84,900 for this 4 brm Horseshoe 
family home. Walking distance to all 
schools. N.G. heat, fireplace, on nicely treed lot on quiet street in NEW ON SCOTT NEW LISTING 
sundeck off dining room, 16x10 Themhill.lncludesllxlOshed, car. 
detached garage,: fenced yard & dbl 
driveway, Don't delay, call John 
Evans NOWf 638-8882, MLS 
ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE 
port & natural gas heat. Close to 
schools. Asking $39,000. Call 
Mike, MLS 
I Allows you to get Into this'3"b~rm ! STARTER HOME 
condo at a rate'of only 12 percent on half acre Jn Kelth Esbtes, Thrao 
until Juno 1993.Convenient com. bedroom, non.bsmt home with 
fortsbfe bousinO: and Very:after. separate garage/shop and cold 
dable/Cal John Evans $27',900 reom, Asking $525001 Call Mike. 
MLE~, • ' EXCLUSIVE + 
REDUCED MORTGAGE 
~: PAYMENT:  ACREAnE ATJAKELSE 
Live In this conveniently located 3 ~LAKE"  ,' 
family home located close to 
SfihOols,•downtown & bus, You can 
,lower your mortgage pymt by 
$325/mo with the revenue from the 
2 brm bsmt suite. Call John, 
638.6.882. MLS 
Great family home near high. 
schools. 4 brms, could be 5, 1,289 
sq. It,, carport, sundeck, rec room, 
n.g., 2 fireplaces. Phone Gordle 
Sheridan for your appointment. Ask. 
inn $105,000. MLS 
TAKE OVER PAYMENTS 
1,192 sq. It, home on large lot. Vz 
bsmt, 4 brms, n,g,, $47,000 mor- 
tgage at 12V4 percent. Reduced to 
$56,000, For more details, call Gor. 
die Sheridan, 
STARTER HOME MEDEEK 
in tbe Horseshoe, 4 brm, full bsmt 
home, Natural gas, fireplace and 
two full baths, Carport and double 
paved drive, Owners transferred and 
anxious to sell Asking $83,900. 
Call Dick Evans. MLS 
JUST USTED 
Horseshoe. 4 brm three level split. 
Central fireplace in gvinoroom, beige 
carpets, kitchen nook plus dining 
room. Vz bsmt, carport. Asking• 
$83,900. Call Dick Evans. MLS 
bsmt;~19x17 livingrocm, large kit. 
cheni:wlth oak:cabinets. Separate 
dining a~a, Iro master brm. For 
more into, ' call Dave, AakJng ~ 
$107,500MLS. • .  i ~ 
rn~u, :n  & CURRIE (1976)LTD. 
r 
John Curde 
+ +~'. ~+' ~. + !636-0Sl18 
/ I  0 
" Dick Evans Daye Reynolds 
• oae.7oee , , , . .~ ,M 
Ideal for homasite'or ~ recreational J A must to view this 1 020 sq ft i LOOKING TO RENT? '- 
property. Hydro & te ephone ser I home on 60x394 lot. 3 brms, n.gl i Then give consideraUon to purehas- 
viceslavallabie,:5.42+ac.$19,000 ]heat & hot water. Dasemont~ i inn thi~o3 brm.townhouse in very 
5.13 ac. $19,000 and 49 ac' I storage ContaotGordleSharldanto | good c ndition. 1/z bathe, OOnd 
$21,000. Fprmorelnformaton oali::. J~arrange : a viewing, .-Asking | carpet & full basement Askng 
Mike" MLS;I , ii ~i~,;.'ii~i:,:~i: : : ]  ,$64,900. ,MLS . . . .  I $!9.500. Call Dick Evans. MLS 
: :• :  + , , :  
i ~' 
JohnEvans ' 
J38.ose2 , . .  : , r  
OLD FASHIONED CHARM 
and modem updating'combine to 
make this 2 brm home a rare jewel, 
Yellow cedar kitchen cabinets hand. 
cralted by "Fairheven" are one of a 
nd, Upstairs dormer window, A 
ensure to show, $73r000 MLS, 
OWNER SAYS SELL 
this spacious split level home with 
large country kitchen, Assumable 
mortgage at 11V+ oercent. p Make an 
_ offer today. $69,500 MLS. Call Joy, 
' FOURTEEN CARAT LOOK 
in this well planned rancher. The 
kitchen is the showplace of the 
house with an abundance of oak 
cabinets, built-in dishwasher &sun. 
shine ceiling, Easy care vinyl siding 
i s  time saver, New light plush 
carpet for a luxurious touch, Listed 
at $59,900 EXCL Call Joy. 
$79,000 
Cozy home In fomlly neighborhood. 
Yard is fenced and landscaped in. 
cluding garden area & greenhouse, 
Large sundeck has beautiful view of 
surrounding mountains, 3 brms up 
& 1 down, Call Erika. MLS 
$87,900 
Priced right for quick sale, Vendor is 
merino, so Immediate possession is 
available. 3 brms with 2.pc ensuita, 
oak kitchen cabinets includes a 
built-in dishwasher, Large sondeck 
overlooks a private back yard, Carl 
Edka to view. MLS 
$95,000 , 
Ready to move right in, Extra fro 
master brm (19x11). Lower level 
completely finished with faro room, 
2 brms, laundry room, fur. 
nacelstorage room & 4.pc 
bathroom. Call Eflka to view this 
home II~ted EXCL with NRS. 
4660 LAKELSE AVE. 636'6142 
Joy Dover Gordle Sheridan 
~, ~U0,7070 8_884701 'Edka Pellotier 
....... : -,'~ ..... __ 6364773 
, r 
i 
Mike Rlchardsor 
6as:ogoo 
Pa9e~B10--~ Terrace Standard, Wednesday, June: 27, 1 9 9 0 A C  
TION, 
I + l,;s v,l : • v" BUY v"SELL  v" FIENT 
5; For Sale Misc, 9;:Trucks fer i :i:i 
" '  " ! .C'  
HEW 2V+cornmonnails$15,/box, used 11/10 1986 F 160 SUPERCA8. Auto,302 EF1,4x4, 1984 HARLEY DAViDSgN efectra-0]He~ Ex +' 
form plywood $18,/sbeet, chain link forcing Loaded with options, 90,000 Km, Asking cellent con{I, Sedous Enquid0S onlY.: Cai ;~ 
matadals.Cal1635.4703,48tgLazeile 2p10 $14,600.0,9,0,842-5430 6p8. 032.4713allor5pm.: ' 6p0~:  !:  
/ " '  i J - -~ lo . "  . .~ IM ' r |M~ I 1989 FORD F250 4x4 plc'~up, LOW mileage--': i986 VT1100C Shadow,V,Twin L/C++Shaftl !: j 
I n v~, : :  re~.n.. .=,a I $14,300. CaO 035-3717, days or 635-7623 ~ve. 12OOO Am, Like ,ew, ,636:0704:1 : : II; . i n te r lo r . -  Ex tor lo r  . li evenlngs. . . . . .  . : 6p9 $3900,0,B.0;.:i:.:'::-- ;: ' : ,  '+': !,' .: 6p6 i , 
Clean, fast & dependable qual ty work ~ . .  ,.,, ..__,~ . GMCSlerraGrand '/,, ton pickup 3S0 
I ~; '~. ," ,~, . '~"~.~*, ,  ' |  V8, autotranny, pro, dueltanks, newbrskes' $1800,00Ca11635.3258"i'.!~.i', : 8p7 ~ ~' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  oow dool ex~ u t . . . . . .  " . . . .  " I .+ =49-50S8 I ..s,newses,,,u.,ouuougea, 14.:Boats & Mddne :i : I ;~ o " I miles. Runs'great.:$2200. o.b.o,:635-7168 
" " ~ i i982DATSUN4x4pickup.KIngcab, Sspoud, 035.3382formorelqf~'matiOn,];.:,/ 6p6~ [ 
~,~41~1~,~.,~ . . canopy; sunroof, 1, owner, all seas~ radials, ~ e m u " ~ : ; -  l ' 
:~  sound mochanlcal coud; Asking $4600,  
~ 635-9477+ ,,~ , . : 6p10 trailer; C/W depth .sounder, dowil rigger,; 
=~m/fm stereo, $4900.:1,09,2;~80,~ 4p9 
, GOod pdce 638.0495 after 5 p m, 6p10 
gas tank, trailer, $1300, 635.9448 lp10 
:y 
/: 
i 
/ ACTION AD RATES 
' + "' 6 3 8 a B S A V E  
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS : ,  
' ..... ' ~+Classifie~d and Classified Display ,: .......... 
,ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat honday falls ons 
F r Slturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline le Th'ursdayat 
5 p.m. +for ell display and cl8eelfled 8de. ~ 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 168 
All claa~dfled and ctassified dtaplay ado must be prepaid by either cash, 
Vies or btastercard. When phonlno In ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. , ,  
20 words (first Inser t )  $3.45 plus 5, for additional words. *(Additional insertions) 
$2.30 plus 4, for additional wonls. *$6,95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate ' 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5 .  For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6 • Wanted Misc. 17. Garase Sales 
7. For Rent Misc, 18. Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
:27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31, Auction Sales 
LO. Aircraft 2 i .  Help Wanted 32. Lesal Notices 
LI. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Business Services 
+ Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
• I t~Tm 
• we Tm ~du~erd e~,~vn ~ r~ht ro m.ny ads 
undw koprepdm I~ wxl to ~t rotes therefore and to 
detorr~ne page l~.leon. 
The Terrace Staedad ~ the dght o revise, edit, 
~ ot nV~ect Iny ao~tism~mt and to retaJn zny ~mswers 
dkocisd to the Iknv's 6~x Reply $4~,W¢o, m-ld to tipsy the 
customer the sum paid for the adve~ent and box nmtaJ. 
Box remiss go '14bld" InsbucBoos not picked up within 10 
days ot expiry of an adver~ement wmbe besboyed unless 
mains0 I~stn~ are received, Those answerl~ Box 
f~bore we requested not o send or~nals of documents to
avoid less, 
All claims of errors In advertlsememis ust be received by 
the p~blisher within 30 dlys after the first publica0m. 
n u agreed by the advor~s~ raduesBo0 race that he 
llab~ty of the Terrace Standaof in the event of fanure to 
pub~h an advertisement or Inthe event of an error appearing 
in the edvertisemnnt Is published shall be limited to the 
atnogllt p~d by the advef~,sM for ~ly ~10 incorrect iflsefljon 
' f~ tbe pertinn of the Klve~s~n0 sp*ce occupied by the imor. ~ 
met or Onlltled item ugly, and that here shall he no llabilny In'; 
any event ~ter than the amour paid for eoch advnrtining. 
1. Real Estate 
LAKELSE WATER FRONTAGE. Unfinished new 
construction. Frame house, 25x42, 2 storey, 
large shop (32x20), 635.2470 6p5 
4.82 UNDEVELOPED ACRES. 10 minutes 
nodh of downtown, Year round creek. Arte- 
sla.n.wel/; $1,3,000.00 635:5870 6p5 
HORSESHOE FAMILY HOME, 1100 sq. ft. 3 
plus 1 bedrooms, Downstairs finished. Must 
be seen, Assumable mortgage at 11=/4%. Call 
635.9446 after 4pro. 6p6 
3/4 ACRE VIEW LOT in exclusive new subdivi- 
sion. Call 635-2384. 6p6 
QUALITY HOME on 66 acres. 2x6 construc- 
lion, large fireplace, cedar sundeck. 4 B.R. 2 
baths, Fish farm potential revenue, Storage 
shed. Satteflte dish plus many options. 3 
miles from Lakelse lake. Asking $99,800.00 
035.6736 4p7 
LARGE BUILDING LOTS up IO 103 foot Iron- 
tags up to 152 feet long up to 12,700 square 
feet, 635-2148, 6p7 
TRAILER COURT - TERRACE, 18 pads. Cen- 
tral location. Owner wil consider home in trade 
as part payment. Call 1-656.9564 6p8 
DEEDED BABINE LAKESHORE 24 miles from 
Bums lake• Building site, water, shed, root 
cellar, greenhouse, dock space, Firm 
$14,000. Phone 692-3209 4p9 
WILL TRADE two 1 bedroom houses for pro- 
pert,/, land with or without outhmJse. Outslde 
Terrace City limits. Phone 627-8209 2p9 
FOR SALE by owner large 5 Ixlrm home in ex- 
cellent condition on 8.2 productive acres, 7 
miles north of Vanderhoof, 4 horse barn, 2 
large storage sheds and a weed shed. Priced 
for rapid sale. Phone 915.652.0986 4p9 
3675 BALSAM, Has fireplace, 1,~x16' 
covered patio deck, jacuzzi bathtub, ensuite, 
and more, Asking $94,500. Also 3672 
, Balsam offers 5 bedrooms, nice tam]ly home. 
Built-in,dishwasher, large kitchen with lots of 
ash cupboards, Asking $88,000. 635.7152 
4p9 
LOT ON MOUNTAIN VISTA DRIVE, Fabulous 
view. Asking $18,500, Phone 635.2315 6p9 
3 8EDROOM HOUSE on ;12 acres. 1V= baths, 
Vz basement, Suitable for horses, cows, etc, 
2 barns, greenhouse, root cellar, 635-2630 
2pl 0 
EXECUTIVE 1600 sq. It. cedar home with 3 
levels. 900 sq. ft. shop w]tti 16' ceiling. On 
5~/+ acres in Wobdtan(~ Park, Asking 
, $160,000. 635-23.15 6pl 0 
CABIN FOR SALE, Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 sq, ft. available for safe on 424 
acres of leased recreational property located 
on Scum Lake 32 miles south el Highway 20 
and 55 miles west of Williams Lake, B,C, c/w 
propane stove/cook stove and ~)ropane 
lighting. Finished cupboards and interior water 
system. No field or well, Lake hss pdvate air 
strip. Asking $15,000 for quick sale call 0ol) 
004-398.7470, Property of 4,24 acres is on 
an assumable lease or is available for pur- 
chase through the B;C, Government. 4pl 0 
3 BEDROOM MOB LE HOME with large addl. 
tion, on andscaped fenced rural lot, Features 
include: den, playroom, expando livlngronm, 
covered sundeck, 2 wood heaters; central air 
condltioning, 4 appliances, shed, chicken 
coop, garden, greenhouse, and fruit bees. 
Asking $37,900, Call 638-8621 or 635-9221 
..... r ~ 3p10 
EXCELLENT BUILDING LOT. 65x120, water 
and sewer, paved, ~ Asking $16,900, Must 
selll Near hospital, sohool; quiet area, call 
635.3906. Redd(:ed f~ quick sale. eplo 
I Oon'tMlssThls l  I 
1 3 bdrm. h0meln~Thornhelghts. I 
I Natural Gas heat ~d water, call I 
I 638;86961 I 
1, Real Estate 
COUNTRY COMFORT just minutes from the ci- 
ty on Kalom Lake, modem 2 storey home, 
charming dormer bedrooms, 2 full baths, 
cedar sundecks with marvelous mountain 
views located on 2,71 acres, set up for 
horses, Contact Rusty or Bed Ljungh, Terrace 
Realty Ltd. 638.0371 or 635.5754 lc10 
5 ACRES ON KEITH AVE,, ideal shop or 
warehouse site, located west of B,C. Tel shop, 
374 ft. of frontage. Phone Bert or Rusty 
Ljungh 638-0371 or 635-5754, Terrace Real- 
ty Lid, lc10 
COSY COUNTRY HOME, Bdght, modem, 2 
bedroom home, European kitchen, Jacuzzi tub, 
sky.lights, patio, set on 2.4 acres mostly 
cleared with barn & work.shop. For Info - 
Call Rusty or Bert Ljungh Terrace Realty Lid,, 
638.0371 or 635-5754. lc10 
PRICE REDUCED. Great home with separate, 
18x31 ft, shop, 1272 sq, ft. of living space, 
plus finished basement, 3 bedrooms, gas 
heat, fireplaces, 4 pce. ensuite and many 
_ 3, For Rent : 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent, Suitable for stu: 
dent or single working person.~ Board 
negotiable, References required. • Phone 
635-9436 0p5 
1 BEDROOM for rent, for a gentleman. Has kit. 
•chen facilities. 635-5693 6p5 
FOR RENT mobile home pad in Thomhlll. Call 
635.4453 . :: 6p7 
t BEDROOM unit In Thomhill. Call 635.4453 
. + 6p8 
3 &'-'--4 I]EDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard, oarport and satellite T.V, 
Houston. Phone 045.3161. 31fin 
SHARE EXPENSES. 35 year old single male 
with own 3 bedroom home is seeking a 25-35 
single female to share expenses. Call alter 6 
p.m, 638-0214 31J8 
ROOM FOR working person, Board available. 
Phone 638.8293 6p8 
5 BEDROOM ROUSE for rent in downtown Ter- 
race. $850,00 per month plus damage 
deposit, References required. Call 635-7166 
or 637.5740 3p10 
OFFICE OR STORE place for rent, lease or 
lease purchase. Air condition, ground floor 
1968 sq. If, located at 4639 Lazelle Ave 
635.2643 or 
1.656-0365. 6p10 
SLEEPING ROOM for rent. Avail, June 1, call 
635-7176 2p10 
HOUSE FOR RENT for couple. References're. 
qulred. No pets, $400. per month rent. 
Deposit $200, Phone 635-6950 after 6 p,m. 
2pl 0 
1 BEDRBOM AND 2 bedroom units. Call 635- 
7025 lplO 
OFFICE OR WAREHOUSE .space approx. 2000 
sq, ft. Good rent, Downtown Terrace. Phone 
Lu¢ 635.6195 5cl 0 
3 BEDROOM, fddge, stove. Close to town. Call 
635.3806. No pets please. 3p10 
FOR RENT 
1,4OO sq. ft. fully 
furnished restaurant. 
638-1166 
more goodies. Priced at $96,500 - Contact 4. Wanted to Rent 
Rusty or Bert Ljungh, Terrace Realty Ltd. 
638.0371 or 635-5754 lc10 DECENT FAMILY of three wants decent ac- 
FOR SALE DR TRADE. Home on 5 acres, comadations. A.S,A.P. long term tenants with 
Highway Irontage, over 3300 sq. ft. Ideal for permanent job. No'n.Smokers~ non-drinkers- 
Bed and Breakfast Bus hess, 635-5061 6pi0 635"3624 0p10 
FOR •SALE OR TRADE. Acreage on Skoena 5o For Sale Misc. 
River and Hwy, 16. Great fishing, also 2 acres 
with well and hydro. Phone 635-5061 6p10 J,D. 350 LOAOI~R, New engine, new tracks, 
etc, $1400.00 0,C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
OPEN HOUSE bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 It, house boat 
-lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
-$19500, 82 lade 2-door auto • good cood. 
June 30, 1990 $1500.14 ft, Td.hullspeedboat-5Ohorse 
meek, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
1:00 pm- 3:00 pm .hyd, jacks, $2000. New Kubeda lite plant & 
2120 Cypress Street battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle, Ph. 6g7.2474, 19tin 
Hosted by Erika Pelletler of NRS FOR SALE 8 acres standing hay at Kitwanga." 
Approx. 400 bales. $1,00 per Bale. Call col. 
Prudes & Currle (1976) Ltd, lect 635.2935 6p5" 
NINTENDO games for sale: Karate Kungfu - 
• ,, YOU SNOOZE YOU L0SE,,, s30.00 Made.1 - $30.00 Goll -- $40.00 
For sale: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 635.3823 6p5 
large kitchen, L.sh8ped flying 314 BED, 21 cubic ft. deep freeze,hlde-a.bed, 
room dining, family room, double wood table and 6 chairs. Call 635.3382. 6p6 
car port, sun deck, fireplace, FROST FREE fridge, hot water tank, twin seal 
Natural Gas heat. In a quiet area window, custom made picnic table, custom 
near school. Corner of Galr and made office desk, stereo, 40 Vz" new 
Munroe, Asking $85,900. i~lywond, 635.7710 8p8 
635-3301 ALMOND refddgerator. E.C. $650. Call 
638.1028 6p8 
AMIGA 2000 computer with many many ex- WOODLAND ~ Callalter5 p,m. (~38-1208 6p8 
APARTMENTS BeAker's ~lodular 
CORNER IN= KALUM & SCOTT Structures 
CLOSE TO TOWN AI~.O SCHOOL8 
l ronm $380, 2 room $450 & 3 ronm FOR SALE 
$520. Fddoe,-stove, heat and hot water Pre-fabbed, wood 
included. Carpet throughout. Laundry  constructed utility sheds, 
facilities, storage space. References re- 
quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 8' and 10' wide, 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 From 8' to 20' long. 
if available 
Delivered & Assembled, 
ca, 638,1769 evenings 
FOR SALE WURL,TZER OABY  RAN0.P,AN0 ,.,vor 
Excellent revenue. Rental keys, is 30 plus years old. In lair condition. 
asking $9,500. Phone 635.7576. 3p8 housing complex includes a 
mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom NINTENBO GAMES FOR SALE, Paper boy 
$45, Simon's guest $45. Golf $40., Indiana 
housing, plus trailer pads on Jones $40. Call 635-3823. 0p9 
2 acres In Thornhlll. FIVE ALPINE AMPLIFIERS f0r eale. Two3533 
$225,000. Phone: saps, 60xSO or 100 wa. mono, $300, each 
635 4453 o+o Two3523amps40x4Oor10Owat. 
m mono, $250, each o.b,o. Also one 3521 amp' 
50x58 watt $200, o.b,e, B35-7038 2p10 
MOVING? NEED BOXES? We have I()ta of 
theml 10 boxes for only $2,50 Terrace Elan. 
' 2. Mobile Homes dard4647Lazalle 2p10 
;ILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appllance Repalr 
• Electflcal Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
I------CALL--------I 
1638 72991 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WOULD LIKE TO BUY fridge in almond color. 
Must be ingond condition and reasonably pric- 
ed. 035-3823 6p6 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, UIt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int, wipers, hallogen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleant 
75,000 kms., $9,000. Call 638-8654 even- 
legs.' tin 
1975 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1500cc 
stereo/cassette, yellow with black Interior, 
convertible. Summer ddven, excellent asking 
$480D. Cell 635-6824 8p5 
19S8 SUBARU D.L. station wagon. Silver 
grey, 15,000 km. E.C. 638-1318 or 
635-2212 6p5 
1985 TOYOTA TERCEL station wagon, 4 door, 
5 sp., standard, ps/pb, excellent CORd, 
$6000.00 o.b,o. 798-2255 6p5 
1988 FIREBIRD V6 TPI. 5. sp., standard, 
am/fm cassette stereo. Excellent cord, 
$14,000,00 635.5004 6p6 
1987 PLYMOUTH VOYAGEUR S.E, Seven 
pass, Pw/pl, Excellent CondiOon. Asking 
$16,000• 638.0678 6p6 
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL MARK IV, In excellent 
¢0~.  47,000 original miles, F~more infor. 
• mauon call 632-2452 ....... . . . . .  " '  '7p7 
1986 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER Mini- Van. Ex- 
cellent condition 5 spd. 5 passenger. Stereo. 
1-047-4223 or 1.846-2454 4p7 
1985 CHRYSLER DAYTONA Turbo 2dr. H.T. 
Low mileage. Am/fm stereo, 2.8 LItre engine. 
E.C. with transferrable warranty, $8600,00 
O,B.O. 635.3565 after 5 p.m, 6p7 
1973 VOLKSWAGON BEETLE. Great condi. 
bun. $2000.00 O,B,O. Call 635-3605 0p7 
1962 FORD SCHOOL BUS seats removed, ex- 
cellent tires, some new parts, running condi- 
tion. 1984 Yamaha FJ1100, one owner, 
14,000 kms, runs excellent $3,300 obo. 
Replacement cost $9,000. 694-3736, 4p7 
1983 RENAULT ALLIANCE, 4 door. Good run- 
ning condition, Very little rust. Asking $2500. 
Call 635.6785 6p8 
1988 MAZDA 626 LX, Excellent condition, 
56000 Km, automatic, sunroof, cruise, power 
windows, power door docks, omlfm cassette, 
Era, Yokohama tires, many other extras. Still 
under warranty, $13,500. O.B,O, 
635-7189 ,4p8 
1985 FORD TOPAZ, 5 sp, Good running condl. 
Uon, Asking $5500. Call 635-2900, ask for 
Monlque, .6p9 
1985 MUSTANG COBRA black with grey in- 
tudor, low mileage, all options, C.B, radio, 
amlfm cassette, extra set winter radials on 
wheels, 302-V8. 035-7126 after 5, 2p9 
79 TOYOTA COROLLA 2 dr. standard. 2 new 
tires, new clutch, stereo, Good condition. Ask- 
Ing $1700. Call 638-1984 evenings. 2p9 
1987 Z24 CAVALIER. Bought In '80 50,09 
Km E.C, $10,900, o,b,o. 638,0771 6pii 
1983 BUICK REGAL, 6 cyl. Excellent mnnlnl 
comJ, Low mileage, No rust, $4900. o.b,o 
Call 635.6767 2p1( 
1987 SPORTS RALLY, 2 door, 5 speed 
Chevette. Low mileage, only 43000 kin. Ex 
cellent cood. $55OO. o,b.e. Call 635-54gE 
after' 6 p,m, 6pl ( 
1978 BUICK REGAL LTC. Excellent condition. 
Never winter driven, no rust, rebuilt engine, 
loaded, T.roof, 692.7412 eves, 4p10 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1986 TOYOTA 4x4 pickup with con~y.---~q~w 
paint and tires. $13,500,00 O.B,O. Call 
635.4554 evenings or 035,4429 days, Ask 
for Tom: 6p7 
1965 FORD HALF-TON; 390: 4.spasd; 4:11 
mars; P.B.;new paint; chrome rims and Ores. 
$2500. Phone', 696.3209 or view at Houston 
Texaco. 4pB 
1 gas F250 4x4. Custom side rails, tail gate 
$15,500. O.B,O. For more information call 
035.5489 3p8 
2 ACRES with older mobile addition and out. I 
buildings in Kleanza subdivision, $24,500.00 ! WOOOSl IBEN , 
Financing available. 635-2750 6p5 
VERY WELL MAINTAINED 1983 two bedroom FOR SALE  OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
14'x70' mobile home. Set up on 1'/+ acres at 4e32 LAZELLE  AVENUE 
Lakelse Lake. Large addition contains family 
room, stove, air conditioner. 24'x40' garage Natural Gea Fireplaces, DlshwMhem, Frldge, Stove, Drapes, 
with wlrdd workshop, This is an excellent pro. .... Plush Carpetlno, Balconies or Pemonel Patios, 
party located between KiUmat and Terrace. L Cenaffllc Tiled Bathrooms & Eneultee 
Kreston Odve. Asking Price 47,000,:798. 1/2 Block from Skeane Mall & MacDonalds 
2493 lp10 
• Large Kitchens, beautifullyappointed. 
3. For Rent **********  
LUXURY CONDO, 2 bedrooms, den, W/W, , ReSident Manager end Secudty Entrance i+ 
Quality carpet, fireplace, dishwasher, laundl~ : . Underoover Parldng . 
facilities, coveied parking, Central legation: + li +'' J~L'. , Prl0e + Range 1181,000 to 147,,600 • I
References requlred, Avail. July 1; = ,' ' ' ' : : : ' i  ~ ' +'PHOIBI:;IIH;'91!7 ++*:~ 
• 1981 FORD F150 4x4 E•R,C. 4 speed, 
manual, 351 VS. Dual tanks, overload spdng, 
wired for camper, twe complete sets of radial 
tires on dms. $4600. o.b.e. 635-7038 lp10 
1985 GMC CREWCAB 4x4; diesel, 120,000 
Am., excellent condition, asking $14,500 
o.b.e. Also 10 n. 6 campers, sleeps 6, stove, 
fridge, furnace, hydraulic jacks, asking 
$3,000 o.b,o. Call 845.2805 days or eves 
845-2540 4pi0. 
1984 FORD RANGER 4x4, 5 speed, dual 
tanks, $4500. 638.1700 6cl 0 
1989 MAZDA 4~<4 cab plus, 5 speed, 2600 
c•c. Fuel injected, am/fm cassette. $18,000. 
Phone 638-1700 -+ ~ 6c10 
1972 FORD F250 4x4. Good condition. 
$1450.635.4703 • 2p10 
1985 =/4 TON CHEV caw cab. Complete but 
needs work. $950.635-4703 2p10 
1981 CHEV 4x4 step side. Lift kit. G.C. 
82,000 km $600g. o.b,o, 635-5554 6p10 
1976 F150 Supercab. Call 635-2776 2p10 
1979 FORD Vz'ton pickup, running boards and 
small V8, same rest. $2200. Also couch in 
E/C. $150. 635.7996 lplO 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
19' MOTORHOME GMC Frontier, bathroom, 
stove, furnace, 3 way fddge. Clean, 
635-5121. 6p5 
9//=' VANGUARD CAMPER, 3 way fddge, 3 
burner stove with oven, furnace, toilet, On '76 
F250 S,C. with A/C -C/C, $5,500.635-7719 
6p5 
15Vz FT. TRAVEL TRAILER. Call 635-3382 
for more information. 6p6 
'1079 23' SECURITY MOTOR HOME. 460 
Motor• Propane, stove, oven, furea¢e. + Three 
way fridge. Stereo, A,C., C,B,, G.C. 
$18,500,00 635.2467 6p7 
• 1901 24' TRAVELAIRE MOTOR HOME.E.C, 
• New Motor~$23,9OO.O0Cag.638-.1236aner 
5 p.m. ' + 6p7 
1979 33 .FT. SKYLARK 5th wheel travel 
trailer. Hitch included. E.C. $10,000.00 firm. 
Phone 638-D793 or 635-9053 6p7 
12' TENT TRAILER. Fridge, stove, furnace. 
E.C. 638-1028 6p8 
CORSAIR 18' TRAVEL TRAILER. Rebuilt. New 
fridge, new upholstry, sleeps 6, 
Toilet/shower. Fumnce awning, equalizer 
bam.$400O. Firm. 635.2122 6p8 
1906 17' TRAVEL TRAILER, 5th wheel, 
$5800. firm. Comes with all accessories, For 
more Info call 636.740g after 7 p.m, 6¢9 
TENT TRAILER, for eala 1100 sedes Bun-Air 
sleeps 7, fridge, stove & heater. Ideal condl. 
lion $3000. Call 692-3758 4p9 
1966 DODGE CARAVAN SE, Excellent condi. 
Don. Camping pkg,, dOuble bed, cruise, 
automaOc, much more, Asking $10,000. O.B 
0 Phone 632.4123 6p9 
1970 INTERNATIONAL BUS, Excellent condi. 
"lion. Stripped of seats, but panelled for 
camper. Started - you finish your way. 
$4000, firm, 636.6205 6p9 
1987 A.T.V. YAMAHA WARRIOR 350: Elec- 
tric start, : reverse, racks, loading ramp, All 
E,C, $4500, o,b,o 636.0771, 8pl 0 
MOTORHOME 1980 class, c. 23 ft., kit. com- 
panion, Fully loaded, InCluding air or roof, 
dash. 400 Dodge motor. 32,000 miles, 
$10,900 call 635.6790 6p10 
60AT FOR SALE '16' bay liner. 'Full canvas i 
Top, full Instruments, 50 h,p, Johnson, Road 
runner trailer• E.C, $5500. 624.5591' : 6p10: 
15. Machinery i! 
D2 CAT 6LADE/WINCH. $6500. 350 JD trac. 
loader $14000. 2010 JD tree 9300 backhoe! 
$7500. 003 1974 Jeep :34000 miles, ¢lw 
snow plow $5500. 1982 Leda 4x4, .40 mpg, 
$1200. will trade up or down for.ford 4x4. 
1:697-2474 . + 4p8 
1979 NEW HOLLAND self propelled swather 
12 It. cut; full length conditioner. Air condi- 
tioned cab. Excellent condition. Also11003 
bale wagon PTO drive. ExceRen! c~ltion. 
567-9027 • 4p9 
407A MAVr 'Q  t O77 i '~A l .mk;~ , ,~; In ,  t~ , .~ml~ 1974 HAYES 1977 Columbia.trailer, Cumm ns 
350, trans. Henddckson suspension front 
end, All recent. Ceditied. $17000. O.B,O. 
1,694.3655 4p9  
AR 7.PATRICK LOGLOADER. Overhauled 
motor, transfer case •re.done, good Ure's, 9god' 
mechanical condition. New set of injectors, 
new alternator(spares) 1-694-3512 " 4p9 
1978 CAT 528 line skidder; excellent~shape; 
many extras; serviced and ready to work. Call 
evenings from 6.9 at 845.7096 4p9 
WALK BEHIND gas powered double dam 
roller. Good condition, $1750. 10xSO Atco 
type office trailer, office, washroom with pro- 
pane toilet, lunch room and tool room. $7000. 
Plate compactor, $325.635.4703 2p10 
79 DSK FOR SALE or hire, Recent under car- 
dage motor and trans. Excellent condition 
thong 638.0771 6p10 
EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE 
John Deem 7 ft. mower 
conditioner; better than 
newll --:+No. 12 Massey 
Ferguson hay baler. --  John 
Deem side delivery hay rake. 
i + : Phone Leo 635.7266 ,+ 
or 798.2200 eves. 
17. Garage Sales 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY going out of 
business sale, Power tools, building supplies, 
shovels, picks, rakes, storage sbeds, fencing, 
household nares, clothes~ washers,..T.V,s, 
boxspdng, sofa, skateboard, mlsc kitchen 
items and blankets. June 30, 8 a,m..3 p.m. 
4019 Lazelle,., ': 1 plO 
GARAGIE SALE, Sat, June 30, 9 a,m. --  12 
p,m. 4712 Lesn Ave. Furniture, Toys,,Books, 
etc. 6p10 
19, Lest & Found 
IT COSTS YOU' NOTHING to place a Lest and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
LOST MALE GREY NEUTERED TERRIOR, In the 
Revadan Inn area. Weds, June 13th. 
635.6854. Really missed by family," 2p9 
FOUND AT SEALEY LAKE campsite on June 
2nd weekend a small female dog. Looks llke a 
poedle-terder cross. Very fdendty and quiet. 
049.5391 ":,i 2p9 
LOST 1 BLACK'; JACKET with redSeather 
sleeves. Has' Kltkaga Volunteer tire depart. 
meet crest on back, Reward offerred, .Call 
635.6984 -' - 2p9 
I+ I  ="~'*'~=== ,o..,..,.,~,c.+.~ :,+' MInlltw o41 State for Youth Minlstre d'Etat & le ,ieunene 
r m 
DEN :+ S? + T1 +, ,: 
WE ALL DO!  ++i 
I 
i : !:i:: : 10:Lost & Found" ..... 
: L(~§Y'a s~ brown teddy bear Had red and 
: iwblte bow around /he 'neck ,and vefcrs 
":lestener ou lie bottem. Reward offerred for its 
i .~retuh~: 835:3139 evenings. :" 2p10 
r~'LOST '!~: , black 'Samson te with pers~l 
~:~cfothlno~Lost on Hwy 16 West In the prox mi- 
' :~  of thqC~operside st~}re (Terrace)'. Reward 
offerred; Cati 635-7070 or 635,6142 2pi0 
LOST' GERMAN SHEPHARD Ced~ colour~-, 
; weadng ch~e chain L~t June 16'at Skeona 
.Valley Trailer ~ 635;2849 leave message 
:i: : : ": :~': 2pi0 
"::FOUND one good quality football. Identify to 
Claim, 63b:362.4 ,.. ' 2p10 
LOST1 BLUE ! ~TROLLER at Parkside School 
on Wednesday ;June 13, If found call 635. 
, 71,40 r ' " 2p9 
: 20, Pets & Livestook"; 
• I~OR STUD -2yr .  old Boxer. Registered 
through the Canadian Kennel Club. For more 
information 635.3677 after 6 l~,m, 6p6 
REGISTERED OUARTER HORSE' "sale at 
V anderhoof Fairgrounds. 7 p.m. June 23. COn. 
signments with pedigrees. Must be made Im- 
mediately. Stall must be booked now. Usting 
fee Is required. 1-629.3722 day or night. Let 
It dng. 4p7 
GORGEOUS SIAMESE kittens. Playful and 
devoted. Ready to go. Shipping arranged. Call 
692-3722 anytime. Please let it dog. 4p7 
FLASHY RED DUN yearling colt Highly bred. 
You'll be proud of this onel Call 692.3722 
anytime. Let It dng. 4p7 
BEAUTIFUL WHITE TOY AND TEACUP 
poodles, Ready nowl Shipping arranged. Call 
692-3722 anytime. Please let it dngl 4p7 
UN.USED SHOW CART & harness for standard 
sized horse. 36" wood spoke wheels & shaft. 
$850; O,B.O. 1•695.6620 4p8 
. . . .  
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21; Help Wanted .26. Personals .', 
, WANT MORE OUT OF LIFE? A little extra MET- -A '~Y~~'a ; la ,  F~r ap, ' 
money can mean a lot of exha tivlng, ff you polntmont phone Laurel 635-7776 at Modern ' 
ore willing to work and learn, PhnAot; ap. Metaphysics "- 3p9 
PO.~tmentt:635:3484 _ p: r : :  ! CI~0 : 100 PE,CEN~: i . :GU~I~I I~. IO  0 Percent 
y:,ll Wn l . l t  Wreath  * . . . .  Naturallcenyou find a better offar to lose l , ,v l  mlv ln  mlU l l l~d .  , : ; • ' : 
T H ~  . . . . .  ~' 10-29 Ibe this month?More information. 692- 
TERRACE STANDARD reminds edver. 3839 'ii : : : - ' . ,  4p10 
tisers that the human rights code In'British ' I I - , 
Columbia torblds publication of any advertise. ' 
" - -w- -nw- -  
dlscdmlnates aga!net any person because of 
origin, or requ]res an Job applicant to furnish Norm's Auto Refinishing hasan opening n 
any information concerning race, religion; eel, ' ; for a I 
our, ancestry, place of odgln or political belief, COLLISION REPAIR I 
Readers: fn ~ds where 'male' is referred tO, z ;~.~.P~x,  u TECHNICIAN I 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. " , ! ,, i~~32~~ , fourth year apprentice. Apply In person: I 
79 DgK FOR SALE or hire. Recent under ear. , 4630 KiIth Ave. or phone: 631k3920. I 
dage motor aM trans. Excellent condition 
phope 638.0771 . '6p10 
MOM WILL DO BA6YSI1TING In my home. On ! AaBoe ~ iv CAIA/m¥ ~ C~ANY | 
quiet slreet near hospital. Full and part.time, Open~ a wee]( 9PM~ 9AM ~e~7~y product ~u~, ~mon ~ar I 
References available, phone 635-3804, 6p5 Amwedng machine gAM - 9PM | we. ate looking for men end women. 8right, ag- | 
Gresswe individuals, who expect HIGH INCOME, W. | 
eACKHOE SERVmE. LeCUalr Era. Ltd. wm dO CONFg~.NTIALrI'Y GUARANTEEDII oe . , ,e ,oB~, ,~o~w~, , ,~  To wo~. 'n . ,~  n 
digging, backfilling, landscaping,. etc. call . , ~m ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. / ~ lq  on you~ =e pot~ w~n is based on I 
• ' re~ts 'profits, prodont~ awar~, bmuses and I 
635•6~90' :', . .' • , 6p6 ~ ~T.T ,T.For ~ Infonlla~ please . (H4) i 
NEW CONSTRUCTION or renovation; form 
work, framing or finishing carpanby. Yoo~ 
work will be done dght the first tim~. 
638-8052 ', 6p8 
OWNER/OPERATOR wants job hauling Ings. 
Also has 966 loader available with truck.call 
Virgil Stiller, collect i.694-3681 4p9 
RELIABLE HONEST WOMAN Inekin 0 for 
housecleaning job. Call 635-3577 and ask for 
Barbara. 6p9 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. Consulting, 
private investigations, and technical security, 
consulting services. Phone 635-4936 6p10 
CARPENTER will do renovations, iding, any 
job large or small• Call 635-7794 7p10 
a REG. 9 YR. OLD quarterhorse gelding. Well 
broke english and western: Smooth mover. 
Easy keeper. Trailer's well 1-699-6455. 
Endako 4p8 SUMMER WORK 
REGISTERED CHESTNUT quarter horse. 3 Could you use more  cash? 
years old. GaMing. Very weft started. Asking ...... 
$1800. Phone 847-4024 Evenings 4p8 Pert time, flexible hours. 
MINIATURE SHNOSSER yorkshire terrier pups  Opportunity to earn 
will ha smalland they don't shed. Readyto go $100 to $125 per week. 
$50. each. Phone 692.7066 after 5 or 
weekends. 4p9 
Call Scott at POMERANIANS C.K.C. Reg'd. All colors. Ex. 
cellent stock. Make loveable pets and great  635-3066 
watchdogs. Phone 847-5847 or 846•5878 for 
more Info. 4p9 
3 YR. OLD REG. 0UARTER HORSE gelding. 15 
HH sorr01 grson, broke, vely qul0t, gentle. Ex. 24. Notices 
cetiant prospect for 4-h, pony club, or PRO-LFE EDUCATION avaifahic ta general 
pleasure. $1600. o.b.o. 1 yr. old reg. quarter public; videos, pamphlets, lending libra~,~ 
horse gelding. Quiet, gentle, easy to work. 
$1000. ~,b.o, 646•5537 . . . .  ,4p~O dealing with human life Issues such as,a bur; 
,~tiou.,,and,,.euthan~a;~::Student,~enquides 
HORSE ~IOWS~ Quarte~; horse ShO~ August ~ Welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638-0382. 5tfnc 
16 & 17. CEF open show August 18 & •19. PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? Birthright can 
More info wdte Box 128, Vanderhocf, B.C. 
assist you with free pregnancy testing, mater. 
VOJ 3AO or call 507-2497 or 567-4218 4p10 nily and baby clothes. Many other services -
3 KITTENS to give away to good loving home. all free and confidential. Call 635-3907 
Call 638.8469 6p10 anytime. 12p51 
I [ HAVE YOU WORKED in the Terrace Area and 
ALL  BREED not been paid? adte and give detatis'to BOx 
Dog GROOMING 261 c/0Tenace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., 
Reasonable RaleS~ 10 Yea~s Experience Terrace. B C. VEG 1S8 ~ " 6p7 
TO PREVIOUS 0WNER of house at 2156 
JANE .TURNER 638 801B Laurel Sb'eet; ~¢ille Senechal, Please pick up 
Mornings or Evenings remaining belongings by June 3e or they will 
be removed, lplO. 
B.C. Buildings Corporation 
21: Help Wanted THE BARNETT FAMILY is having a three•day 
.. family reunion June 29-July 1 at the Kinhut, 
next to Hedtage Park. They invite fdends to 
drop in and say hello. 1110 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN - -  We are looking for 
mature career minded individuals who want to 
he a part of a growing team that takes great 
pdde in their work. Experience ispreferred but 
will train the dght individual who has a 
positive attitude and a desire to learn. We of. 
far competitive wages and an excellent 
benefit package. We are now taking appllca- 
tiers for' the following positions: 
waiter/waitress, store clerks, bartenders, bar 
walter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks. No telephone in. 
quides pleasel 14cl 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY - Male vocalist for 
rock band, aged 16-20. Phone 635.7385, 
leave message. 6p6 
HAIRDRESSER required in Bums Lake. To 
start immediately, Established clientele. 
1.692.3360 eves. 4p7 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE-Tw0 restaurants in Fort 
St, James. One with lake view, licencnd in. 
ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 996.7510. ffn 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE in Terrace. Good 
location for luther information call 
635-7961 6p6 
26. Personals 
WANTEDIII 100 overweight people. We pay 
you to lose 10-29 Ibe. In 30 days. Call 24 hrs. 
a day, 1.250.9451. 12p2 
LOSE 
WEIGHT 
WANTED MANAGER for nelghbourhood Dab in 
Terrace. To start Immediately. Fax resume 
and reference to 748.2812 or Carl 
746.1455 5p7 
DORIS' COIFFURES, One qualified hairdresser 
needed with 2 to 3 yrs. expedeoce. Im. 
mediately 638.1704 tip8 
NISGA'S TRIBAL COUNCIL central office has 
an opening fora land claims mapper. This is a 
full time position with long.term career upper. 
tunlties, Duties: Responsible for all NTC mapp. 
Ing funtions including 1.) ~Jpdate and tra'neler 
of existing map,files 'to a computedzud map 
system (GIS). 2.) Colisction and traosfer of 
new resource data to GIS system. 3) Analysis. 
of oaographic and resource data es needed ~, 
NTC: Oualiflcaticne: Pdodty given to Nisga 
with'a mlrdmum cf Grade 12 education and 
We need 30 overweight 
persons to lose 10-29 Ibs. ~ in, ~i 
the next 30 days with tlie~ 
brand new Revolutibnary:~ 
Diet Dis~ Program. 
Totally' Natural 
Doctor Recommended 
Guaranteed Satisfaction 
EARN $$$ 
WHI£E YOU LOSE 
having.some background in relevant areas of 
resource management Inc udlng foresttL 
fisheries/biology, geography, surveying, or 
land use planning, .No .GIS experience 1-978-3050 TOLL FREE 
necesemy but applicant must demonstrate In~ ~-~ ¢ ~ ¢ ~ '¢  .,¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ .¢ .¢ .~,~ 
rarest and wlltin0ness to learn, Training On GiS 0 SM 
a= w,.. ba.ov ed an c, ,he ST P  oti=e- c ma.aurete w.th OKING 
qualifications. Applications whould be submit. 
ted bY; June 29/90 to: Personnel/Finance 
Committee, NIsga'a Tdbal Council Central, 
General Delivery; New Alyansh,. B.C, VOJ 
1AO; A~ntlon: O.N; WeMe/Adminlstretor, 
r ' " . . . .  3p8 
OUALIFIED HAIRDRESSER needed immediate. 
ly, Apply at the Hair Hut or phone 635.2993 
or 635.2753 6p8 
CREATIVE RESIDENTIAL & CAREER 
Is accepUng employment resumes for ponl. 
tieRs In new facility, - several positions 
availaNe, ]eves, nights and days. - ex. 
parlance preferred In working with mentally 
disabled people. - have valid first aid car.. 
tlllca~e:~ Willing to obtain, - appileante must 
subrpi! . to  cr~lll~l record ,arCh, t.b. 
teSt~ti~, Direct resume to: Llnde Pelletler, 
4722 LekeLto Ave. Terrace, D.C, VSG 1R6 
636-7664 Oosing date: June 3Oth 2c9 
Don and Val Morehouee, 
formedy of Terrace, B.C., 
wish to announce the 
graduation of their daughter 
Diane from the University of 
Victoria. She received her 
Bachelor of Education 
degree and has accepted an 
elementary teaching position 
in Nanalmo. 
29. In Memodam 
IN LOVING MEMORY of the late Dr. Frederick 
Robert Hugo who dlad June 19, 1980. 
Do not stand at my grave and weep, 
I am not there. I do not sleep. 
I am a thousand winds that ])low, 
I am the diamond glints on snow, 
I am the sunlight oo ripened grain, 
I am the gentle autumn' rain. 
When you awaken in the morning's hush 
I am the swift uplifting rush. 
Of quiet birds in 'circled :flight 
.I am the soft stars that shine at night, 
Do not stand at my g~ve"~~"cry, 
I am not there. I did not die. 
Forever missed by Mary Jane, Nancy, Jamte, 
Penny, Michael and David, As well as, Kevin, 
Doug, Gloda, Kory, Matthew, tiicole, Trevor, 
Jeffrey and Jenna whom Dad never had the 
pleasure of meeting, lc10 
ASHLEY GAlL McCOLL passed away May 28, 
1990 at the age of 2V= years in her home. 
Memcdal services were hele at the Knox 
United Church on June 1, 1990. Ashley 
leaves behind a large number of family and 
friends that loved her in her life and will 
forever love with their memories• We wish to 
give special thanks to Star Bailey, Dr, Red. 
path and Dr. Stelanyk for their kindness. To 
Lina Kirkaldy and Darter Bjolgaard for their 
comforting words. To Ashley's bearers, Ken 
Hngg, Bob Ellis, Darran Bjolgaard, Damjl 
Bjoigaard, Run M¢Coil and Don McCOlI. To all 
of our family and fdends who supported and 
showed us their love with their cards and 
flowers. A special thanks to Ashley McCoti, 
our princess, for making our life bright and 
beautiful in her short stay. Until we meet 
again, we love you, Mommy and Daddy. Jim 
and Anita McColl. lpl 0 
LEASED SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
PRNCE Rt~dlT 
The Corporation wishes to lease approx. 
Imately 350 m' (3,767 square feet) of 
'store front office space on one (1) floor In 
an easily accessible location in Prince 
Rupert. Dedicated parking for six (6) 
vehicles is required. Occupancy is desired 
for January 1, 1991. 
Gross turnkey proposals which include the 
cost of all oparating/molntenance ser- 
vices, taxes and fltup are preferred. A five 
(5) year lease term with a renewal option 
Is desired. 
Interested parties should telephone 
Shelley Mnen In VIcteda at 387.7390 to 
obtain the specification package. 
Proposals hould be submitted by July 27, 
1990 to: 
8upend~r, Lem N~z 
Ddtilh Columbia Boildinos Coq~n 
P,O, ~x 1112, 3350 DoqDlaa SlnHd 
verona, British Calumbla 
VOW 21"4 
rhe Coq}oration reserves the dght to 
~ogoffate any Ixepneal and the lowest or 
caeWpt~?neal will not necessarily be ac- 
WANTED 
ASSISTANT ~ 
MANAGER 
rain. 4 years experience. 
Salary: $1,700 per month. 
ALSO 
COOK 
rain. 2 years experience. 
$6.50 per hour plus 
depending on experience. 
Both must be experienced in 
seafood, pasta, and steaks 
etc. 
Send resume or call: 
Daryl Alexander 
clo Breakers Pub 
117 George Hill Way 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
vaJ 1A3 
624-3268 
LA8ER THERAPY CENTRE 
,,XH LASER THERAPY 
, Sa fe ,  Effe~tlve, PalnteM 
Stop Smoking .......... :.$96.00 
(Rue 2 follow-ups If needed) 
Bet Control,,. . ...... ; ..... $06.00 
For'more information 
and appointment 
1.800,607,4379 ,'~ • , 
Terrace -- ,My 9,!1 
Kelly's Stereo Mart is now accepting 
applications for a 
SALES POSITION 
in our Terrace store. 
Applicants should have a working 
knowledge of stereo equipment and have 
previous retail sales experience. 
Please pick up application forms at: 
: Kelly's Stereo Mart 
In the Terrace Shopping Centre 
I 
CITY OF TERRACE 
VACANCY 
CONFIDENTIAL  
SECRETARY 
(Temporary - -  Approx. 6 months) 
1~ City of Teml¢® le seekJng e hlghly motivated Individual to fill the tom. 
PorKy POWtlon of Co~nfldential Secretary for a alx.rnenth pedod. The poeRion 
provide8 ~ suplport to the Mayor and Council, and the Administration 
and Perilonnel !~Oar l~te .  The successful oandldale will have an socumte 
typtlg speed of 70-80 wpm, expedesce with recording end transcribing 
mlnutee, e~'anOklg appointment8 and epeGlal evento, the ability to maintain e 
Ileavy woddoed with a minimum of eupervlalon, and e proven al~llty to main. 
Thla la en exempt p~tton, with a ~ rnte of $1 e.O0/hour. Hours 
of work are 8:00 8,m. to 4:00 p.m. (euratom' bourn), end come ewmln 0 work 
be req~md. The Oty offers an excellent benefits Package. 
AP~Non8 Will be Nmelved by the ur l~ned 11o later than 4:00 p.m., 
Fdd~, June 22, 19B0 . . . .  
/ ~,~ .:, Personnel Dlreelor 
City Of T1mlme . 
' ' TemHse, ~C.r~G ~O k. " 
il/;~:i ~' .~: ' :  " .a.eSl~ rr,0. No.) 
" - ;., ; ; :  . . . . .  ' nN744 (Fu. No, ) .  
I r [ i  T 
Terrace 
, ! : . ,  ; , . .  , 
• • ::, : ii!i !il ii !•ii i  !:ii:i!i! ¸ 
• i • ~- : i~i/i:::•i /•if:. ~:':.:/:, 
I I :: 
CAREERS 
I 
INV ITAT ION TO TENDER 
In accordance with the NiolIW of Trsnapedatloc cM NI8kwapl Act. Section 49(1), 
sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No:. F-5263 ' 
Location: Oueen Charlotte Islands. 
n..~lcdpt~l!•Prov.lde•Tr'afflc Control Services in the Skeena Higllways Dialect for the 
uu~u;  br la f lone  Is lanos Area.  
Sealed tenders completed inaccordance with the Conditions of Tender on the fonns 
provided, will be received by the MlalsW of Transportation and Highways at No. 
300.4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 until 2:30 p.m. (local time) on July 11, 
1990, when tenders will be opened In public. 
A secudty deposit/surety bid bond will not be required (in accordance with the coRdi- 
lleRa of the tender). 
A pre.tender meeting will not be held. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifications and conditions of 
tender are available from the MlnlsW of Transportation a d Highways, No, 300- 4546 
Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 between the hours of 8:36 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 
1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Fdday, except halldeys. 
Where required, payment for contract dosumentatlou shall he made by certified che- 
que ur money order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations. All 
purchases are non.refundable, 
For further information contact J.R. NeWhouse, District Highways Manager at (604) 
638-3360, or Fax (604) 638.3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
FREBDOM  .lece of 
 tish C,, bla 
• ar~ ~rmys  
t~r~ Fuu M. ~m,  N~mt ' , 
GENERAL CONTRACT 
TO INCLUDE 
CARPENTRY, PAVING & CEMENT WORK 
SEALED TENDERS 
ore invited for Public Tendercall gOl~l. 
Tender Documents end Bid Deposit instructions are awtiable at: 
B.C. Housing Management Cummlaslon - -  Coastal Prince Rupert Office 
1400 Kooteney Avenue 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V6J 3xe 
Telephone: 627-7601 
Tenders will be received st B.C.H.M.C. -- Coastal Prince Rupert Office st 
the above address, only up to 2:00 p.m, Friday, July 6, 1990 end Ioubilcly 
opened at that time. 
A Mcndatory Site Meeting will be held for contractors on Friday, June :HI, 
1990 st 2:00 p.m.. el Mcresby Townhoueee, Park Avenue, Prince Rupert, 
..-:B.C.. . . . .  . ~ . - . . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . .  
The Cummlsalon reserves the dght to reject all tondere and to aecepi any 
tender it considers edventagecus. The lowest or any tender may not 
necessarily be accepted 
R.J. Chapman 
Purchsein9 
MINISTRY O F HEALTH 
Community and Family Health Services 
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE 
Communi ty  Nurse 3 
Competition; HL0e:383A Houston $30,986- $38,804 
HL90:17e3 Ccselar 
There ore two Public Health Nursing positions vacant, one in Houston and 
one - Csealar to Plan/oroanize family focused hee~l services for assigned 
area for prenatal, infant, preschool, adult/geriatric population; communicable 
disease programs through clinics, home/office visits to enhance In- 
dividual/family/croup capabilities; provide health education and promotion 
services; information person to poblio, agencies/boards; coordinates ticane. 
Ing or community care facilities; other related duties, 
Quallffcoffone: RN; prefer BSN (public heaJth content) or PHN diploma and 
three years experience; may use own car on expenses, Applicant subject to 
satisfactory references including police record review. Certain police 
records may preclude appointment to this vacancy. Smoke-free policy. An 
eligibility list for other positions (beth regular end ouxitiery} in Northern British 
Columbia (eg. Prince Rupert, Terrace and Dawson Creek) Is also being 
setabashed. Please st=to location of preference on )'our eppllcltion. 
Send aPplication as soon as possible to Weedy Schmk:ti, Regional Human 
Resources Officer, Ministry of Health, Regional Human Resources Office, 
North, 4th Floor, ,1SO0 Third Avenue, Prince George, British Columbta, V2L 
3G6, Please quote competition umber. 
i 
I II n N. I 
CARRIER OF THE WEEK 
- Querier Cheese or NO Mac 
- Large r-des 
- Regular Sldl DI/nk 
- Sundae 
Compllmente of McDonald's 
In a c lear record o f  
del ivery and a Job wel l  
done you 've  earned a 
FREE McHappy  Meal.  
CongrstutRU°ns 
Cheryl Malmgren 
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• 
:: CALL :i 
:63S-SAVE 
CTION AD 
~'BUY ~'SELL  ~"RENT ~TRADE 
+2 
: "+ + -". .I 
• ": + ~ +~;. ., . + - . +• + + 
~.o , , , ,  •++ •:+~,,. : ~ ?;+ • , •  
.+  • % . Y VISA 
FOR ADVERTISINS CALL e38.SAVE 
!- +. 
EXPERIENCED 
SALESMAN 
nee to sell automotive equip. 
ment and supplies for 
REMA TIP-TOP 
DISTRIBUTORS LTD. 
in Terrace area. 
$10.00 per hour and a bonus 
from sales. 
Phone (403) 279-8213 Calgary. 
" I 'M CONFUSED. . . ' ;  
Many people don ' t  know why severai 
agencies raise funds for cancer  
control in B.C. 
They say,  " 'Why can't you ali be 
one organization?" 
"Because," 
THE CANCER CONTROL 
AGENCY OF B.C.  is a cancer  
treatment hospital  and outpatient 
clinic, ~overnment-funded. 
THE B.C. CANCER 
FOUNDATION operates the 
Cancer  Research Centre. It also 
raises money  for Cancer  Contro l  
Agency  equipment  not covered by  
• government funds. 
THE CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY, B.C. AND YUKON 
DMSION, a volunteer olT~zaUon, 
raises money for research, education, 
and patient sqrviees.!n 1988, it 
spent over 1.4 mlUion dollars o, 
services to patients; over ].06 million 
dollars on education programs; and 
over 3 million donets on research. 
~ O0U, IMI~ ANn 1tH00N D lV lS ION 
Sight & Sound stores have an opening for a 
SALES PERSON 
for the music department in their 
Prince Rupert store. 
The successful individual will be a self starter with 
strong interpersonal skills and who has some 
background in music. 
You may apply by sending your resume to: 
Terrace Sight & Sound 
4711 B .Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C; 
V8G 1KS 
OFFICE ASSISTANTS 
The Terrace office of the Workers' Compensation Board is 
seeking Individuals for full-time permanent and temporary 
positions. The duties performed In this entry level position in- 
clude filing and dicta typing. 
Qualifications Include Grade 12, excel lent cledcal, dicta typ- 
ing and Interpersonal skills. In addition to 2 - 3 months' 
related work experience, a net typing speed of 60  w.p.m, is 
also required. Word processing experience would be con- 
sidered an asset. 
Applicants will be required to undergo appropriate testing to 
demonstrate required qualifications. 
Salary: $11.61 per hour /S841.46 bi weekly 
We also offer excellent working conditions, a clean air work- 
ing environment and competit ive benefits package where ap- 
plicable. 
We invite you to apply by submitting your resume by June 
29, 1990to  Competition No. 90-1NV-11 to: 
Human Resources Department  
Workers'  Compeneat lon Board of B.C. 
Box 6360 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 5L6 
BACK-UP 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
.,).++'•:+., ~ , 
Are you looking forways to 
earn a little extra cash? 
We are now looking to •fill 
routes throughout our 
distribution:area. 
When you deliver the 
TERRACE •SATNDARD there 
,o  . . . .  
is no collecting just 
straight delivery! 
If you are interested in joining 
the delivery team please fill 
out the form below and return 
it to •our office. 
rD  LIKE TO BE A TERRACE STANDARD CARRIER 
I NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE: AGE: 
• . I ' 
, :~"  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
• PLEASE DROP OFF OR SEND TO: ~- ! 
• TERRACE STANDARD Attn: TERRY MILLER 'l 
4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8O 1S8 I 
( ) i  "" I  :: TER CE STANDAR D 
DOITUP 
 mom',ec 
IH  
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
lhemAda mppom'ln the more Ihan 100 N~el  the a,c, and Yukon Community Nowapepem~M~ 
• imd each mm'e nlsn 1,~O0,O001~tenllaireadore, 
$165.  for 25 word8 ($3.15 per each addi t ional  word)  
I I 
I When you goHa have it, We II deliver IU i i ~++,,~,+= 
I ~ ~  - - -  ++BI I I FREEImml~.Commeo+woo 
I t ~  . . . .  1 ]  I I ~ your Immmr~ B~xe yo 
I i l  - - _ ~ - - - -- "- I J d4mi~0~l~lm,  P.~dlFOUN 
+1 i+.,,... : ~ n i OA'I'i~NFOCUa'~,.~?'~7,4 
I ~ ~"*~~- :  - -  - - - - - : - - - -  I I  ,~u,-,=n~,,~,,~. 
I Our expediting service wilt save your company money I I 
OTART YOUR m~ 
l CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8630 I I  - - , .~ , . ,~  
• l I mosey or exnedenm. 8~eo 
' ~  " . . . . .  I lime. Fm Imp,re: W~ 
• I WMd Trade, ore Odn, Omd 
" I Om~m ~, ,  0o~ We, It4o 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE l ~ I ' N + ~ I " ~ '  
OPPORTUNITY KNO~KO, II TERRACE INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR I Y~n~5~0~'  1, 
Know me dlmm~ I~tw~m CONFID mm.m.,.~.~ +, ENTIAL  SECRETARY I ,~ .W ten , e. mmmmm0o m.~ 
• e are seeking a highly skilled and energetic individual for an im- I It., ~nt  mu% ~. 
mediate opening as Confidential Secreta This full time osltlon Is ex- I .e+..Wpto~... for ~m,~ r~. p mr~ n~m o~ IXmU~ ~ 
empt from the Bargaining Unit I ,'-mend ,.,.,.- ~ n.,. • - ',+ • " . r--- I~lUId . . . . . . . .  
This .senior posl!!on reports directly to the President and also preforms I ~ ~ ~ P ~ u  
a variety ot conTIoentlai clerical duties for the Vice President and other I you. e. N= opp=.~lo+w~ 
senior Managers. This pus tion also records minutes and processes l m~mutl~ bone+ md cm- naio~ Owlouo Id~onOy correspondence for the College Board. Occasional evening and I : , ,~ .~ l~m~ 
weekend work is required. I P~w~iain~ =d no oo=, any- 
__ ._Education Seco w~+e In O.O,n~n 0m4d H. • . :. ndary, School graduatl0n with additional training In • | Pmmm, me +sin Aw., e~, 
ousoness omco proceoures and computer operation • I ~t ,m Ann, B,C., v le  SOrt. 
Akli" , ' ( I I04) I I~4~0.  Is: Excellent oral and written communication skills required, as well i .u , , - .  , ,=- -  
as.a proven ability to maintain strict confidentiality. Accurate typ. I meaoumOok, ed, iZooddn=d= 
!no/word processing with a minimum speed of 50 wpm 'and full I m~n~.~me~l(IL~tltm.ee4o(| 
familiarity with MlcorsoftWord 4 (Macintosh), ' I " - " - "  :' 
l l ta l l lU  plIWONALI .F.:xpertence: Five'to seven years of experience in a busy work en- I 
wronment ,  , . I oRor=RYOUn LovEeTIJFP 
" . . . . .  • , :  BY MNL FROM OUR NEW 
We offera comp~ .hensive package.of benefits and good working con- : I LANE OATALO(~EI 
01tlOflS. ualary Will DO commensurate with experience and ability I C~u~. iu~lp~w=l Ju~.  
. . . .  ' ~ out mllzAmed elorol 
The dosing•date for applications i  July 5, 1990. For further inform. % I ~out ln  DBB IN HOME 
tion, please contact Fran Skitcko at 635-6511 (222) +' I ' - " -  -:--- , , .+ : ' .+ '11011 ~lqFATor~w~ tw 
.':~ ' -+ Appllcatlom and msumee shmld m sent to: • . , : l• ~'~p~P~+op~.~m~-~.~..Lm~'.. 
• ' - , , , . .  mx 73o, m+,  B.C. vee 403 " ' ."'+; +'+ : I  " " ' "  
" + " + + " ' i " I "  ' I I  + i i  +"+ + "'  ' "+  ' ' "  i ''~+': :++ ' : ' ,+~"  - I i 
+ . 
l 
Auto Dmkws, d +blmi 
. ~ I  vo B~lllf 8m4oo~ 
~o. ,  m~,  !~,  
m,l WtlM1m1141, bl~ll. 
NI t  f ro .  ~d I~UN i 
I~D~ATION OAROiN|O 
EHPLOYAOLE? ALWAYOi 
Om neede oooi~ A~B 
Im l~plomL Pl. 
OCHOOL, 1632 W. ath Ave,, 
VlMou~r, V0J 4RI~ (004)~ 
81011. Tog.free 1.a0o.eeT.72e6. 
HoaPITALITY EMPLOYMEflT 
TRNNINO. 13wk, F/T: m 
10/oo. ~now.  ~udont 
IIOflIAUE MIIO . 
LlOhllnO Ibctww. Weelem IiI 0Mume, = 
mdn milll=v~ly. Whok~ 
~<lre1&tl, Free ~ awall. 
~lo, No,cure ~ 0mtm, 
(em)me.oeoe. 
II & N Homo lllml~nO dub, 
el~oo malt 11141 0ulmnbl~l, 
Od now ~ pre-m~/owl ~p~l. 
olllon. (eo4~, la l l  Iml 
IH , ,~  KO., VlRaRB. 
RUFUII + ~IJITAR 8HOP PRE- 
INVENTORYWCE. ml~l, Lit. 
rive, Med~ l"~wnke, Y=mUa 
born mmxloll. ,e, =ldnil=. pk~, 
14 FOOT TRAMPOLH'IE 11799 
I F~0~_lml~, To,,.mml. 
, ~ . ~  
I ~ I ~ ,  , .~  
I .~ .em.  Dm~_ nm~ 
l ~14~ ~,ao0,ee,s.3Sel 8~ 
I U~VSNeST. "ORO~MA,.. 
l~ i  +all . -No~ Vm~o~wr, 
i I I i 
HLqJ? WAJ f lZO 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENERS MUTIJN+. FUHD ~ ix- 
full of money uvlng c;aUl~e, verlldng oupporl in~ 
Wecem wmr PL'mS. #+0~. ~1141m% I~n-~m or qt _e~_. 
~O1L~-64t h Ave,, Langley, B.C., _i~lp_ Ire WI]~14111~rldln 
V~A41PT. mlog OlP 141o0,a~1.11 ~2. 
znd Sdwlu~ aln01e and ;;.~.'..~,=,,~' "h.'=~....'"+'--~ 
double Olazed, mmlOht and . . . . . . . . . . . .  =" . . . . .  . . , . , ,+  ._,,. o,.,.-_,.,.,= cenlewithoxpeden¢emakdalm 
uv vw~,i mzvv  u . im,  r~evupw ~.q ,mtm kw ~.~ dm~=~ ~!  a~ , ,~ , ,=~ ~10 ,~dL  
FREE BROCHURE: B.C, ~ .~ ,~ i.k."~"',,,,~.~,+"'~ 
GrNnlmme Buildom Ud,,7426 ~,,Z,..,~,.,'"'-'~'h.-'".:L.'"-Z 
14 i~ i i~ lu~ P J i ,~mh~ I: l i"~. t /~ l= . . r ~ m . ~  W,N ~'m.V  . ~ u m  7 
• .+ . ,  ..... , . . . .  , . . . . .  , .,-- ,w,,m~iodtl~irmmm,+z,,...m,,. 2flI~ 4.13-4220 ~..r-. • ,~ mo ~ ~+~;~' I~ 
HEJM.TH <mtlonm Mus l~or~ M. 
- -  o l l~t t~Al~r la~ymln~ 
VITAMIN I~NTS.  ~nce ~leerovindalCe~l]oelka~ 
~Ta. +m.~a m0h ~ W 12o ~a ~er hour p+~, fuU 
on ~,,mnrm, ~m..e~, ~;o+~l~0e r-mmmm,u- 
,l'led~,_~. Build~O .w~. W_~hl mee, comp~e ~,~tt work rdmd 
L~k~,Ha l r lma~ n~,u 'uxm~ PenmmdCoo~l .  
nwnl, ~ Care end-IVlon), ~ ,  ~ F l~r  ~ s  
FREE CATAU~OI.IE. Wdle: Lid 13~'1~5OC0 I~on 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. AB'~I7V'-"IVO. ' ' 
OI~4JB¢IS, 280 8.W, Madno . . . . . . . .  
dvl, Vln¢o4Mw, B,C., VOX 8EGRETARY TREA61JRER . 
2R0, 1-000.683-0747. InVert- I OWmpld lYorow~0(~mlMo.  
cower, 321.7000, Iota ckinle~lp reqdre~ M eXlOe- 
I mmml commr~k,+,,<~,v 
. . . . . . . . .  I uemmrer. A,+om~ oxl~l- 
WeN eR~erlermd Clmm 1 lm~k I onmbmmemaryandwopml~ra 
ddver amd tm~klng eonblnallm i (IM, md &l)~. ~ We 
requked, Mblmum 10,18 yews I offer a mxnp~ouw om~y pus 
expad~,  1-680-0251 or 1- i honumondbene~tp4zckaOe, WI 
9004163.8406, i are leered In Cl~lJwsdr,, In the 
i Fnmr Vd~,  ~ one hour 
,~  -v - ,  +-- from Venomlv~. Homi~ blmx- 
Are 1o loin one el v- . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, 
I~ I . , .  , . . , .  + . , .~ ,~ ' ,~.~.  ,,* I plemmoadlHenyMe~q M4HIIn 
muwmmw- 
Entrante f~r The 1900 6Nn;ll lot 
B.O,'e Mind Pl~o0~nio Female, 
pdzle, ecl1~omyoulmow2 116+ 
3e). 8emlSASEto: RULES.Bo0c 
50~S, Vzncouver, Vee ,41A9 or 
plm~ ~7oe (m~nled nm. 
ml~). Huffy. ~ dora 
July Sl=t, Sp<m~m: Hu<k~= 
amy, SECRET Pmyho~. 
THE HINTON PAI:g<IANOER, a
mowem Puldlahom nmm~=,', 
requlrH an adler wlth ai lw~ 
o~lleM oon~y Nmlfll, 
rune mumeoto: L~m Ch0mh 
Pt~k~,  Hmmn Pm+d~W, 
~,Xk~tm,~, ' l~X~ 
RL41. I [~ 'A l l  
RELAX' COUNTRY LiVIN(I. 
1,1,10 ICe I011. Wider, hYlkl. 
I ~ ,  dyer ~w znd'rkw 
ud ooUmm (eo4~,  
R~m, Kmn~ wsa, 
c~ .~o.~n~,. ~ _~,  o 
o~,  _Fu~eq_u~poa, rmur- • 
Nquo. ~aSO~ Un~am. 
euNd. OMI  p~nl~ Pdvm. 
WUluu~ I05~ I070.71~i), 
. aP :~ lC i~ 
~ ~ Woner,~d bwyor~ 
. ,v.a.._n~r. WhO .m~a~, 
noH~. No Yuhon onqu~N, 
'~DO o l lemdmel3,600.  
Caroy i 
kmm.a ' ' I~+_ mrou~u , I 
fo r , .M~aa lnp~,mf -  XOUSEWNES.Mothemzndk- I m+l, ' I 
_v~m.+ m0mmmm~w~d~bk.hor W,  dl~mmmmm<bdlmmm~ I 11~VlL : I 
~ m01yioNl l  and  b l~ l~ ,, 
e¢ . . . . . . .  =m,<,+o. .~0,mm-~.  i~ m + ~ ,  ~ +I  
, , ~+,~i+~us l ln J .~-  " . . . . .  I ra4 ,  ._.B~___N~+ '+}~IA,)I~ 
p,<m}+m.m,, w~.+~.~ l m~mmw+. .m.u , .  I 
. . . . .  mmmmmu m u~.,. .2aloool. aO • ~+~. , . .v  ~~..,w,~+,.~ I,~ ' ,, I 
mmm comi~ oow zml~. comw¢mmb+,  I W ~  ' i 
aommKl l~mt-  Dox 277, Forl I~ ,  B.O. I . . . .  • - -  , i 
_m~m~m~_~.~,~..~ p~o..~)w4.mm, I , , ,~m~j~. .~.~ I 
• mume.  re.m+ c,,=mm~: ~ ~ ,+~,,..~.,+,~.,-,m.. ~ m • 
LQO4)eeI,IM~O~,RMTI, Sfll0, Jolxm,Qm~O~mzl~mnmmu.~, i mml l~nor~ml~,  ~ l 
,~w:._~,wmoww, e~©,, ~0o~ ~m~h.W~-  I ~ ._~LP.%~ (ee~m. ~ i 
v~lm, +01ml~mOma(~ I m,m.m. .~m. .  , ,  I 
' ' ',i, ' " ' '"" ' : ' ' ' "::l 
[ ' i  i " i i I i i  i ' ii ' - -  
. . . . . . .  , , •• - '• ~: , .  •i• • •, !: • . . . . . . . .  , . . • . , • •;• , .... • -~ :. • * , • 
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" . - - ' ." FOR ,ADVERTISING CALL,638.SAVE 
,r 
I |  me | 
p~l lWV =" . /, 
• ,v=u oy me Ministry of TransportaUon and Highways at No. 
~4~p ~ *nnu,. ~ .  s.c. ve~ w4 ,m 2:3o p.m. (o~J ume =1 ~u y ,  
]u~u, wll~l t~edeq will be opened in DuMIo ~ ~,: ) 
.~.':g~",..~ ~, - -  w,,, ., ~ ..,.. (,n =..c. w,,, . co=,. 
A ~te.~er ;.~e"Ung wi, m be ~ea- , , . 
- Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, Ifleallons r " tender are available from the M spec and conditions of . ' ' 
Pad(Aven Inlsby of TransportaHoo and Hlghwa No 30 . uP, Terrace, D.C. V6G I . . ys, . 0 • 4546 
1.~,~p.m. ,o4:3.0 p.m. Monday tVo$?~,eeenxe~the~nH~¢ 0'30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 
, , ,~0 requlrlM --~ ~,"  ' . 
, _ .  _ _ _ ,  payment for contract documentation shall be made certified the. 
~'c ~a ~?or .~e%~e.Y~ e to the Minister of Rmnce and C~x~a~ Relations. All 
min im • - 
'"~'~r~/~'~0"t==~"'"ew'°'='~''"w""a"0er"(604) J i NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
~ R ~ f f  ~ '~; , °~=m° fb~ a ' I "  SPECIALIZlNG IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
~ ~ . ~  ~=,~ I . • MANUFACTURING 
Et i~. l f~  ,,==~,~.~==.,~,, I I, ALUM .,.(?..U.~-TP-M_ BUILT BOATS-- BOAT REPNR8 
- . ' : , : ,/ I _ /IH_U_ M I'ABRICATION --  GAS TANKS --.TOOL BOXES 
• : * . ,I NUNNING BOARDS -- BOX L NERS --  10 FT. SHEAR ' I " " ~ 200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS J 
Needed~ 
. l i e  Avl ih lb le  I n  ; te r race  
~f . . /  ~ ~ 230 - Skeena Haugland, 
~ ~  ,....,,~nI Heed Summer Re~cement 
~ ~ i P  " =,,: 
~ i ~ ~ ' 7 ~  ~ 33, - Mountain Vista 
SPRING CLEANING ' 
SPECIALS 
,3995 o, 
We'll,c~?.v~o,r~oms ' ,s hall Call me for upholstery 
~,. .v o,~.~ speclalsi 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
,, ,635-3944 
" " I j ' * PWtabie radloe 
i ' ." .%_M~rine radlo~ ' "  ~i 
|AI. ,~,,.  J - -  • ^key poelaonin our ©oas~ Io0¢ng I / '~ ill .~_ '  .M'~untaln lop repeaie~' '" '. •~ .... 
VVUUU~ . R°Pe~=to=eCamou~==..= I f  l ~ l ~  "L"°" " Satellite Sales & Service ' 
rU l l~ l l l t l l i  ~=~we, m~u~u.~ tO ~ / i] ~"  ' ,,_..,,.,__., 
d~fam Port. | V RoHmalIO 4"5OO2 Potde Ave~Je 
' ' Communications , 638"0261.  m ~=,  camp environment, 
~" ~ ~s ib l l iUes  Indude planning, 
oroanlzlng and supervision of falling and 
buddng, yarding, loading and hauling 
eclMties. 
Your ba~,ground as a Career Logger 
'",. . will Include a minimum of five years' 
supervla=y experience on me B.C. Coast 
• with extomive grapple yarding knowledge. 
As an Individual, you wlll be innovaS~/e and 
Writing tO adapt to changing ~onditions 
A Monday to Fdday wolk weekand 
~.~ year-m~d employment are some of the 
things we offer, Emp~yeas asually redde 
t.,1~ In the Port Hardy are& 
Please forward your resume, In 
'.d confidence, to Marda Fudan. 
International Forest 
~]~]~~ Products Umitod 
~'~ P,O. Box 49114,1088 Dummulr Street 
Vancouver, B.C. WX 1147 
P~:(~) ~l-=m (C~) 
• SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
NOW AVAILABLE 
• Concrete Blocks * Sand & Gravel 
• Screened Top Soil 
• Surplus 2x4  lumber (any length) 
16* per linear foot 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Drive 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD.  
, D!vision of East End Holdings Ltd; 
~ : ..... ~ AVAILABLE ~,~ i ~ N O W  • . . . .  
r~ • Concrete Blocks • Sand &Gravel 
' .: " Screened Top Soil : l "  j - 
. . . .  • SurplUs 2x4 lumber (any length) 
~. ,16* per linear foot . :  
i75i 01d Lakelse Lake Drive 638-8477 
636-6477 
I I River's Edge Contracting 
#112-4619 Lazelle Ave,, 
, ,rac. 
,, t~'i~'i phone 635-6309 
A barga/n reasonable rates- hourly or contract 
specialty buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, bre u ~, , ,  ~,, bits, snowc leadng , 
r 
' for buyers  ! 
i and  se l lers  t COl  PO l l41 ' ION L IM IT ID  "Faming Your Respect' 
Help for Ailing Budgets 1at'&2nd Mortgages Home Purchases 
Bill Consolidation Home Improvements 
i n  Our  Va lue-Packed  Pages  ' FLEXIBLE TERMS & COMPETITIVE RATES 
• "USE YOUR EQUITY" 
:Make money by selling what you no longer ' :: : . Darren M. Smith 
need in the Classifieds. Or find.what ' 
. . . .  you've been looking for at a bargain i: = ~4e=s Park Ave., Terrace 635-6310 
. , price. It's the marketplace of mill- ~ 
ions, Where hundreds of sales and pu=, ' .. 
chases are made every day; Join the 
crowds who shop and sell in the ' 
i Classifieds. It's good busineeel " , 
• ~ ,, ~ .,,i, MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
For  in format ion ,  sa i l  . . . .  ~ SERVICES LTD.  , ' ,' "' ' ': 
: .  ~. . .  i! ~,i:i. :; i i  TerreceCrematodum 4620DavlsAve.,rerrece 
~ D A I I ~  -~! : Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE : 
, - - . ,m . , . - - -  . , . -  J ~=' I "; ~': JEANETTE DE FRANE PF,A 
. . . .  ~,Pu=U:  n20~nHd~3r .... ~"'4 !; iii. ~swer~ se~m , r  
'":: i !~r~' /~i' "'! i I 
.... ~,~, ~,  • ~ ~ ~:r~:i~'~/~:;/:i!:i~i~ i ~i' I ~!
. •o !  
---DE   ANE 
FUN' LHOME 
BOX 247~t J l :em's~.C .  • 847-2441_ 
• • Director A J Jaz~ia~ ,~r~ t 
• Professional counselli~ / \ .~  ,~" 
P4emorlalmarkers £ . . . .  '~ ;/ )~  . . . . .  "', [A  
Grave covers - }" .'~~'- ~ r~ , t~  
Cremation ~.,r~ ~. I FU n~lio n r t i  '  " ' , , . ,~  AMos 
& Service Ltd. 
ALL TYPES OF  GLASS 
Store Fronts ICBC Claims 
COMPETITIVE PRICING 
Serving Bums Lake to KiUmat 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667.44K4 
Hazelton, B.C. - - - - - - - -  
TERRACE LTD. 
I G ' ' L GLASS-~ , ,11 ,~, , , ,~ .  
• ~ ~ . . . , ~ "  TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K5 
. . . . . .  v ,  ' PH. 638-1166 ~ ........... 
..... A, iO•Giass ........ ,~  windshields : i  ,/i/17/ 
• , . , . .  ~ '  Glass Medic Repairs 
apecia,sts ,,, I.C.B.C. claims 
,? 
* ~ J reams~ar ,  ~g w ~usic**. 
~t 9 ~t ~r * 4t ~ 4¢ 
* Cassettes $10.95 
Albums $10. 75 
Discs $19.9 5 
CALL NOW 635-6210 
and leave a message 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cuffing 
Family Portraits Postm 
5 mln Passports Limited Edltk~ Pints 
Dry Mounting LaminaUng 
* %1 4lot bt=~ Avam 
Tmlc= 1,11tUll 
BAND,TI11A _ .  
TRA NSPOR TA T ION 
=- -SYSTEMS LTD.~ . 
Dally freight service' ex Vancemm. 
TEL:(~. 4)635.2728 " ' ~ . .  ~ 
/ FAX:(604)635.7197 , MEM-~'-ROF ~ ~J 
3111BLAKEBURNST., TERRACE, B.C.,~ VaG,,~Uy . - ,, 
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Moan 
a wedding in Kitimat and then 
spend a few days here with son 
Dale, his wife Darla and the 
grandchildren. 
Dick and Maureen first came 
to Terrace in 1963 and now live 
in Langley. Last time they were 
up for a yisit, Dick ended up 
spending some time in Mills 
.... Memorial hospital. There was 
• no repeat of that this time but 
_ the trip was not without inci- 
dent .  Their car gave up the 
ghost  and they had to buy a new 
onel 
Safe trip home and let's hope 
Terrace is kinder to you on your 
next visit. 
Au revoir and good luck to 
Jim Norstrom •who has just 
received news he has been.ac- 
: cepted into the R.C.M.P., his 
• dream for the past seven years. 
Jim's parents, Nell and Betty, 
came to Terrace in 1969 when 
Jim was five years old. He 
graduated from caledonia in 
1982 and then spent two and 
half years tudying law enforce- 
ment at Lethbridge Community 
College. After graduating from 
there in 1985, Jim returned to 
• Terrace and worked with the 
" Skeena mall security force. 
Now he heads for Montreal 
and a French tuition program 
and then its off to the R.C.M.P. 
-: training academy in Regina• 
Skeena mall staff after work 
" a week ago Saturday to present 
• Jim with farewell gifts and wish 
:; him good luck in his new career. 
ii KERMODE'S Alcohol & Drug 
program will be closing the 
following groups for the sum- 
mer: Women's group, men's 
group, grieving group, teen 
group, teen review (teen page) 
Wed. nite videos & group. All 
will commence again on Sept. 
12/90. Counciling is still 
available. Benita Chapdelaine 
A&D counsellor 
"KITIMAT" & TERRACE 
BLIND & VISUALLY IM- 
PAIRED PERSONS. We have 
a white cane club in Terrace. 
When in town come and have 
coffee with us.,, We would be 
happy to welcome you. 
Located at Women's Resource 
Centre 4542 Park Ave. Thurs. 
day, 1:30 p.m. lnfo. contact 
Phyllis 638-0412 or Felix 
638-1285. 
CCB/TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT WHITE CANE 
CLUB needs volunteers to 
assist he blind and visually im- 
paired with crafts and recrea- 
tions (bowling etc.) Also need- 
ed drivers to take members in 
and around town. We would 
really appreciate it. Please con- 
tact Felix 638-1285 or Phyllis 
638-0412. 
,k" ,A. * ,k ,k. 
Park. 
Report 
by James  Roop 
Bear care 
Number one on the list of the 
least-wanted conversations 
while campin8 in northern B.C. 
may well run like this: "There's 
a bear...Where?...Right behind 
youl". 
It's true that bears occa- 
sionally frequent Lakels~ Lake 
provincial park. Bears would 
actually rather avoid people. 
Here are a few tips to help you 
avoid ra situation like the one 
above: 
• Avoid walking on narrow, 
low-visibility trails. The further 
away you initially meet each 
other, the less chance you both 
have of getting panicky. Pro- 
blems arise when people react 
suddenly and surprise the bear. 
• Mai~e a bit of noise when 
walking on the trails. Bears 
have an excellent sense Of hear-- 
ing. Some people carry small 
bells around their neck. Alter- 
natively, some people take their 
children on walks to ensure a 
constant stream of chatter. 
Both work, but bells are 
cheaper to maintainl 
• Avoid walking around dusk 
or dawn, when bears tend to 
forage for their food the most. 
I f  you follow these simple 
tips, you'll greatly reduce the 
chances of meeting abear where 
you may not want to. 
~r~r~ 
Parents 
welcome 
For Skeena Jr. Secondary, 
grade 10 students, the end of 
this school year signals another 
transition - -  the step up to 
senior secondary status. 
The school will mark the oc- 
casion tomorrow morning, June 
28, with a "graduation" and 
awards ceremony to be held at 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre beginning 
at 9 a.m. 
Teacher Dan Houpt said 
parents were welcome and en- 
couraged to attend the event 
which will include presentation 
of service and subject awards as 
well as recognition for all those 
named to the grade 10 honour 
roll. 
I ~ A new i spirit of 
giving 
SAM ORBISON PRESENTS 
Friday, June 29 
Cabaret Show No one under 19 yrs. admitted 
DOOR8 OPEN 8:00 P.M. 8HOW 8TART8 e:so P.M. 
TICKET8 $20.00 PER PERSON 
AvaJlal~e at Sight & ~)und (Terrace) end ~lght & Sound Kitlmat ' ;  £!"/; 
I I ' I [ I  I II I I I I  I 
ds 
~: S~studentsfr0m T©rraCe wereamong t~he niobe th~' i ;~  ~ 
graouates to f~ei~eLLdegr~.s;"diPlomii~ arid cart|floats sat  th¢~ 
Un!vel~s!t~ :bf ,~J~b'ria's-!~ring c~nyO~E¢J~)n c~reMonies held 
earlier this month: ~ , ' . . . . .  ::~" ,' ..... :: '~-- .. " - '~., 
Brian Hislop, Christopher Hodson and William:Spearn 
• received their Bachelor of Arts, Catherine. Kennedy and 
Diane Morehouse Bachelor of Education and Gayle Appleton 
Bachelor of Science (Nursing). 
There are two species of bear 
that occasionally visit our park: 
The Grizzly (Umus Areto Hor. 
ribilis) and the Black Bear (I/r. 
sus Americanus Kermodeii). 
Black bears are more common. 
Both kinds of bears are ore. 
nivores - -  which means they eat 
both plants and animals. But in 
the summer they mainly eat ber- 
ries, plants and roots. Both 
species have been clocked runn- 
ing at 56 km/h and they have a 
keen sense of smell and hearing. 
If you are walking the local 
trails, you can do your own 
spotting for signs of local bears. 
The park's Twin Spruce Trail 
occasionally has evidence o f  
feces on it. You can also look 
for scratch marks on trees, or 
see if you can find an old stump 
that has been torn up to look 
for insects underneath. 
Last week I took two visiting 
Australian friends to Lakelse 
Lake to search for the  famed 
white Kermode. We discovered. 
that the best way of not finding 
bears is to go looking for theml 1 
More information on bears 
can he obtained through the 
B.C. Parks office. Don't be 
embearrassed to call them at 
798-2277. 
  lff, gc 
5b 
COQUlLLE$ . 
ST. JACQUES 
~l l lOps In wine cream 
sauce, served In shells 
bordered with Duohesa 
Potato topped with 
Hollandalsa sauce. 
TENDERLOIN 
OFBEEF 
BOUQUETIERE 
A generous portion of 
filet broiled and served 
with a selection of fresh 
vegetables and choice 
of potato, 
CHILDREN'S 
MENU 
Broiled chicken breast 
with I~otato, rice and 
vegetable. 
STUFFED 
MUSHROOMS 
Fresh mushroom caps, 
baked In our oven, filled 
with a delicious mixture 
of arab meat and 
cheeses. 
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you welt, so relax and enjoy sn 
evening of fine dining at Its best in our 
elegant new dining room. 
Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT 5:00 PM 
MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 4 
RESORT LTD, ;, I,I 
798-2214 . 
• . , . .  . 
I 
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~o.  
THANK YOU 
DONATIONS 1989-1990 
Terrace Co.op Asso. 
• Terrace .Totem Press Ltd. 
.:~.-! Shell Canada. Products Ltd. 
. . . . . . .  Gendisinc. & Asso. Corporations 
Mrs. Vesta Douglas _. 
Pretto Enterprises .... 
All Seasons Sporting Goods., 
Telephone Employee Com'm~fii 
Fund ,- 
Young Ideas Childre~n's Boutiqi 
Kaleidoscope Glasswork 
Gordon & Hazel Hamilton 
Dr, & Mrs. Lepp • 
Northern Drugs 
Grace Fell Florist 
Central Flowers 
H. Lehmann Jewellers Ltd. ~, .LI 
:-"~-i,i' ~Skeena Mall 
Friends of Handicapped Children 
:-  Terrace Travel 
Progressive Ventures 
Mr. & Mrs. Prosser 
Michael A. Leisinger 
Bert's Delicattessen 
Carmen's Kitchen 
Rhonda's Hair Designs 
Flowers A La Carte Gemma Bed & Bath Boutique 
Erwin's House of Fine Jewelry '. Ev's Mens Wear 
Mantique 
• Canada .Safeway L td . . .~?  ; ;  
Mn William Adams 
Order of the Royal Purple .~. 
Elks - BPO Lodge No. 425- ;ii. 
Mr, William McRae - .... 
Judy Eisner : .-i:. ~, }i.i:i :!i!i: 
Keenleyside Insurance ,,. ~ ,'~ ~~ 
Services ". ... i~; 
Michael Flood ..... .~ .~.,. 
Mr. & Mrs..Joe Kreut . / /  ,. .' ~ ;i: 
Marion P. Judd , .~,~, ;,=.c. 
Ronald Murphy • ~: *-~. 
Frank &:.Linda Hamilton ~.!~?il i!ii!i~" 
:Heston.Sturko•~.~. . ~ . . . .  ~~':i~!~,~. 
, Friends of Daryl at B.C. Tel/" .,i 
~"  :D. Towrlss - ~.~;,~:~:~)ii~: 
" TheMedical Clinic " . .,. ,.? ~.~; 
:,-~:.UniversalStores 
:. :i~.-i Smlthers Rugby Club 
'./:'t:iMr. & MI's, KenMoore . .C.Z 
'" : Mr. & Mrs; F.E. Ball •, ~i ::-: !i: 
Don: Diego,s 
Third Avenue Shoes 
:'_! Dr, James Dunfleld ,-. 
Mr. Archle Earley 
r:.:'rclsec Canada Inc. 
tsAuxillary to Royal Canadian 
Parvlarnen 
...... C,:Elorza 
.,.,Terrace Portuguese Club 
i.:WilkinsOnlBusiness Mach nes 
Terra(~e. Recreation Centre 
~Theresa Fredrickson 
& Mrs; L;A. = Van ~kstra " 
S Mrs; Juetten 
y& Lois Lesser 
k, iMrs. R. Anderson 
.~-~ 
Dart 
: :V  
;."Stewart Enterprises Inc. . . . . .  - . . . .  : .............. . . . . .  • ,-, Skeena EZoard. of, Health,,, - ~ . . . . . . . . .  ; , ,~ : ,~ : .~ .... " ~: , Union I . . .... ~ . , , , : .~  : i l ;~ i . i~! :L ,~, ,~ 
alsotO all the people who supposed us through our fund raising eVenis:,'/i ! £1ii 
," .. ?,., ;'.: 'i~:,.' '. ; " . :~ :. .>  ,;--~ . ',~.,:'.,.'.',,. ,-.:..> 
ie'ofLiOhtS . - Christmas Card sales " :-Annual DinIl:er l~:'Dancei:i';'~: '!i 
~ii"'v i:k- ~ 'iI1an ,*o: aIi.. the volunteers and organlzatlons.that.helped, wlth our,": ....... '.,:,~,~ 
!}i;-i)~;~i:'~::ili'i~:~:::".;~~:"'-:""BuIIdln Healthler•Bables,' N~m.-,. ....... . 
~ks:: iO all.the volunteers who have assisted'us throughout the yearl-, i i~/ 
4 •r  . ,  ~• : ' ' LL  
